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1Introduction

The aim of this study is to investigate the possibilities of improving the quality of teaching 
skills of student teachers in elementary education. There are two reasons for this focus on 
quality improvement.

The first reason relates to the current learning performance of Dutch pupils. Compared with 
other countries, Dutch nine-year-old pupils score above average in reading and mathematics. 
However, results from international comparative studies show a decrease in the ranking of 
Dutch pupils with regard to reading comprehension, measured in absolute scores from 554 
in 2001 to 545 in 2016 (Gubbels, Netten, & Verhoeven, 2017) and mathematics, from 549 
in 1995 to 530 in 2015 (Meelissen & Punter, 2016). This downward trend continues among 
15-year-old pupils. The PISA reading scores decreased from 503 in 2015 to 485 in 2018. 
Dutch reading scores have decreased to such an extent that they are now around the OECD 
average. Although the PISA scores in mathematics increased from 512 in 2015 to 519 in 
2018, they are still beneath the level of 523 measured in 2009 (OECD, 2019). This overall 
downward trend is all the more alarming since the development of these basic skills in 
reading and mathematics are crucial for the full participation of pupils at school and later 
on in modern-day society.

The second reason concerns the relation between pupils’ learning gain and teaching 
quality of their teachers (Cotton, 1995; Ellis & Worthington, 1994; Hanushek, 2011; Ko & 
Sammons, 2013; Levine & Lezotte, 1995; Muijs & Reynolds, 2010; Purkey & Smith, 1985; 
Sammons, Hillman, & Mortimore, 1995; Sanders, Wright, & Horn, 1997; Scheerens, 
2015; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997; Van de Grift, 1985; Walberg & Haertel, 1992). Given 
the empirically proven relation between teaching quality and learning gain, the policy 
of the Dutch government is geared towards improving the quality of teaching, whereby 
teacher training colleges are meant to fulfil an important task (Ministry of Education, 
2013). Moreover, a strong collaboration between teacher training colleges and internship 
schools is seen as a prerequisite to achieving the desired quality improvement. Therefore, 
when it comes to training student teachers, the policy of the government is to form full 
educational partnerships between teacher training colleges and internship schools (Ministry 
of Education, 2020).

In this introductory chapter, we introduce four key elements to effectively increase the 
teaching quality of (student) teachers. These are followed by a description of the specific 
context of this study, an introduction of the relevant research questions and a description 
of a pre-study, which has to be conducted. The chapter concludes with an outline of the 
dissertation as a whole.
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Effective professional development of teachers

Several studies show the importance of four key elements for the effective professional 
development of (student) teachers, i.e. alignment between theory and practice, classroom 
observation, task-oriented feedback and effective data-use (Houtveen, 2018a; Van den Hurk 
& Houtveen, 2019). Firstly, a strong alignment between the theory that is taught at teacher 
training colleges and the practical application thereof at internship schools leads to a better 
integration between knowledge and the acquisition of teaching skills (Timperley, 2008). 
Without an explicit connection between the two, improvements in the level of knowledge 
do not automatically lead to an optimalisation of teacher behaviour in practice (Van den 
Hurk, Houtveen, & Van de Grift, 2017). Secondly, observing (student) teachers while they 
are engaged in teaching activities is the most productive way to gather information on the 
teaching skills (Good & Brophy, 2007; Millman & Darling-Hammond, 1990; Wragg, 2013). 
Thirdly, feedback at task level showed to be a powerful instrument to increase learning 
(Hattie, & Timperley, 2007; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). Fourthly, objective and standardised 
observation data are an effective means of providing feedback and for making adequate 
decisions about the steps to be taken in the further development of learners (Houtveen, 
2018a; Houtveen & Brokamp, 2017; Houtveen, Brokamp, & Kunst, 2019; Neven-Hummel, 
Houtveen, & Van den Hurk, 2014; Van den Hurk & Houtveen, 2019; Van Geel & Keuning, 
2016; Van Geel, Keuning, Visscher, & Fox 2016; Visscher & Ehren, 2011). However, the use 
of data is only effective if it is made available for use as soon as possible. This condition 
requires the automation of data processing.

In the Netherlands, several studies in which elementary school teachers were trained based 
on these four elements of effective professional teacher development in order to improve 
their teaching quality showed to be successful. To increase pupils’ learning gain, especially 
in the subjects of mathematics, comprehensive and beginning reading, small experiments 
with a control group and pre- and post-test design, have been set up (Houtveen & Van de 
Grift, 2007a, 2007b, 2012; Houtveen, Van de Grift, & Creemers, 2004). In the experimental 
conditions both teachers and pupils showed a significant growth. The teaching skills of the 
teachers showed a growth from .25 to more than 1.00 standard deviation. Their pupils’ 
learning gains, controlled for age, intelligence, sex, and SES, surpassed the learning gain of 
pupils in the control group. This growth was .36 of a standard deviation, for mathematics, 
.52 for comprehensive reading and .28 and .36 for beginning reading (Houtveen & Van de 
Grift, 2007a, 2007b; 2012; Houtveen, Van de Grift, & Creemers, 2004). 

Other longitudinal studies, whereby elementary school teachers were likewise trained 
according to the four elements of professional teacher development, also measured a 
significant growth in teaching skills, as well as in pupil outcomes with regard to decoding, 
fluency reading, comprehensive reading and mathematics (Houtveen, 2018b; Houtveen, 
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1Brokamp, & Smits, 2012; Houtveen, Mijs, Peeters, & Vlaming, 2002; Houtveen, Kuijpers, & 
Mijs 2004; Houtveen, Mijs, Vernooij, & Roelofs, 2000; Houtveen, Van de Grift, & Brokamp, 
2014; Van Zoelen & Houtveen, 2000). Moreover, a relatively short training period of several 
weeks proved to be enough to achieve growth in the quality of teachers’ teaching skills (Van 
den Hurk, Houtveen, Van de Grift, & Cras, 2014; Van den Hurk, Houtveen, & Van de Grift, 
2016; Van den Hurk, Houtveen, Van de Grift, Hotho-Toppers & Terpstra, 2018). 

Almost all of these studies, however, were performed among certified teachers who were 
already employed in teaching positions. There seems to be hardly any research available on 
the possibilities of improving the teaching skills of student teachers in elementary education. 
The current study, therefore, focuses on applying the four elements mentioned above as a 
possible way of improving the teaching quality of student teachers, already during their 
initial training. 

Context of the study

Teacher training in the Netherlands consists of learning theoretical knowledge taught at a 
teacher training college and of learning to teach at internship schools. Although teacher 
training colleges and elementary schools are educational partners, each has separate 
responsibilities regarding the education of their student teachers. During the process of 
learning to teach, elementary school teachers (functioning as mentors) observe the student 
teachers’ lessons and provide them with feedback. The theory taught at the teacher training 
college is primarily linked with the practice at the internship schools by the use of a so-called 
lesson preparation template. This lesson preparation template is mandatory for student 
teachers, both as a means of preparing their lessons and as a basis for the feedback given 
by their mentors. The term ‘lesson preparation template’ is therefore somewhat misleading 
since the template also includes elements of evaluation and feedback. 

An analysis of the current use of lesson preparation templates shows that teacher training 
colleges generally provide one single lesson preparation template during all training years 
(see chapter 2 and appendix). The underlying teaching model is predominantly based on the 
Didactical Analysis model (DA) (Van Gelder, Oudkerk Pool, Peters, & Sixma, 1971a). Originally, 
this DA model consisted of a uniform lesson preparation template for lesson preparation 
and of corresponding criteria for lesson observation. The preparation elements of the DA 
model remain recognisable in the lesson templates that we analysed for this study. They 
contain various ‘boxes’ for the formulation of the pupils’ lesson goal and for describing their 
entry level. Other boxes provide space for the organisation and evaluation of the lesson. 

Following the DA model, these elements culminate in the description of the lesson, itself pre-
structured in: the lesson introduction, the lesson core and the lesson ending. The underlying 
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teaching model and the correct use of the lesson preparation template is introduced and 
explained to student teachers at the teacher training college. In general, this takes place at 
the start of their first training year (chapter 2). 

Although the DA preparation elements are still evident, we did not find the corresponding 
DA criteria for lesson observation in the lesson templates we analysed, or in the user 
manuals accompanying the templates. Moreover, we did not find any other observation 
criteria, feedback guidelines, or indications of the use of observation instruments that meet 
basic psychometric requirements (chapter 2). This absence of standardised observation 
tools might entail mentors observing student teachers’ lessons from different perspectives, 
depending on what they themselves consider to be ‘good teaching’. Moreover, it is 
conceivable that this absence makes it difficult for teachers at the teacher training college 
to obtain objective insight into the actual level of teaching skills of their student teachers. 
As already stated, government policy is aimed at improving the teaching quality of student 
teachers in elementary education. For this improvement, objective insight into the quality 
of student teachers’ teaching skills is an important prerequisite. 

In summary, we can conclude that there seems to be a rather tenuous alignment between 
the theory taught at the teacher training college and student teachers’ practice at the 
internship schools. Each learning environment focuses on its own coaching responsibilities, 
with limited co-management of the professional development of student teachers during 
their teacher training. Furthermore, we may conclude that the lesson preparation templates 
in use seem to show little support for the acquisition of effective teaching skills by student 
teachers. Besides, the use of one single lesson preparation template does most likely not 
provide adequate support of the professional development of student teachers during all 
training years. Lastly, the lesson templates and user manuals currently in use do not seem 
to provide mentors with sufficient objective criteria to be able to observe student teachers’ 
lessons and to provide them with effective feedback (see chapter 2).

Research questions

The focus of this study is to investigate the possibilities to improve the quality of the teaching 
skills of student teachers in elementary education, by including the above-described 
elements of effective professional teacher development and the available knowledge 
on effective teaching, in a coaching approach, and by the use of a series of scientifically 
substantiated lesson preparation templates that match student teachers’ developmental 
stage. 
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1This leads to the first research question.   

Does a four-step developmentally appropriate coaching approach, consisting of:   
 	 classroom observation with a standardised, reliable and valid observation instrument  
  and the assignment of the appropriate stage focused lesson template;   
		 the actual use of the stage focused lesson template;   
		 task-oriented mentor feedback focused on the student teacher’s developmental  
  stage;    
		 the presentation of scientific theory on effective teaching and the alignment of this  
  theory with the educational practice,   
lead to a higher level of teaching skills of student teachers, compared to student teachers 
that are not trained with this coaching approach? (Chapter 4.)

The first three steps of the new coaching approach are adjustments to the coaching 
approach currently used in the Netherlands. The fourth coaching step, however, is new 
and needs to be added to the existing curriculum of the teacher training college where 
this intervention is to be implemented. This coaching step consists of providing several 
lectures to student teachers throughout each training year. Firstly, attention must be paid 
to the knowledge base about effective teacher behaviour. Secondly, in order to improve the 
process of aligning scientific theory on effective teaching with the educational practice, this 
coaching step requires lectures for student teachers as well. Student teachers, for instance, 
process their data retrieved from practice in a developmental plan in which they themselves 
describe ‘how to achieve a higher teaching level’. Instead of one introductory lecture at the 
start of the first training year, these lectures have to be distributed over the entire academic 
year and have to cover all student teacher groups in each of their training years. Therefore, 
this coaching step requires a considerable extension of the training time. For that reason, it 
becomes relevant to study whether it is possible to improve the quality of student teachers’ 
teaching skills with a less extensive coaching approach, in which this fourth coaching step 
is not included.

This leads to the second research question. 
 
What progress do student teachers make, while being trained with the three-
step developmentally coaching approach, consisting of:     
 	 classroom observation with a standardised, reliable and valid observation instrument  
  and the assignment of the appropriate stage focused lesson template;   
		 the actual use of the stage focused lesson template;  
		 task-oriented mentor feedback focused on the student teacher’s developmental  
  stage? (Chapter 5.)
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To verify possible differences in the results measured by these two versions of the 
developmentally appropriate coaching approach, it is important to establish whether 
previously found results using this coaching approach are replicable. As mentioned above, 
the four-step version of the coaching approach is rather extensive and more difficult to 
implement. It is therefore prudent to use the three-step version for this replication study.

This leads to the third research question. 
  
Is it possible to replicate the results previously found with the three-step coaching 
approach, consisting of:         
 	 classroom observation with a standardised, reliable and valid observation instrument  
  and the assignment of the appropriate stage focused lesson template;   
		 the actual use of the stage focused lesson template;   
		 task-oriented mentor feedback focused on the student teacher’s developmental  
  stage,   
with another group of student teachers? (Chapter 6.)

Pre-study

To be able to answer the above-described research questions, a pre-study has to be 
conducted.  This begins with a historical analysis of the alignment between the teacher 
training college and the internship schools, in terms of learning to teach and using lesson 
preparation as a guidance instrument (see chapter 2). This is followed by setting up a project 
team and designing a new coaching approach. In addition, all educational partners have to 
be trained in managing this new coaching approach (see chapter 3). These four activities are 
described in the text below. 

To increase the chance of successfully implementing the new coaching approach, it is crucial 
that it is integrated within the existing training situation as best as possible. To gain insight 
into the existing situation, we will analyse the role of lesson preparation in the process of 
learning to teach over time. For this purpose, several historical documents regarding teacher 
training will be analysed. In addition to these documents, interviews will be held with key 
figures from educational sciences and former (student) teachers at teacher training colleges. 
Using the available knowledge on effective teacher behaviour and effective professional 
teacher development, choices will be made on what to preserve from previous and current 
coaching approaches, as well as what needs to be added to the new coaching approach (see 
chapter 2).

Following this historical analysis, a coaching approach with lesson preparation templates 
will be designed. The preliminary design will be submitted to two expert groups. The first 
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1group will be asked to assess the quality of its content while the other group will focus 
on the feasibility in practice. We will subsequently conduct a trial run of this approach in 
practice and make any necessary adjustments. 

In addition, a project team has to be set up, responsible for the organisation of the 
implementation of the new coaching approach. This entails creating a digital infrastructure 
to process the observation data and coordinating the communication between all user 
groups, in order to implement all four coaching steps.

Finally, all educational partners will be trained in the theoretical and empirical background of 
the observation instrument to be used. Furthermore, internship schools receive an observation 
training and a training in the assignment of the appropriate lesson template, and in providing 
student teachers with task-oriented feedback within their developmental stage. 

Outline of the dissertation 

Chapter 2 provides a historical analysis of the use of lesson preparation as a guidance instrument 
in the process of learning to teach in elementary education. In addition, the knowledge about 
effective teacher behaviour and effective professional teacher development will be used to 
determine what should be preserved from the past and the current coaching approaches 
and what to add. The design process of the new coaching approach, with matching lesson 
templates based on this problem analysis, is described in chapter 3. Three separate field 
experiments will be carried out in order to answer the three research questions mentioned 
above. 

Chapter 4 is a slightly modified version of the article ‘Learning to teach in elementary 
education’ in which the effects of a four-step developmentally appropriate coaching approach 
are compared with the effects of a control group that did not receive this intervention (Tas, 
Houtveen, Van de Grift, & Willemsen, 2018). 

Chapter 5 is a slightly modified version of the article ‘Effects of data feedback in the teacher 
training community’ (Tas, Houtveen, & Van de Grift, 2019), in which the collaborative 
effort of the developmentally appropriate coaching approach is described as a professional 
learning community. The chapter presents the results of a three-step developmentally 
appropriate coaching approach. This version of the coaching approach does not include the 
fourth coaching step, consisting of the presentation of scientific theory on effective teaching 
and the alignment of this theory with the educational practice. 

Chapter 6 reports on a replication study performed with the three-step version of the 
developmentally appropriate coaching approach with another group of student teachers. 
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Chapter 7 provides an English summary and presents the main conclusions. This chapter 
also discusses limitations of the study, as well as recommendations for further research and 
implications for the educational practice. 
The dissertation ends with an abstract in Dutch. 
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2

Introduction

As indicated in the first chapter, the most important prerequisites for this study 
are redesigning the currently used coaching approach and optimising the lesson preparation 
templates used by student teachers while learning to teach. Whereas this redesigning of the 
current coaching approach is based on effective professional teacher development and on 
effective teacher behaviour, it is our intention to streamline this new design with the existing 
practice wherever possible, in order to increase the chances of its implementation. The 
aim of this chapter is therefore to determine what adjustments are needed to the current 
coaching of student teachers in elementary education. For this purpose, this chapter sets 
out to study the role of lesson preparation as a guidance instrument over time. It throws 
light on the historical development of the coaching of student teachers and on the reasons 
why certain coaching elements are currently used as they are. Using the available scientific 
knowledge on effective professional teacher development and effective teacher behaviour, 
choices have to be made on what elements of previous and current coaching approaches 
are to be preserved and what new elements added, in order to provide an optimal coaching 
approach to students learning to teach. 

This chapter opens with a description of the research method, followed by the distinction 
of four ‘lesson preparation periods’: (1) the period of working with learning plans, (2) the 
period of pluriform usage of lesson preparation, (3) the period of standardisation of lesson 
preparation and finally (4) the current period of (self-) reflection. The description of these 
periods is focused on the alignment between the teacher training college and the internship 
school and the guidance aspects intended to reach this alignment.
The chapter ends with practical conclusions, summarising which aspects in previous periods 
of lesson preparation need to be preserved and which aspects have to be added in the 
coaching approach to be designed, given the available scientific knowledge on effective 
professional teacher development and effective teaching. 

Method

For this historical chapter various information sources have been studied in order to gain 
knowledge on lesson preparation as a guidance instrument in learning to teach. Initially, 
two Dutch professors of historical pedagogy and education and former student teachers 
have been interviewed on the tradition of lesson preparation as a guidance instrument, 
the historical distribution of coaching tasks between teacher training college and internship 
school and theories underlying the lesson preparation. 

Subsequently, Dutch libraries were searched for general textbooks used at teacher training 
colleges over time. These textbooks were closely examined on the existence of lesson 
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preparation suggestions. In Dutch archives, the National Educational Museum and the 
Royal Library, several guidelines were found for the process of learning to teach and for 
lesson preparation itself. For the gathering of lesson preparations made by student teachers 
themselves supplied with comments of their supervisors, we had to make an appeal to 
formal student teachers. Thus, we were able to analyse lesson preparations made at 
two teacher training colleges and at two kindergarten training colleges together with the 
comments of their mentors, made available especially for this research. 

For an analysis of the lesson preparation templates currently used, all teacher training 
colleges have been asked to send in their current lesson preparation template and its user 
manual. A questionnaire was drawn up to gain insight in the ways teacher training colleges 
introduce the lesson preparation templates to their student teachers and their mentors.

Period of working with learning plans (from foundation until 1952)

Introduction

In this section, the period of learning plans is described, starting with the alignment of teacher 
training college and internship schools, the concept of lesson preparation, the mandatory 
use of learning plans and textbooks. The section ends with a concluding summary.

Alignment between teacher training college and internship schools

Up until the foundation of the teacher training college as an institution, student teachers 
learned the teaching profession through practice. In the Netherlands, this probably changed 
around 1797, with the establishment of the first teacher training college in Groningen 
(The teacher training college in Groningen, 1847). With the establishment of formal 
teacher training at professional schools, the necessity arose to align what was taught at 
these professional schools with what was being practiced at the internship schools. This 
endeavour started the ongoing discussion on how to effectively bridge the gap between 
theory and practice (Dewey, 1904). 

The concept of lesson preparation

Whether lesson preparation as a guidance instrument, already played a role in aligning the 
teacher training college with the internship school in this period, is unknown. The concept 
of lesson preparation however is known and descriptions of the daily work of teachers in 
this period show that it was considered important “to prepare lessons well” (Branger, 1995, 
p. 67; Knijn, 2001).
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It is conceivable to think that lesson preparation was considered a part of teaching since 
the spread of Herbertian thinking in education from the mid-1800’s (Kelly, 1997; Tanner & 
Tanner, 1980). Herbert’s pedagogy consists of five consecutive steps in teaching, namely: 
preparation, presentation, association, generalisation and application (Fennell, 1910). The 
first step ‘preparation’ ensures the linking of old and new knowledge. Thus, for connecting 
new knowledge to previous learned knowledge, thinking about the lesson to be taught in 
advance, is necessary. Lesson preparation is also found in the Dutch Dictionary for Pedagogy 
and Education, written by the Herbertian pedagogue Geluk (1882), in which he describes 
three lesson preparation steps, namely: (1) considering which subject matter to present; (2) 
considering the method; and (3) matching the subject matter to the entry level of the pupils. 

General textbooks

We came across three general textbooks published in this period. Two of them, the 
Handbook for pedagogy for the benefit of teacher training colleges (Bigot & Van Hees, 1931) 
and Method for the teacher training colleges (Scheepstra & Dokter, 1925) do not discuss the 
concept of lesson preparation. In the textbook Pedagogy for student teachers (Vincent & 
Verbeeten, 1907), a scheme is found for the design of a lesson based on Herbart’s thinking. 
After the choice of the learning content and breaking down its content in teachable units, 
a three-step model is presented of which the first two steps consist of the preparation 
and defining the subject and communicating the lesson goals to the pupils and a concise 
preliminary discussion to bridge old and new knowledge. The third step consists of the 
application of the learning content in exercises and assignments. 
Although the concept of lesson preparation is not discussed in the two other general 
textbooks, they do provide for an instruction of the correct use of a so-called ‘learning plan’ 
for teacher training. 

Mandatory use of learning plans

During teacher training, student teachers were thus taught the correct use of a learning 
plan. The use of such a learning plan became mandatory in Dutch education after the 
introduction of the law on elementary education in 1920. A learning plan functioned as 
a planning instrument, with which teachers could plan teaching their lessons by writing 
down the subject matter of the textbook used and dividing it over a suitable timeline. 
These learning plans can still be found in Dutch archives (e.g. The Heredity Centre of Dutch 
convents1). It is therefore likely that the focus of lesson preparation in this period was on 
knowing and dividing the content of the textbooks used and fitting the content to the  
lessons in this mandatory timetable. 

1 For readability purposes, Dutch titles and names have been translated in English. The Dutch titles can be found in the reference 
section.
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Concluding summary

With the foundation of teacher training colleges, the necessity arose to align what was  
being taught at these professional schools with what was being practiced at the internship 
schools. General textbooks published in this period show that student teachers received 
instruction on the correct use of learning plans, which use became mandatory after the 
introduction of the law on Elementary education in 1920. 
Despite of incentives found in the literature for the preparation of lessons, it is unclear 
whether lesson preparation already functioned as a guidance instrument for student 
teachers, supporting them to align the theory taught at the teacher training colleges with 
the practice at the internship schools. 

Period of pluriform usage of lesson preparation (1952 until 1970)

Introduction

This paragraph focuses on learning to teach in the period after the passing of the New 
teacher training law in 1952 until 1970. The section starts with the alignment between the 
teacher training college and the internship schools, the use of general textbooks found, 
the lesson preparation and its underlying teaching model, the evaluation and the feedback 
belonging to the lesson preparation used. 

Alignment between teacher training college and internship schools

To increase the quality of the student teacher, the New teacher training college law (1952) 
focused on improving the relationship between the theory taught at the teacher training 
colleges and the student teachers’ practice at the internship schools (Amsing & Van Essen, 
2009). In the New teacher training college, more emphasis was placed on the practical 
component of teacher training, compared to the primarily intellectual education of the 
traditional teacher training. In addition attention was paid to “building the personality 
of the student teacher” (Turksma, 1961, p. 237) by offering student teachers cultural, 
social, pedagogical and didactical education (Kleytweg, 1951). The New teacher training 
college law resulted in guidelines for lesson preparation and the alignment of teaching 
responsibilities between the teacher training colleges and the internship schools. Reports 
were being written to support educators involved in the New teacher training college and the 
internship schools (Catholic Pedagogical Bureau for Elementary Education, 1956; Fokkema, 
1953). Furthermore, a textbook written especially for the New teacher training college was 
published (Bevelander, Fokkema, Nieuwenhuis, & Van der Meulen, 1954) supporting the 
theoretical aspect of the learning process.
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In the collaboration between the teacher training college and the internship school, the 
pedagogical college teacher played a crucial role. These teachers taught pedagogy at 
the teacher training college while also supervising the practice of student teachers in 
the internship schools. Ensuring the tuning of the lessons in pedagogy at the college and 
the textbooks used in the schools, the pedagogy teacher was also involved in writing the 
learning plan of the internship schools. The reports advised on a gradual increase in the 
complexity of assignments to be performed during internship (assessed by college teachers 
as well as mentors) and an extension of the training time within the internship schools (from 
120 to 160 hours in the last training year) (Fokkema, 1953).  

Lesson preparation and lesson evaluation

In this period, lesson preparation was a guidance instrument in the process of learning to 
teach, combining the guidance of the college teacher with the guidance of the mentor at 
the internship schools. It was prescribed for the student teacher to provide the mentor with 
a ‘detailed preparation’. Later in their training “’a comprehensive schedule’ could suffice” 
(Fokkema, 1953, p.7). The lesson preparation also served as an evaluation and feedback 
system for mentors and college teachers. Both mentor and pedagogy teacher from the 
teacher training college observed and evaluated student teachers’ lessons (Van Essen, 
2006; Turksma, 1961) and wrote their comments under the lesson preparation the student 
teacher had written in advance. Its structure and content dependend strongly on what was 
prescribed by the individual teacher training colleges. Sometimes additional forms with 
criteria for the evaluation of student teachers’ lessons and for the evaluation of a lesson 
preparation made were used (Teacher training college at Dongen, after 1952), and during 
internship mentors were assisted with a list of questions in supervising interns at the school 
(Fokkema, 1953; Catholic Pedagogical Bureau for Elementary Education, 1956). The report 
on Teacher training of 1956 for instance emphasised the need for actual discussions of 
the lesson content to be held with the intern (Catholic Pedagogical Bureau for Elementary 
Education, 1956). However, suggestions how these could be realised, or suggestions how to 
prepare for lessons or how to evaluate the lessons taught were not provided. 

To study what lesson preparation looked like in this period and whether lesson preparation 
suggestions from literature were actually utilised, the next chapter describes two textbooks 
used, the lesson preparations made and the feedback on the lesson preparations found. The 
chapter ends with a paragraph on lesson preparation at the kindergarten teacher training 
college and a concluding summary.
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General textbooks used

In this section two general textbooks are described, in which lesson preparation suggestions, 
including suggestions on evaluation and feedback, are made (Bevelander, Fokkema, 
Nieuwenhuis, & Van der Meulen, 1957; Calon, Gielen, Strasser, & Van Aarts, 1954). Two 
other textbooks used, The pedagogy textbook (Mandiger, 1954) and Towards a new school 
didactics (Kohnstamm, Van der Velde, & Welling, 1960), are not further studied, because of 
their lack on lesson preparation suggestions. 

Textbook for the New teacher training college 

The desired curriculum of the New teacher training colleges is found in the Textbook for 
the New teacher training college (Bevelander, Fokkema, Nieuwenhuis, & Van der Meulen, 
1957 (first print in 1954). In the volume on ‘general didactics’ attention is paid to filling out 
a learning plan with monthly, weekly and daily planning, and finally the composition of the 
class timetable and duration of the lessons. In this volume, lesson preparation is defined 
as a generic schedule to be followed when preparing for a lesson. That lesson preparation 
was considered important appears from the quote that ‘an experienced teacher who tries 
to give the best of himself to the children, will prepare for his classes’, and furthermore 
‘this necessity for preparation goes to a large extent for the young teachers’ (p. 162). The 
authors, however, do not consider it possible to provide a standardised schedule for the 
design of a lesson. With particular caution, six general comments on lesson preparation 
are given. The lesson preparation must include: (1) lesson goals, and (2) must describe 
how the lesson is presented, then follows (3) didactical directions such as asking questions, 
perceptions, activities and summaries. In addition it is recommanded, that (4) the student 
teacher describes the didactical tools in the lesson preparation. Also, (5) the pupils should 
process ‘the subject matter by exercises or expression (p. 25)’. Here it is stipulated that 
differentiation needs to be considered. It is to be made clear that the subject matter 
has to be adapted to the pupil. Differentiation can be achieved by putting ‘homogenous 
groups’ simultaneously to work in the classroom, in such a way that while maintaining a 
basic level, not all groups have to do the same tasks. The differences in learning outcomes 
however, should be accepted by the teacher. The last general suggestion (6) pertains to 
the evaluation of the results, stating that the processing of the learning content as well as 
the determination of the results do not have to take place in one and the same lesson. The 
textbook also provides two lesson preparation suggestions written, “just to give an idea” 
(Bevelander, et al., 1957, p. 165).
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Lesson preparations made with ‘Textbook for the New teacher training college 

The teacher training college in Doetinchem is especially interesting for this study, because 
it worked with the textbooks of Bevelander, et al., (1957) which were specifically created 
for the New teacher training college. Studying the lesson preparations done at this teacher 
training college can provide insight into what the lesson preparation, the evaluation and the 
feedback looked like in practice and to what extend the collaboration between the college 
and the internship school has been recorded. For this study thirty lesson preparations for 
class one to six (commonly known as ‘lesson sketches’) of mathematics, language aquisition, 
humanities, music, drawing and gymnastics lessons were analysed, written by four student 
teachers during their teacher training years (from 1958 to 1961). All the lesson preparations 
analysed had the same structure and content with exception of the gymnastic lessons. On 
the cover the lesson subject, the name of the internship school, the name of the student 
teacher and the mentor are mentioned. The A3 folio sheet is divided into four columns with, 
always being on the same position; (1) the subject matter; (2) use of the black board; (3) 
learning materials; (4) applying of practice and, (5) a ‘didactic consideration’, in which the 
student teacher would write a short reflection on the lesson given. 
It is noticible that the main suggestion from the textbook, namely the indication of the lesson 
goals for the pupils and the subsequent evaluation thereof, are missing from all the lesson 
preparation templates analysed. Neither does this lack of a formulation of goals and their 
evalution afterwards in the preparations get remarked on by the grading mentor or college 
teacher. The subject matter is instructed and practised with the class as a whole without 
following the suggestions of differentiation. In the component didactic consideration the 
student teacher motivates choices made in the preparation. For the assessment of the 
lesson realisation, the college teacher visited the internship schools and used a preprinted 
form with criteria. 

Regarding the analysis above of the lesson preparations found, we can conclude that not 
all suggestions of the Textbook for the New teacher training college were implemented. We 
do see however, a standard lesson preparation format prescribed by the teacher training 
college, used by all student teachers while preparing their lessons.

The feedback found on the lesson preparations used, shows the involvement of the mentor 
as well as the college teacher in the process of learning to teach. The lesson preparation 
templates found were graded at the internship school, as well as the teacher training college 
in Doetinchem. The notes found, show that both the college teacher and the mentor at 
the internship school wrote their feedback on the lesson preparation. From the date, it 
can be seen that the teacher signed three days after the lesson realisation. Occasionally, 
there is interaction visible between the commentary of the pedagogy teacher at the teacher 
training college and the mentor of the internship school. Words by the mentor would be 
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underlined in red and the teacher would then respond. The teacher might ask clarifying 
questions, for example underneath the section of the lesson description filled out by the 
mentor; or additional compliments; or reprimands. This collaboration in the guidance by 
mentor and college teacher is striking. All lessons received feedback, grading, and initials 
from both the mentor as well as the college teacher. At this teacher training college the 
lesson preparation itself was assessed. The college teacher would correct the preparation, 
when parts were written down on a wrong part of the preparation, or when parts were left 
blank. There were also suggestions for improving the lesson. In the assessment of a lesson 
given, the lesson preparation was evaluated as well. In the lesson preparation, suggestions 
for improvement were found as well as teachers’ comments on the inconsistency between 
the lesson preparation and the lesson given.
Both educational partners, the mentor at the school as well as the college teacher were 
involved in the process of learning to teach as shown on the lesson preparations studied. 

The Concise textbook of general didactics 

Another textbook on teaching used in this period, was The ‘Concise textbook of general 
didactics’ (Calon, Gielen, Strasser, & Van Aarts, 1954, 1969). It is known that this textbook 
was used at the Catholic teacher training college in Schijndel. 
Lesson preparation in this textbook is referred to as one of the three components of 
a lesson unit. As in the ‘Pedagogy Textbook, specialy for student teachers’ by Vincent & 
Verbeeten from 1907, the central term used there is ‘learning steps’. “Preparing for a lesson 
(component 1) is considered necessary because otherwise the teacher runs the risk of 
improvisation and dependency on accidental thoughts” (p. 162). And while the actual lesson 
(component 2) can be structured differently, “sometimes you have the following format”: 
briefly repeating an introduction (with the announcement of the new substance), followed 
by the core of the lesson (the actual treatment of the study material, in which the teacher 
and the pupil participate in their own way), and the processing (component 3): applying 
the subject matter, by imprinting or practicing. With this explanation of learning steps and 
lesson phases, the intern had to further shape the lesson preparation.

Logbooks from the Maria teacher training college in Schijndel

The Maria teacher training college in Schijndel prescribed the above-mentioned textbook 
developed by Calon, et al. (1954, 1969). Studied is what the lesson preparation system 
looked like and whether the suggestions for lesson preparation mentioned by the authors 
have been put into practice by the student teachers and which feedback was given. 
At this teacher training college, the student teachers kept logbooks in which they wrote 
down their lesson preparations. Four student teachers’ logbooks have been preserved 
(from 1955 to 1957). In these logbooks, each lesson was written down for the entire teacher 
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training period, always provided with date, school name, and name of the teacher. In many 
cases, the class that was taught and the textbook used were added. The lesson preparations 
themselves consisted of brief descriptions of the content of the lesson and the actions of 
the student teacher to be performed. Occasionally, the student teachers would use the 
classification (1) introduction; (2) core; and (3) practice, where the suggestions of Calon, et 
al. (1954, 1969) (in component 2) can be recognised. 
Also in these logs, the notes and the signature with date show that both the college teacher 
and the mentor of the internship school were involved in the process of learning to teach. All 
lessons received feedback and grading from both the mentor as well as the college teacher 
and their initials found indicate that both signed off the lessons taught. The grading of the 
lesson realisation was written under the lesson preparation (ranging from not sufficient, 
through very good). The feedback given was mostly feedback on the process (for example: 
‘good work’, ‘the lesson was well put together’) or fairly general by stated feedback on 
didactics, such as, keeping order in the classroom, the correct use of a professional teaching 
voice, use of materials, keeping an oversight on the classroom as a whole. 

Lesson preparation in kindergarten teacher training 

During the period of pluriform usage of lesson preparation, learning to teach young children 
(4 to 6 year olds) in the Netherlands was part of the kindergarten teacher training college 
until 1985. At this kindergarten teacher training college (the so-called KLOS) student teachers 
prepared for their lessons as well. Two logbooks with lesson preparation templates made in 
kindergarten college have been analysed and resemble the logbooks and lesson preparation 
made at the teacher training colleges at Doetinchim and Schijndel. The involvement of the 
pedagogy teacher and the mentor in the logs is also here visible, indicating that the lesson 
preparation system at the kindergarten teacher training college likely served as guidace 
instrument for learning to teach in kindergarten as well. Since handbooks for working 
with young children from that period (Den Daas, 1958; Lambert-Anema, 1974; Nijkamp,   
Baumans, Daamen, & Duchâteau-Pastors, 1953) do not provide explicit discriptions on 
lesson preparation for this age group, it is plausible to think that also at the kindergarten 
teacher training college the lesson preparation structure and content dependend on what 
was prescribed by the individual kindergarten teacher training college.

Concluding summary 

In this lesson preparation period, the alignment between the teacher training college and 
internship schools was considered important in order to improve the teaching quality of 
the (student) teacher. Lesson preparation already served as a guidance instrument linking 
theory to practice on the basis of which the mentors at the schools and the pedagogy 
teachers at the college gave their evaluation and feedback. 
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The structure of the lesson preparation system was prescribed by the individual teacher 
training college. Not all lesson preparation suggestions as included in the general textbooks 
were found in the preparations made. However, the mentor as well as the college teacher 
were involved in the process of learning to teach as can be seen on the evaluation and 
feedback found on the lesson preparations. 

Period of standardisation in lesson preparation (1970 up to the 1980s) 

Introduction

This section describes the period of standardisation in lesson preparation, which covers the 
period from 1970 up to the 1980s. In the standardisation process, the learning method 
didactical analysis (DA) (Van Gelder, Oudkerk Pool, Peters, & Sixma, 1971a, 1971b, 1972) 
played an important role. The following will be discussed in turn: the alignment made 
between college and schools, the DA model, its additional learning materials, the translation 
of the DA model in the lesson matrix, and lesson observation and feedback. The section 
ends with a concluding summary.

Alignment of teacher training college and internship schools

The curriculum of the teacher training colleges practically remained unchanged after 
the passing of the Mammoth law in 1968 (De Frankrijker, 1989). There was however a 
significant change in the alignment of learning to teach between teacher training colleges 
and internship schools. Van Gelder developed the DA model (1967), which was generally 
considered the solution to the lack of alignment between the theory taught at teacher 
training colleges and the practice at the internship schools (Van Gelder, et al.,1971a). Van 
Gelder et al. saw the organisation of didactic processes as the core of the teacher’s work. 
Lesson preparation, lesson realisation and lesson evaluation were regarded as key factors. 
They stated that the level of theory at the colleges was not adjusted to what was needed 
in practice; therefore, the theory was insufficiently supported by the internship schools. To 
realise a better alignment of theory with practice (Van Gelder, 1964) a learning method was 
introduced, in which the DA model was central (Van Gelder, 1967). Through questionnaires 
and meetings all actors involved (i.e. student teachers, college teachers and mentors) could 
give their suggestions which led to the evaluation and adjustment of the definitive version 
of the DA learning method. Van Gelder initiated the involvement of the accompanying 
educational institutes, such as the General, Christian and Catholic Study Centres (APS, CPS 
and KPC), which further strengthened the impact of this innovation. 
As a result of the implementation of the DA learning method at all teacher training colleges in 
the Netherlands, lesson preparation no longer depended on guiding structures an individual 
teacher training college prescribed. The didactical process (from lesson preparation, and 
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lesson realisation to lesson evaluation) proceeded according to a standardised process. 
The notion, that each lesson could be prepared and observed in a similar way, by using a 
standardised lesson preparation template and a matching standardised observation form, 
was new. All teacher training colleges and internship schools were unanimously using this 
learning method with its uniform lesson matrix, its observation form for the lesson taught, 
the evaluation form for the lesson preparation made and the educational jargon it entailed. 
Two newly published textbooks specialised in lesson preparation for student teachers in 
elementary education, Logbooks for the Internship School (Van Laarschot & De Leeuw, 
1967) and The Nuances’ from the General didactics for teacher education (Cornelissen, 
1969), were overtaken by this new DA learning method.

The Didactical Analysis model

During this period of standardisation, there already was a development in the cognitive 
psychology asking for attention to bridge on the one hand theory on learning with on the other 
hand theory on teaching (Bruner, 1964; Gage, 1964; Heimann, Otto & Schulz, 1965; Taba, 
1962; Tyler, 1949). Van Gelder (1967), for instance assumed that “research on what a pupil 
does is not at all congruent with what a teacher does to make this learning possible” (p. 52). 
In an attempt to develop a theory on teaching, Van Gelder, in accordance with Gage (1964) 
and Bruner (1964), analysed the practical educational situation and came to three axioms: 
(1) the formation principle, referring to the lesson goals; (2) the development principle, 
referring to the starting point of the didactic process, which is divided into knowledge level 
and experience of pupils; and (3) the management principle that relates to the organisation 
of the teaching situation and the choice of teaching models. Van Gelder (1967) described 
the development of the DA model through the combination of the components of Bruner’s 
education analysis (1964) (initial situation, learning practice, and learning outcome) with 
the components of the analysis of Gage (purpose, type of work and theory of learning). Also 
recognisable in Van Gelder’s DA model is Tyler’s (1949) technical model, in which selecting 
objectives, organising and evaluating the learning process, are central and the starting point 
of Taba’s model (1962), namely the ‘diagnosis of educational needs of the pupils’. 

Van Gelder finally built the theoretical basis of the didactic analysis stating five questions: 
 1.  What do I want to achieve with my education?  
 2.  How do I choose and organise the study material?   
 3.  Which forms are useful?  
 4.  What learning activities should be used?  
 5.  How do I determine the results of this teaching-learning process with regard to the  
  stated goals? 
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The didactic process would start with the lesson goals stated and the entry level of the 
pupils. The didactical process consists of four parts: (1) subject matter; (2) teaching models; 
(3) learning activities; and (4) didactic tools. The didactical process would conclude with the 
evaluation of the educational outcome (Van Gelder, 1967).

lesson goals entry level

evaluation

subject teaching learning

didactic tools

Didactical analysis model (Van Gelder, Oudkerk Pool, Peters, & Sixma, 1971)

Figure 2.1. Didactical Analysis model (Adapted from Didactical Analysis, by Van Gelder, L., 
Oudkerk Pool, T., Peters, J., & Sixma, J., 1971a, p. 30, Groningen: Wolters-Noordhoff)

The DA learning method 

The DA model was part of the DA learning method and consisted of the DA work and study 
book in which the DA model was theoretically explained, the logbook called ‘Transparencies’ 
(with lesson matrices for student teachers to fill out) and the DA manual for mentors. 
In the DA work and study book and the logbook Transparencies, student teachers and college 
teachers were instructed on the correct use of the elements of the DA model. It provided 
theory on all its elements, namely: lesson goals, entry level of pupils, subject knowledge, 
teaching work forms and learning activities (figure 2.1, Van Gelder, et al., 1971a, p. 30). In 
addition, the logbook provided information on how to fill out the uniform and pre-printed 
lesson matrix usable for the preparation of lessons. 

The learning method also offered a pre-printed standardised form for the observation of 
student teachers’ lessons at the internship schools (figure 2.3, Van Gelder, et al., 1971a, 
p. 39), together with an almost identical form for the evaluation of a filled out lesson 
preparation. Mentors in the internship schools received their instruction in the correct 
guidance with the DA model from the mentors’ manual of the DA learning method. 

Translation of the DA Model into a lesson preparation matrix 

Van Gelder, et al. (1971b) translated the DA model into a standardised (and pre-printed) 
lesson preparation matrix to be filled out in advance by student teachers. 
The interrelated parts of the DA model are translated as follows into the lesson matrix 
(figure 2.2, Van Gelder, et al., 1971b, p. 9.). Boxes were reserved for formulating the lesson 
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goal and the entry level of the class. In the second part of the pre-printed page, the student 
teachers had to write down the learning content, the didactic work forms (teaching), the 
learning activities and the didactic tools that come up during the introduction of the lesson, 
the core of the lesson and during the processing of the learning content. The estimated 
duration of the lesson phases had to be filled out in a column on the left. 

Figure 2.2. The DA lesson matrix for student teachers to fill out (Adaptation from Didactical 
Analysis ‘Transparencies’, by Van Gelder, L., Oudkerk Pool, T., Peters, J., & Sixma, J., 1971b, 
p. 9. Groningen: Wolters-Noordhoff).

Standardisation of observation and feedback provided

In order to achieve standardisation in the guidance of learning to teach, the DA learning 
method provided mentors at the internship schools with a matching observation form, on 
which they could score the level of the teaching skills of student teachers on a five-point 
scale (from inadequate to good). In addition, there was an evaluation form that mentors and 
teachers used as a tool for evaluating the lesson preparation filled out. In these two forms all 
DA elements, such as lesson goals for the pupils, their entry level and the lesson evaluation 
were placed (see figure 2.3). 

Matrix for lesson preparation 
Student teacher: … 
School: … 
Class: … 
Amount of pupils: … 
Pupil desks arrangement: ... 
Mentor: … 
Date: … 
Content: … 
Subject:… 

Goals pupils Entry level 

Time Lesson 
phase 

Learning content Didactical work 
forms 

Learning 
activities 

Didactic tools 

Introduction 

Core 

Processing 

Figure 2.2. The DA lesson matrix for student teachers to fill out (Adaptation from Didactical Analysis ‘Transparencies’, by Van 
Gelder, L., Oudkerk Pool, T., Peters, J., & Sixma, J., 1971b, p. 9. Groningen: Wolters-Noordhoff). 
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Figure 2.3. DA form for lesson observation (Adapted from Didactical Analysis, information 
for mentors, by Van Gelder, L., Oudkerk Pool, T., Peters, J., & Sixma, J., 1972, p. 39. Groningen: 
Wolters-Noordhoff).

In the above-shown lesson observation form a distinction is made between; (a) knowledge 
and insight into the components of the didactic activities; and (b) lesson realisation and also 
the management of and skill in dealing with the parts of the didactic activities (e.g. learning 
management and skill in the management of teaching and learning resources). Finally, (c) 
there are the personality characteristics of the student teacher, such as professional attitude, 
student activation, language usage, etc. 
A manual was available to fill out this observation form. 

Concluding summary

During the period of standardisation, the learning method DA was introduced to establish 
the alignment between theory taught at the teacher training college and student teachers’ 
practice at the internship schools in order to improve the teaching quality of the student 
teacher. All teacher training colleges and internship schools, with the exception of teacher 

DA Evaluation form for lesson realisation 
Name student teacher Date Name mentor/college teacher 
Components lesson and grading criteria From unsatisfactory 

to good 
- - - + ++ Comments and/or suggestions 

1 Lesson goal  
a Achievable for pupils? 
2 Entry level, on the basis of 
a Knowledge and skills 
b Capacities 
c Interests 
3 Subject matter 
a Adjusted to entry level 
b Distinction main and side matters 
c Degree of acquirement 
4 Work forms 
a Adjusted to lesson goal  
b Adjusted to entry level 
c Efficiency 
d Variance in use 
5 Practical exercises, adjusted to 
a Lesson goal 
b Entry level 
c Subject matter 
6 Didactic tools 
a Supporting exercises 
b Efficiency 
c Use 
7 Lesson evaluation 
a Effectiveness 
b Efficiency 
c Use 
8 Lesson phases 
a Structure followed 
b Use 
9 Aspects of the personality of the student teachers 
Figure 2.3. DA form for lesson observation (Adapted from Didactical Analysis, information for mentors, by Van Gelder, L., 
Oudkerk Pool, T., Peters, J., & Sixma, J., 1972, p. 39. Groningen: Wolters-Noordhoff). 
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training colleges for teaching kindergarten, used the uniform ‘lesson matrix’ for the 
preparation of lessons. Mentors and college teachers were facilitated with a standardised 
form for lesson observation and a matching form, for the evaluation of lesson preparation 
matrices filled out. 
With this standardised process of lesson preparation, realisation and evaluation, the DA 
learning method has improved the process of learning to teach. It linked the theory taught 
at the teacher training college with student teachers’ practice at the internship school and 
provided a common educational jargon. 

Period of (self-) reflection (1980s up to the present)

Introduction

This section describes the lesson preparation period from the 1980s until the present, 
starting with the alignment between teacher training college and internship schools and the 
changes made to lesson preparation as a guidance instrument. Since the period of (self-) 
reflection continues to this date, the section ends with an analysis of lesson preparation 
templates currently used.

Alignment between teacher training college and internship schools

Despite the implementation of the DA model in teacher training, the discussion on how to 
align theory taught at teacher training colleges with practice at internship schools continued. 
Such theory-practise gab is described in international literature (Asaoka, 2008; Shulman, 
1998), pointing, for instance, at possible pitfalls deriving from a lack of alignment between 
the two learning environments. Student teachers sometimes have to face assignments from 
the teacher training college that are ondoable in practice or assignments that are, by lack of 
an alignment, insufficiently guided in practice. Furthermore student teachers have to deal 
with internship schools primarily designed for the learning of pupils, and not for the learning 
process of student teachers (nor for that of their mentors) (Feiman-Nemser & Buchmann, 
1983). Moreover, the alignment in teacher training in this period is also hampered by 
mentors, college teachers and student teachers operating from different systems with their 
own goals, agendas and expectations (Valencia, Martin, Place and Grossman, 2009). 

Dutch government policy in this period is still aimed at improving the quality of teaching 
of student teachers (Ministry of Education, 2008, 2011, 2013). To achieve this quality 
improvement teacher training colleges are urged to train their student teachers in full 
educational partnership with their internship schools (Ministry of Education, 2005, 
2020). In this partnership the practical component of teacher training has been placed 
more centrally in the curriculum (Educational Council, 2005). Educational partnership is 
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furthermore stimulated by including the teacher trainers at the internship schools in the 
Professional Association of Teacher Educators (Velon registratie), by providing accreditation 
for the new ‘training school’ (Inspection of Education, 2007) and by ensuring an adequate 
training to become a professional teacher trainer (Bergen, Melief, Beijaard, Buitink, & 
Van Veen, 2009; Timmermans, 2012). This partnership can, for instance, take the shape 
of professional developmental schools (Darling-Hammond, 1994; Zeichner, 1992) or of 
professional learning communities in which all teacher educators work together in training 
their (student) teachers (Stoll, Bolam, McMahon, Wallace, & Thomas, 2006; Stoll & Louis, 
2007). (The professional learning community is further described in chapter 5). Ensuring 
such continuation of professional development by teacher trainers (Chang, Jeon, & Ahn, 
2014) is also the main goal of a so-called lesson study, in which educational partners improve 
their teaching practise cooperatively through a process of inquiry and lesson planning (Fujii, 
2016; Makinae, 2010; Yoshida, 1999). 

Linking student teachers’ experiences in practice to theory through (self-) reflection has 
become common practice in teacher training in the Netherlands in this period. In learning 
reports and counselling interviews student teachers reflect upon their experiences from 
practice (Leeferink & Koster, 2016), letting their identity as a teacher play an integral role. 
Strengthening the quality of the (student) teacher, by developing a professional identity 
(Beijaard, 2019; Beijaard & Meijer, 2017), or since professional behaviour is also influenced by 
the way (student) teachers see themselves, by developing a professional self-understanding 
(Kelchermans, 1994, 2000), has accordingly become an important focus in research during 
this period.

Change in lesson preparation as a guidance instrument

Although in this period of (self-) reflection the lesson preparation template still is the main 
guidance instrument in learning to teach, with all its DA preparation elements in place, 
crucial adjustments are made to the guidance with the lesson preparation template and 
to the lesson preparation template itself under influence of social constructivism (Simons, 
2000). The original DA model is influenced by developments in cognitive psychology that put 
emphasis on the theory of teaching. From cognitive psychology, a new theory on learning, 
called social constructivism, was developed. According to social constructivism, learning is 
an active process of acquiring new knowledge that comes about primarily in interaction 
with the environment. The learner plays an important and active role and self-directed 
learning through self-reflection is an important aspect. Thus, (self-) reflection became an 
important aspect in the training of student teachers (Calderhead, 1989; Hermans, Creton, & 
Korthagen, 1993; Zeichner & Liston, 1987). This theoretical renewal is reflected in the lesson 
preparation template by encouraging student teachers to formulate their own learning 
goals in advance, and under the supervision of their mentors, to reflect on these learning 
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goals after their lesson taught. Empty boxes for the elements of this so-called reflection 
cycle (Korthagen, 1982, 1992), were added to the lesson preparation template. In general 
three empty boxes were found: one box at the head of the template for the lesson goals 
of the student teachers, two at the bottom, one for the mentor to provide feedback and 
another for the student teachers to reflect on their prior learning goals (figure 4.2). In this 
process mentors are encouraged to provide feedback they find helpful in the process. The 
DA corresponding form for lesson observation and the form for the evaluation of lesson 
preparation filled out fell into disuse. 
With this renewal in the use of lesson preparation templates as a guiding instrument, the 
emphasis shifted from preparing for lessons into reflecting on lessons taught. 

Figure 2.4. Schematic representation of lesson preparation templates currently in use.

Analysis of lesson preparation templates used

For this study, a generic insight has been achieved in   the lesson preparation templates used 
and how mentors are directed to give their guidance, by collecting and analysing the lesson 
preparation templates from 26 Dutch teacher training colleges and their user’s manual (see 
appendix). 
The analysis starts with the section structure of the templates (a) and the underlying teaching 
models (b). In the section observation and feedback (c) and the section user manual (d), the 
facilitation of mentors in observing student teachers’ lessons and the direction of feedback 
on the lessons taught is described. 

Structure 

With regard to the structure of the lesson preparation templates (a) three standard 
components in all analysed lesson preparation templates were found; (1) the lesson design 
(for the notation of the entry level of the pupils, the lesson goal and the description of the 

Lesson preparation template 
(administration data of the student teacher, internship school and class) 
Empty reflection box  
(for student teacher to formulate own learning goals) 
Former DA model elements 
(entry level pupils, lesson goal pupils, lesson evaluation & organisation) 
Lesson phases  
(lesson introduction, lesson core, lesson ending) 
Empty box reflection student teacher 
Empty box for mentor findings 
(for the reflection of the learning goals and mentor findings) 
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lesson evaluation) (2) the actual lesson description (the section in which the student teachers 
describe detailed the lesson they are planning to teach) and (3) the feedback section. 
In the component ‘design’ (1) of all templates, we recognise elements of the DA model, 
namely the sections: lesson goals for the pupils, their entry level, lesson evaluation and 
lesson organisation. Student teachers start their lesson preparation by filling out these 
sections.

An empty box is intended for the above-mentioned reflection cycle, where student teachers 
write down their own learning goal for the lesson ahead. The preparations further consist 
of a component ‘actual lesson description’, in which different lesson phases of the teaching 
model are included. Student teachers have to write down in their own words which activities 
they are planning to perform and which activities they expect from their pupils. A time 
column is added to estimate the expected duration of the different lesson phases. 

Teaching model

Regarding the underlying teaching model (b), in general three different models are found in 
the component lesson description of the lesson preparation templates analysed. 
The model most frequently used is the DA model, consisting of the above-mentioned DA 
elements. This section is followed by the description of the lesson itself, pre-structured in 
three parts (1) the lesson introduction, (2) the lesson core and (3) the lesson ending (or 
lesson processing) for student teachers to fill out in advance of the lesson. 

Four teacher training colleges additionally use the so-called ‘Didactical route’ model as the 
lesson description component in their templates (De Munnik & Vreugdenhil, 2005). In this 
model the interests of the pupils are envisaged to fuel the education process and therefore 
a lesson preparation should combine the learning content and the pupil’s worldview into 
what Vreugdenhil and De Munnik call ‘the subjective work concept’ of the pupil. This 
model puts great emphasis on the pupil’s learning activities, not so much on developing 
the student teacher’s teaching skills. In this model, the student teacher designs a didactical 
pathway between three components, namely: (1) the world perception of the pupil; (2) 
the subjective work concept of the pupil; and (3) the subject matter. A lesson preparation 
should ‘journey along’ all three components. Specific didactic ‘stops’ represent the learning 
activities of the pupils that correspond to these components (initial learning activities such 
as ‘to open’, ‘to edit’ and ‘to include’). 

The teaching model direct instruction is mentioned by three teacher training colleges in their 
template as a possible alternative in teaching. These templates however are predominately 
based on the elements of the DA model and do not seem to further support student teachers 
in applying the direct instruction model, for example by adding pre-structured boxes with 
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the lesson phases of the direct instruction. On five templates, the term differentiation in 
teaching is suggested, but adequate support, for example in organising pre- or re-teaching, 
is not found. 

In the templates currently used at teacher training colleges, we found little proof of the 
application of available knowledge on effective teaching skills. Although some lesson 
templates mention the possibility of preparing a direct instruction and suggest applying 
adaptive teaching, the templates do not seem to provide adequate support for the 
acquisition of these teaching skills. 
Although there are four teacher training colleges using different templates for specific 
teaching purposes, these templates hardly differ and do not show an increase in teaching 
complexity (also see appendix). 

Observation and feedback

As already described, traditionally lesson preparation also functioned as evaluation and 
feedback instrument for mentors. In all lesson preparation templates analysed, a feedback 
component (c) is found. The feedback components of all templates largely consist of an 
empty box for mentors for the notation of their feedback and of an empty box for student 
teachers to complete their reflection cycle, based on the learning goals formulated prior to 
the lesson. At the bottom of the lesson preparation template, an empty box is reserved for 
the notation of the feedback of the mentor. In the lesson preparation templates and user’s 
manual analysed, we did barely find observation or feedback criteria for mentors, nor any 
indication of the use of additional observation instruments.

Introduction to the lesson preparation template

To gain insight into the nature of the introduction of the lesson preparation templates to the 
student teachers (d), teacher training colleges were asked to send in their user’s manual and 
to provide information on the introduction of their template to the student teachers and 
mentors. In general, student teachers are being taught about the correct way to complete 
the template and learn about its underlying teaching model at the start of the first year 
at the teacher training college. Conform the reflection cycle added on the templates, 
student teachers’ and their mentors are informed on the correct use of the reflection cycle 
(Korthagen, 1982, 1992).

Concluding summary 

On the basis of the above we can conclude that in the current period of (self-) reflection, 
lesson preparation still is an important guidance instrument in the process of learning to 
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teach. Notwithstanding some lay-out changes, the preparation elements of the DA model 
are recognisible in the lesson preparation templates found. Teacher training colleges 
generally provide one template during all trainings years, which use is mandatory. In all 
templates analysed empty boxes are found for student teachers to formulate their own 
learning goals and to reflect on the degree of achievement of the learning goal and for 
mentors to write down the feedback they find helpful. The DA lesson observation form and 
the DA form for mentor to evaluate the lesson preparation made, fell into disuse. In our 
analysis we did find hardly any observation criteria or feedback guideliness on the lesson 
templates, nor any evidence of the use of observation tools. This most likely implies that 
mentors are observing student teachers’ lessons from individual perspectives, depending on 
what they themselves consider ‘good teaching’. Moreover, it is conceivable that this causes 
teacher training colleges difficulties to obtain objective insights in the teaching quality of 
their student teachers.

Conclusions

This chapter provided a historical analysis of lesson preparation as a guidance instrument in 
learning to teach in order to align the coaching approach to be designed within the existing 
practice to increase the chances of implementation. After a short summary of the previous 
lesson preparation periods, this chapter consists of two concluding sections in which is 
described what has to be preserved and what has to be added to the coaching approach to 
be designed, given the available scientific knowledge on effective professional development 
of (student) teachers and on effective teaching behaviour.

Summary

From the foundation of teacher training colleges until the present day, it has been considered 
important to align what is taught at the teacher training college with the practice at the 
internship schools in order to improve the teaching quality of student teachers. How to 
bridge the gap between the theoretical and practical component of teacher training is part 
of this ongoing discussion (Dewey, 1904; Van Essen, 2006). 

The desire for close collaboration was formulated in the New teacher training college 
law (1952) and agreements on lesson preparation as a guiding tool were made. Lesson 
preparation itself transformed from a planning instrument (a learning plan) into a guidance 
instrument, on which student teachers prepared for their lessons and on which mentors 
and college teachers wrote their comments visible for all involved in the guidance process. 
The DA model has provided standardisation in the guidance process of lesson preparation, 
lesson realisation and lesson evaluation. The model, used by all teacher training colleges in 
the Netherlands, was translated in a uniform lesson matrix for student teachers to fill out in 
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advance. Mentors were facilitated with two matching forms; one for lesson observation and 
another for the evaluation of a filled out lesson preparation template.

Social constructivism (from the 1980s until now) has taught student teachers, college 
teachers and their mentors the possibility of envisioning a more personalised learning 
route, with student teachers reflecting on their individual and self-directed learning process. 
Mentors were encouraged to provide student teachers with feedback on their own views of 
good teaching. The observation and evaluation forms of the period of standardisation fell 
into disuse and open boxes were added to the templates of all teacher training colleges for 
mentors and student teachers to write down their personal findings after the lesson taught. 

What to preserve from previous periods within the coaching design 

Available knowledge on effective teacher behaviour and the previously described four 
elements of effective professional teacher development are to be used to decide what to 
preserve from previous coaching periods and what to add to the new coaching approach, 
for it to be effective. Aligning theory with (student) teachers’ practice in order to increase 
the quality of teaching is the first element. Considering that this alignment is still the focal 
point in teacher training, the lesson preparation template as such has to be preserved. It can 
function as main guidance instrument aligning both student teachers’ learning environments 
by serving as template for the notation of mentor feedback, as well as serving as a template 
for student teachers to prepare the lessons they are planning to teach at the internship 
schools. Moreover, also the lesson  preparation elements of the DA model (Van Gelder, et 
al., 1971a), namely: (1) the formulation of the lesson goals for the pupils taught, (2), their 
entry level, (3) the lesson evaluation and (4) the lesson organisation) are to be preserved in 
the lesson preparation templates to be newly designed. 

What to add to the new coaching aaproach to be designed? 

Regarding effective teaching and effective professional teacher development, the current 
coaching approach shows certain deficiencies in the process of learning to teach, i.e. in 
aligning theory to the teaching practice, in using classroom observation, in providing 
effective feedback at a task level and in making effective use of data (chapter 1). What has to 
be added to the coaching approach to be designed, regarding this knowledge, is discussed 
below. 

To align theory taught at the teacher training college with the practice at the internship 
schools, the design requires a mutual framework on what is considered ‘good teaching’. 
In the design of the coaching approach, available research on effective teacher behaviour 
will become the basis of such a framework. Since observing is the most productive way to 
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gather information on the level of teaching skills, the design of the new coaching approach 
additionally requires, the use of a standardised, valid and reliable observation instrument, 
in which the knowledge base on effective teaching behaviour has been operationalised. 
Through this observation instrument, the quality of student teachers’ teaching skills can be 
objectively observed. The alignment between teacher training college and the internship 
schools will also be strengthened by effective use of these observation data. The data 
retrieved from classroom observation are used for giving feedback on the teaching skills 
practiced by student teachers and for making adequate decisions about the steps to be 
taken in the further development of these teaching skills. By making these data available 
to student teachers and to the educational partners, college teachers and internship school 
mentors will gain immediate insight in the actual level of the practiced teaching skills. 
With these collected data the teacher training college will, furthermore, obtain objective 
insight in the observable teaching quality of their student teachers, which is a an important 
prerequisite for the desired quality improvement.

On the aspect of effective feedback, the new coaching approach requires better guidelines 
for mentors to provide student teachers with effective feedback at a task level, in which the 
individual student teacher’s professional development is taken into consideration as well. 

Finally, the alignment between theory taught at the teacher training college and the practice 
in the internship schools requires the design of a series of theoretically substantiated lesson 
templates showing a stage focused increase in teaching complexity. In these lesson templates, 
the knowledge base on effective teacher behaviour has to be included, supplementing the 
already existing DA elements. In this way, the design of the lesson preparation templates will 
further align the theory on effective teaching taught at the teacher training college and the 
immediate practice thereof in the internship schools, by means of stage focused templates 
appropriate to student teachers’ professional development.

In the next chapter, the design of a ‘developmentally appropriate coaching approach’ with a 
series of matching ‘stage focused’ lesson templates is described. 
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Introduction

As described in the previous chapter, teacher training colleges in the Netherlands have 
recently been urged to increase the teaching quality of their student teachers, in the 
process of which aligning theory with practice remains a focal point. To meet such demand, 
teacher training colleges require an objective insight in the quality of the teaching skills 
of their student teachers. In practice though, the collaboration between teacher training 
colleges and internship schools is organised in such a way that the observation of lessons 
is largely left to the elementary school teachers, acting as student teachers’ mentors. 
Mentors however, do not seem to be sufficiently supported to provide student teachers 
with objective feedback. Indications of the use of standardised observation instruments 
that meet basic psychometric requirements, to observe student teachers’ lessons in the 
internship schools, are not found (chapter 2). The main guidance instrument in the process 
of learning to teach, is the so-called lesson preparation template. This lesson preparation 
template links theory taught at the teacher training college to practice at the internship 
schools. Generally, this lesson preparation template is used during the entire training period 
and appears to support the professional development of student teachers insufficiently. 
Furthermore lesson preparation templates in use, show little use of research-based 
knowledge on effective teaching (cf. appendix). 

As described in the previous chapters, a prerequisite of this study on the possibilities to 
improve the teaching skills of student teachers in elementary education is the design 
of a coaching approach including a series of lesson preparation templates, in which the 
educational partners at both learning environments work closely together. Four, previously 
described, elements of effective professional teacher development will, in combination 
with available knowledge on effective teaching, form their design base, thus aligning theory 
taught at the teacher training colleges with student teachers’ practice. In this chapter, we 
report on the design process of this ‘developmentally appropriate coaching approach’ and 
of a matching series of ‘stage focused lesson templates’. The first section offers a theoretical 
and empirical framework of the coaching approach to be designed, followed by a description 
of its actual design process. Furthermore, the coaching approach as a whole, the content 
validity, the feasibility of the coaching approach and its testing phase are described. This 
chapter results in a description of the final version of the developmentally appropriate 
coaching approach and of its stage focused lesson templates.

Theoretical and empirical framework

For the design of a developmentally appropriate coaching approach and a series of stage 
focused lesson templates to be firmly based on elements of effective professional teacher 
development and on effective teaching evidence, four research domains are relevant. 
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The first domain encompasses research into the availability of observation instruments 
that could be used to align the teacher training college and the internship schools in the 
new coaching approach. The second domain consists of researching the knowledge base 
on effective teacher behaviour, to provide for a mutual framework of what is considered 
‘good teaching’. The third domain to be researched regards the knowledge base on effective 
feedback, to further align both learning environments and to provide mentors with 
guidelines for giving feedback to student teachers. The last research domain, consisting of 
theories on the professional development of (student) teachers, is added for the design of a 
series ‘stage focused’ lesson templates. 

Observation instruments

Research tends to indicate a hierarchy in complexity during the acquisition of teaching 
skills. Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate and providing for efficient classroom 
management are considered basic teaching skills. These basic teaching skills constitute a 
prerequisite for the acquisition of more complex teaching skills, such as activating pupils 
and applying adaptive instruction (Van de Grift, Van der Wal, & Torenbeek, 2011; Van de 
Grift, Houtveen, Van den Hurk, & Terpstra, 2019). 

Essential for the design of the coaching approach is the choice of a standardised observation 
instrument, which operationalises the knowledge base on effective teaching behaviour. This 
observation instrument needs to be psychometrically tested with regard to this hierarchical 
order in effective teaching behaviour. In the literature, several observation instruments are 
mentioned, which meet high psychometric standards and which are suitable for professional 
development as well (see for an overview Dobbelaer, 2019).

Pianta’s ‘Classroom Assessment Scoring System’ (CLASS) (Pianta, Mashburn, Downer, 
Hambre, & Justice, 2008) is suitable for kindergarten and elementary school, as well 
as for middle and secondary school teachers. To assess teaching quality, the instrument 
encompasses three categories of support: (1) Emotional, (2) Classroom organisational, and 
(3) Instructional. The CLASS-observation instrument is part of the ‘My teaching partner’ 
programme (MTP), in which individual teachers are paired with coaches over a period of 1 
to 2 years to improve the quality of interactions between the teacher and the pupil and to 
increase pupil achievement.

Danielson’s ‘Framework for Teaching’ (FfT) (Danielson, 2007) is a rubric for teacher 
evaluation, which is research-based on constructivist learning and teaching theory. The FfT 
is constructed around four categories of teacher interventions: (1) Preparation and planning, 
(2) Classroom environment, (3) Instruction, and (4) Professional interventions. These four 
categories are divided into 22 teaching components, with 76 smaller elements.
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Van de Grift’s ‘International Comparative Analysis of Learning and Teaching’ (ICALT) is based 
on educational effectiveness research. From these studies 152 observable separate teaching 
activities related to pupils’ achievement and learning gain were derived, of which 32 were 
high inferential observable teaching activities and 120 were low inferential observable 
teaching activities (Van de Gift, 2007). Furthermore, these 152 activities were grouped into 
six domains: (1) Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate, (2) Efficient classroom 
management skills, (3) Giving a clear instruction, (4) Activating pupils, (5) Adaptive teaching 
and (6) Teaching learning strategies (Van de Grift, Van der Wal, & Torenbeek, 2011). The 
Dutch national inspection system observed teachers in elementary education according to 
these items (Van de Grift, 1985, 1994; Van de Grift & Lam, 1998). They have been refined 
since and constructed into the ICALT observation. Several international studies, using the 
ICALT observation instrument, have established the relevance of a hierarchal order in the 
complexity of teaching skills (Van de Grift, 2007, 2014; Van de Grift, Chun, Maulana, Lee, & 
Helms-Lorenz, 2017). 

Creemers’ and Kyriakides’ International System for Teacher Observation and Feedback’ 
(ISTOF) (Kyriakides, Creemers, Teddlie, & Muijs, 2010) was also based on educational 
effectiveness research (EER). At the basis of ISTOF are the following observable categories, 
i.e.: (1) Clarity of instruction, (2) Instruction skills, (3) Evaluation and assessment, (4) Inclusion 
and differentiation, (5) Promoting developing metacognitive skills and active learning, (6) 
Classroom climate, and (7) Classroom management.

Hill’s ‘Mathematical Quality of Instruction’ (MQI) (Hill, et al., 2008; Hill, Umland, Litke, & 
Kapitula, 2012) is an observation rubric, designed specifically for measuring the quality 
of lessons with mathematical content. This rubric consists of five major categories, which 
are: (1) Working with pupils and mathematics, (2) The richness of mathematics, (3) Pupil 
practices, (4) Imprecision and errors, and also connected to mathematics (5) Classroom 
work. Theories on effective instruction in mathematics and an analysis of the teaching of 
teachers in the United States are at its base.

Grossman’s ‘Protocol for Language Arts Teaching Observation’ (PLATO), based on research 
in effective practice of English Language Arts (ELA), is used as a professional development 
tool to support teachers’ use of teaching practices (Grossman, Loeb, Cohen, & Wyckoff, 
2013). PLATO consists of four instruction domains: (1) Disciplinary demand of classroom 
talk & activity, (2) Contextualising and representing content, (3) Instructional scaffolding, 
and (4) Classroom environment. Through research on adolescent literacy and effective 
instruction, in ELA thirteen elements of instruction are identified. Thereby PLATO covers 
both the content of instruction (e.g. writing, reading, literature and grammar) and activity 
structures (e.g. whole group, small group and independent work).
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Choice of observation instrument

During internship, student teachers plan their lessons for all kinds of subjects. The 
observation instrument therefore has to be suitable for lesson observations in all subjects. 
This requirement leaves out observation instruments specialised in one subject (MQI and 
PLATO). Furthermore, a hierarchical order in the complexity of teaching activities in the 
instrument is essential to determine which skills are to be incorporated in each of the lesson 
preparation templates to be designed. Moreover, after determining the student teacher’s 
professional developmental stage, the hierarchical order in the complexity of teaching 
activities in the instrument has to help assign the appropriate lesson template supporting 
that stage. This crucial requirement for the design of a developmental appropriate coaching 
approach therefore excludes the CLASS, ISTOF and FtF instruments. 
However, the hierarchal order of complexity in teaching skills in ICALT has been firmly 
established in several studies, meaning that the scores on the instrument provide for 
an indication of the developmental stage of the student teacher. The ICALT observation 
instrument is also suitable for all subjects in the educational practice and it therefore 
complies best with the above-mentioned requirements of the developmentally appropriate 
coaching approach to be designed. 

Effective teacher behaviour

In the previous chapter, we concluded that the current coaching approach in teacher 
training and the mandatory lesson preparation templates used are insufficiently updated 
with research on effective teacher behaviour. However, a long tradition of studying effective 
teacher behaviour provides knowledge on ways in which teaching skills contribute to pupils’ 
learning gains (Creemers, 1994; Ellis & Worthington, 1994; Hattie, 2008; Ko & Sammons, 
2013; Sammons, Hillman, & Mortimore, 1995; Scheerens, 1992, 2015; Scheerens & Bosker, 
1997; Walberg & Haertel, 1992). 

In the literature six categories of effective teaching skills are distinguished: (1) ‘Creating a 
safe and stimulating learning climate’, (2) ‘Efficient classroom management,’ (3) ‘Giving clear 
instruction’ (4) ‘Activating pupils,’ (5) ‘Adaptive instruction,’ (6) ‘Teaching learning strategies’. 
Table 3.1 summarises the evidence found for each of these categories. 

The first category refers to ‘creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’. Effective 
teachers ensure a good relationship with their pupils by showing respect, warmth and 
empathy in their behaviour and language. They thus provide for a learning environment in 
which all pupils feel safe and mistakes are seen as part of the learning process. 
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Furthermore, effective teachers have high but achievable expectations of their pupils. They 
enhance the self-esteem of their pupils by complimenting them on their work, by honouring 
their contribution and by providing them with positive feedback. 
Effective teachers ensure mutual respect; they stimulate positive interaction between their 
pupils, promote mutual solidarity, accept (cultural) differences and immediately interfere 
when pupils are being mocked or otherwise treated unpleasantly. 

The second category of effective teaching skills relates to ‘an efficient classroom organisation’ 
with minimal loss of learning time. Effective teachers optimise the actual ‘time-on task’ and 
‘active time-on task’ for all pupils. They ensure that their lessons run smoothly. No time 
is lost at the start, during the lesson taught, or during the change of activities. Effective 
teachers monitor the compliance to set rules and procedures, take appropriate action when 
disruptions occur and monitor that all pupils are involved in the learning activities. They 
inform their pupils which materials are needed to accomplish the assignments, and ensure 
that teaching materials are distributed efficiently.
Effective teachers check whether their pupils carry out the assignments correctly and 
whether their pupils have understood what they have to accomplish. Meanwhile they 
provide feedback on the task being performed. Their pupils do not spend time waiting, 
because they were instructed what to do when they need help or after finishing the activities 
assigned. 

The third category of teaching skills involves ‘clear and well-structured instruction’. The 
instruction follows the successive steps of the direct instruction model (e.g. instruction, 
guided practice and processing). For a better comprehension, effective teachers communicate 
the learning goals to all pupils in advance, and combine old and new knowledge. Their 
instruction provides a clear explanation of the subject matter in successive steps from simple 
to more complex. Moreover, they summarise the subject matter regularly and provide a 
clear explanation of the assignments. Furthermore, effective teachers involve all pupils in 
their lessons by asking understandable questions. They consequently clarify, whether an 
answer is right or wrong and explain why. Furthermore, they provide enough ‘thinking time’ 
for all pupils and ensure a convenient ‘turn-changing method’ for the answering of posed 
questions. 

The fourth category consists of ways of ‘activating pupils’. Because the level of pupils’ 
involvement is positively correlated to their learning outcomes, effective teachers intensify 
their instruction by promoting interaction between themselves and their pupils and by 
promoting interaction amongst pupils. Moreover, during instruction, effective teachers ask 
higher order questions that encourage pupils to think about possible solutions. They further 
support active learning of their pupils with clear guidance and a variety of (cooperative) 
work forms, assignments and materials and they avoid excessive seatwork. 
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Moreover, effective teachers stimulate the self-confidence of all pupils, also the weaker 
learners, by providing their questions with positive feedback, by keeping positive 
expectations of these pupils and by complimenting them on their work.

To provide education suited for all pupils in the classroom, the fifth category consist of 
‘adaptive teaching’. Effective teachers adapt their instruction to relevant differences 
between pupils. They provide additional instruction to groups or individual pupils, through 
pre- or re-teaching methods. Effective teachers also adapt the processing of the instruction 
to relevant differences between pupils. This means that they differentiate in the extent of 
the assignment, the time limit in which assignments have to be completed and in the usage 
of any auxiliary material. To implement adaptive teaching, teachers form (and rearrange) 
groups of pupils and try to boost the self-esteem and motivation of all pupils.

The last category of effective teaching skills regards training pupils to use ‘Learning strategies’, 
through ‘modelling’, ‘thinking aloud’ and ‘scaffolding’ learning strategies. Effective teachers 
show their pupils to simplify complex problems, to promote the application of what is 
learned in other contexts and they ask their pupils to consider different strategies in the 
approach used. Effective teachers also encourage pupils to apply alternative solutions and 
to check their solutions by estimating or predicting outcomes and by relating them to a 
practical or realistic context. Finally, effective teachers encourage pupils’ critical thinking 
by asking them for their opinion, or by asking their thoughts about proposed solutions, or 
by stimulating them to provide their own examples (see for an overview: Van den Hurk, 
Houtveen, Van de Grift, Terpstra, & Hotho-Toppers, 2018). 
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Table 3.1 Categories of effective teaching skills and references

Categories References
Safe and stimulating learning climate

Safety (rules & regulations) Evertson, Anderson, Anderson, & Brophy, 1980; Gottfredson, 
Gottfredson, Payne, & Gottfredson, 2005.

Learning climate Brookover & Schneider, 1975; Carver & Scheier, 2000; Cohen, McCabe, 
Michelli, & Pickerall, 2009; Deci & Ryan, 2000; Evertson & Weinstein, 
2006, 2013; Rutter, Maughan, Mortimore, Oustin, & Smith, 1979; 
Wellisch, MacQueen, Carriere, & Duck, 1978; Thapa, Cohen, Guffey, & 
Higgins-D’Alessandro, 2013.

Relation (with teacher) Davis, 2003; Wigfield, Eccles, & Rodriguez, 1998; Goodenow, 1992; 
Osterman, 2000; Perry & Weinstein, 1998.

Relation (between pupils) Finnan, Schnepel, & Anderson, 2003; Ghaith, 2003; Kerr, Ireland, Lopes, 
Craig, & Cleaver, 2004.

Self-esteem & self-efficacy Bandura, 1986; Huebner & McCullough, 2000; Stoel, Peetsma, & 
Roeleveld, 2003.

High expectations Dusek & Joseph, 1983; Fuchs, Fuchs, Mathes, Lipsey, & Robberts, 2002; 
Harris & Rosenthal, 1985; Rosenthal & Rubin, 1978; Smith, 1980. 

Efficient classroom management
Effective organisation and time use Creemers, 1994; Harnischfeger & Wiley, 1978; Karweit, 1989; 

Rosenshine & Berliner, 1978; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997; Wang, 
Reynolds, & Walberg, 1993.

Time-on-task Mastropieri & Scruggs, 2000; Van der Meer, Appelhof, Ten Doesschate, 
& Kramer, 1986; Veenman, Voeten, & Lem, 1987.

Active time-on-task Denham & Lieberman, 1980; Fischer, et al., 1980; Karweit, 1982; 
Rosenshine & Berliner, 1978.

Minimising time loss Bloom, 1976; Brophy, 1998; Doyle, 1986; Harnishfeger & Wiley, 1978; 
Wyne & Stuck, 1982; Yair, 2000.

Giving a clear instruction
Combining new with old knowledge Creemers, 1991, 1994; Scheerens, 1992.
Lesson goals, structure & oversight Bosman, 2007, 2015; Bosman & Schraven, 2008, 2017; Kameenui 

& Carnine, 1998; Lohman, 1986; Nunes & Bryant, 1996; Pearson & 
Fielding, 1991; Pearson & Gallagher, 1983; Rosenshine & Meister, 1997; 
Smith, Baker, Hattie, & Bond, 2008.

Active teaching
Correlation involvement & achievement Denham & Lieberman, 1980; Evertson, Anderson, Anderson, & Brophy, 

1980; Fischer et al., 1980; Fredricks, Blumenfeld, & Paris, 2004.
Intensifying instruction, through: 
Giving clear guidance Harn, Linan-Thompson, & Roberts, 2008
Avoiding excessive seatwork Hampton & Reiser, 2004; Lang & Kersting, 2007.
Posing higher order questions Craig, Sullins, Witherspoon, & Gholson, 2006; Mantione & Smead, 

2003; Murphy, Wilkinson, Soter, Hennessey, & Alexander, 2009.
Cooperative learning Meeuwisse, Severiens, & Born, 2010.

Adaptive teaching
Pre- & re-teaching Bosker, 2005; Houtveen, & Van de Grift, 2012; Kidron & Lindsay, 2014.
Adapting teaching & ability groups Walmsley & Allington, 1995; Houtveen, Booij, De Jong, & Van de Grift, 

1999; Slavin, 1996.
Boosting self-esteem & motivation Bennett, 1986; Houtveen, 2007; Houtveen & Van de Grift, 2001; Slavin 

& Braddock, 1993.
Teaching learning strategies

Scaffolds and corrective feedback Dixon, Carnine, Lee, & Wallin, 1998; Brophy & Good, 1986; Hattie & 
Clinton, 2008; Houtveen & Van de Grift, 2007a, 2007b; Rosenshine & 
Stevens, 1986; Slavin, 1996; Smith, et al., 2008.

Teaching think aloud Block & Israel, 2004; Duffy, 2003; Israel & Massey, 2005; Pressley, 2002.

This table is published in Journal of Educational Evaluation (Tas, Houtveen, Van de Grift, & Willemsen, 2018).
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Effective feedback 

Introduction

The developmentally appropriate coaching approach requires a stronger alignment between 
teacher training college and internship schools, in which student teachers are provided with 
feedback on objectively observed teaching skills. Two feedback models could be relevant for 
use in our coaching approach: the data-driven feedback model of Houtveen (2018a) and the 
feedback model of Hattie and Timperley (2007). 

Data-driven feedback model

In the data-driven feedback model of Houtveen (2018a), observation and feedback are key 
features to link the theory on effective teacher behaviour taught at the teacher training 
college to the training of (student) teachers in practice. The model provides insight in the 
level of teaching skills of (student) teachers and it guides the development of teaching skills 
of (student) teachers. 
To establish the link between the knowledge offered at the teacher training college with the 
training in practice provided at the internship schools, an observation instrument is used in 
which the knowledge base on effective teacher behaviour is operationalised in observable 
teaching skills. All observers, trained in the correct use of this observation instrument, are 
observing student teachers according to this common frame of reference. The observers 
enter their scores into a digital system, which makes the progress of the student teacher’s 
teaching skills immediately visible for the supervisor at the internship school, the college 
teacher and the student teacher. The results are used for the provision of feedback. 
The feedback is, in other words, data-driven. Additionally, the use of the standardised 
observation instrument ensures that the feedback is provided on task level, in this case, on 
the lesson taught. 

Furthermore, during lectures at the teacher training college, student teachers can actively 
process the results from the classroom observations obtained with the standardised 
observation instrument used, into reasoned and well-informed development plans. On the 
basis of the observation scores, student teachers describe which teaching skills are to be 
practised during internship in order to achieve a higher level in teaching. Essential in these 
development plans is the guided effort of student teachers to connect these classroom 
observation data with knowledge on effective teacher behaviour provided at the teacher 
training college. Finally, student teachers are encouraged to present their development plan 
to both the college teacher and the mentor at the internship schools (Houtveen, 2018a).
The effectiveness of the data-driven feedback model in teacher training, is shown in several 
studies (Neven-Hummel, Houtveen, & Van den Hurk, 2014; Houtveen & Van den Hurk, 
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Van de Grift, & Cras, 2014; Van den Hurk, Houtveen, & Van de Grift, 2016; Van de Hurk, 
Houtveen, & Van de Grift, 2017; Van den Hurk & Houtveen, 2019). 

The data-driven feedback model is entirely included in the developmentally appropriate 
coaching approach. A standardised observation instrument is implemented to guaranty 
that the quality of teaching is seen in the same way at the teacher training college as well 
as at the internship. Moreover, a supporting digital infrastructure makes the entered data 
immediately visible for all actors involved. The underlying theoretical basis of the observation 
instrument is taught to student teachers at the teacher training college and student teacher 
are supported at the teacher training college in writing a development plan on the basis of 
their results retrieved from classroom observation. 

Feedback model

A large number of studies have been conducted into the effects of feedback on teachers’ 
behaviour. Various meta-analyses of these studies show that feedback is an extremely 
powerful instrument for fostering learning and performance in general (Hattie, 1999; 
Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). Hattie (1999) found an average effect 
size of feedback of 0.79. The effect sizes measured in this analysis however, showed wide 
discrepancy, which means that certain forms of feedback proved to be more powerful than 
others. The largest effects are found in studies where students receive feedback on the 
task performed and where they receive concrete information how to perform the task 
better (corrective feedback, ES 1.10) and therefore is preferable to feedback on the whole 
process (praise of the teacher, ES 0.14) (Hattie, & Timperley, 2007). Furthermore, the impact 
of feedback appears to be the largest in situations in which the goals to be achieved are 
specifically formulated and challenging to reach, and in which at the same time the task to 
be performed is not very complex in nature (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). 
Against this background, Hattie and Timperley developed a model for effective feedback. 
Their feedback model aims to reduce discrepancies between the performance and the 
goal to be achieved in a three-step path. The first step ‘Feed up’ (‘what are the goals?’) 
refers to the desired objectives, which have to be appropriate, challenging and specific. 
The second step ‘Feedback’ follows the actual performance (‘how am I doing?’). This step 
is effective when it provides information (e.g. by teachers, by peers, or by student teachers 
themselves), on the progress made. The third step ‘Feedforward’ focuses on the activities 
that will lead to better progress (‘what next?’) (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). 

The feedback model of Hattie and Timperley is adopted in the stage focused lesson 
templates. In this component, mentors are able to provide student teachers with feedback 
on observed teaching skills. The feedback is therefore pre-structured by this component on 
a task level, following the three-step path of feed up (indicating specific teaching skills to be 
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practised), feedback (indicating how these teaching skills were performed) and feedforward 
(indicating which teaching skills are to be practised next). 

The mentors’ feedback on observed lessons of student teachers at internship schools 
constitutes the third element of the approach. Mentors, trained in providing objective and 
effective feedback, score the ICALT teaching skills (items) included in the stage focused 
lesson templates, and give feedback only on the teaching skills that the student teacher is 
practicing at that moment and indicate new teaching skills that need further development.

Models on stages in the professional development of student teachers

Introduction

For our study, it is important to establish whether there are stages in the professional 
development of student teachers to be distinguished, on the basis of which we can make 
decisions about the structure of the new lesson templates and the amount of lesson 
templates needed. In this section, we describe existing models on stages in the professional 
development of student teachers. The models found can be classified as nonlinear and 
linear models.

Nonlinear models 

In the literature, nonlinear models can be found regarding stages teachers go through during 
their teaching career. In these models, the professional development of teachers does not 
unfold in a linear process, but is influenced by psychological, sociological and environmental 
factors. 

In the models of Huberman (1989a, 1989b, 1992, 1993) and Gonçalves (2009) for example, 
the career development of teachers is strongly influenced by psychological and sociological 
factors, opening up the possibility of a two-path scenario, i.e. a positive route or a more 
troubled route. 
Fessler’s teacher career cycle (Fessler, 1985; Fessler & Christensen, 1992; Fessler & Rise, 
2010) is used by Lynn (2002), Woods & Lynn (2001) and at the basis of Day’s VITEA model 
(2008). This career cycle model consists of eight career stages (starting from pre service 
towards career exit), which are constantly influenced by the personal environment of the 
teacher (family, life events, etc.) and by the school environment (regulations, management 
style, etc.). 
Day’s research, applying the VITEA model (Variations in Teachers’ Work, Lives and their 
Effects on Pupils), shows that the commitment and the resilience of teachers dealing with 
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these influences determine their effectiveness (Day, Kingston, Stobart, & Sammons, 2006; 
Day, 2008; Day & Gu 2007, 2010). 
Teacher training colleges cannot fully anticipate the personal and organisational factors 
student teachers may encounter during their career. Besides, the nonlinear models do not 
provide specific knowledge on the development of student teachers during teacher training 
and are therefore not usable in this study. 

Linear models

In linear models student teachers progress through developmental stages in a linear 
process. In Steffy and Wolfe’s Life Cycle of the Career Teacher Model (2001), every stage of 
the teacher’s career has its own concerns and threats. In their ‘novice stage’ during teacher 
training, it is essential to bridge the gap between theory and practice by giving explicit 
examples of ways in which theory is used in the teaching practice and to provide explicit 
instruction models of how to deal with the complexity of teaching. Lesson preparation and 
reflecting on instruction skills are seen as important tools in the teacher training programme 
(Steffy, Wolfe, Pasch, & Enz’s, 2000). This novice stage however, covers the entire initial 
training of a student teacher and does not provide knowledge on the possible stages in the 
professional development of student teachers during teacher training and can therefore not 
be used for our purposes. 

Dreyfus and Dreyfus’ phenomenology-based model (1980, 1986, 2005) is perceived as 
especially influential in explaining the learning of skills (Day, 1999; Eraut, 2000, 2008). They 
studied the ways in which pilots, chess players and second language learners developed 
their skills through a five-stage process. First, ‘novices’ exhibit skills but without context, 
adherence to rules and responsibility. They have no knowledge of how to operate in 
complex situations, and instead view and deploy actions in isolation. However, over time, 
‘situational components’ become increasingly important and are integrated within the 
learning process. During the phase of the ‘advanced beginner,’ individuals’ perception of a 
situation remains limited, with skills only performed based on previous experience. Actions 
are treated separately and performed side-by-side, and without any form of prioritisation. 
Individuals who reach the ‘competence’ phase have mastered operation of their skills and 
can effectively follow procedures. They consciously plan and set goals. In the ‘proficiency’ 
phase, individuals are able to oversee entire situations rather than merely disparate aspects, 
and can plan and execute long-term strategies. Individuals no longer labour to make 
decisions; rather, their outlook is holistic and they are able to prioritise, make judgments 
and act intuitively and analytically in new and unique situations (Dreyfus, 2004). 

Dreyfus and Dreyfus’ model explaining individuals’ skills acquisition from the status of 
‘novice’ to ‘expert’ has stimulated considerable academic debate. First, the model would 
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overlook the personal characteristics of the learner (Selinger & Crease, 2002) and would 
be too dependent on learning within real situations (Day, 1999). Furthermore, automated 
handling and routine behaviour may deliver speed and quality as the model suggests, but 
can also cause inflexibility. Routines are difficult to change and may need to be unlearned, 
causing students to feel like novices once again (Day, 1990; Eraut, 2008; Neuweg & Fothe, 
2011; Pena, 2010). Empirical evidence has demonstrated the usefulness of the model in 
healthcare education (Benner, 1984; Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 2005; Pena, 2010). 
The Dreyfus and Dreyfus model is also inappropriate for the development of the new stage 
focused lesson templates, because it divides the acquisition of teaching skills into separate 
subdivisions, to be performed in isolation. In practice it is however impossible to provide for 
such isolated learning environments. 

Another stage model to be considered for the design of stage focused lesson templates 
is Fuller’s concern theory. The concern theory is often regarded as the most classical of 
the ‘stage theories’ (Richardson & Placier, 2001) and is the most substantiated empirically 
(Broad & Evans, 2006). Fuller views motivation as the main incentive for learning, and 
connects it with student teachers’ ‘learning concerns’. The concept of ‘concern’ refers to 
student teachers’ perceived problems, or more positively to the student teachers’ ‘learning 
questions’ or ‘feasible possibilities’ (George, 1978). Central in the theory is the question: 
“What are they [students] ready to learn?” and “What does concern them?” in response to 
her finding that 97 percent of young and inexperienced novices indicated that they did not 
learn much from an education course at a teacher training college. The model evolved from 
six stages ranging from “How adequate am I?” to “Who am I?” (Fuller, 1969; Fuller, Pilgrim 
& Freeland, 1967; Fuller, Parsons, & Watkins, 1974) to the final version consisting of three 
consecutive stage in the professional development of novices and associated concerns 
(Fuller & Bown, 1975). 

Pre-teaching concerns appeared to be dominant when a student was not yet undertaking 
an internship. The student would exhibit a romanticised image of the teaching profession, 
personally identify with peers, and would feel able to criticise the teacher (Fuller, 1969). 
Following an initial internship experience, the idealised vision changes and paves the 
way for survival concerns (‘self-concerns’), characterised by the dominant purpose of 
acquiring control over the classroom. In this stage, student teachers become affected by 
feelings of inadequacy and dependency. They encounter considerable stress connected 
with the process of mastering the subject content and concerns that they are not suited 
to the teaching profession. In the following stage, the ‘task of teaching situation concerns’, 
ambivalence regarding materials, methods and instruction are of prime importance. 
Although reproducing subject content is attainable for student teachers in this task-stage, 
transferring it to their pupils can be a challenge. They might find it difficult to respond to 
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pupils’ questions, since their learning process is not yet their concern. The understanding of 
what their pupils actually need is part of the ‘impact-stage’. 

The concern theory does not prescribe set amounts of training time for student teachers, 
because internship contexts or student teachers’ personal circumstances might influence 
their development, while reverting to a previous concern stages might also happen to a 
student teacher (Fuller & Bown, 1975).

The hierarchical sequence of the concern stages and their characteristics have been 
investigated in several studies.
Reeves and Kazelskis (1985) observed student teachers in training (n=128) and teachers 
already at work (n=90) and their findings by and large support the concern theory. 
Van de Grift and Houtveen’s research (1988) on the concerns of teachers in educational 
innovations in elementary schools (n=168) and secondary schools (n=277) also largely 
confirm the existence of the self-, task- and impact concerns.
Pigge and Marso (1997) observed student teachers (n=60) in a longitudinal study from the 
start of teacher training until five years after their certification. Although task concerns 
indeed followed the self-concerns, impact concerns were sometimes also experienced after 
the self-concerns. The researchers argued that concern changes during their development 
were related to their grade average and their sex, since student teachers with lower grades 
and male student teachers experienced fewer impact-concerns. They saw no relation 
between the change in concerns regarding academic abilities, family characteristics, and 
locus of control. 
Ghaith and Shaaban (1999) studied the concerns of experienced teachers. With increased 
teacher experience, teachers’ self-concerns did indeed decrease. The researchers 
hypothesised that the context of the internship (for example, teaching in kindergarten or 
special education classes, or teaching in classes with pupils with behavioural problems) also 
helped to explain the prevalence of certain concerns. 
Smith and Sanche (1992, 1993) found that self-concerns predominated amongst 112 student 
teachers at the start of an internship, although task and impact concerns were also present. 
Halfway through the internship, the task and impact concerns exceeded the self-concerns. 
Watzke (2003, 2007) studied student teachers’ concerns (n=79) in their first and second 
year of teacher training. In addition to self- and task-concerns, student teachers were also 
experiencing impact concerns, the occurrence of which he explained by student teachers’ 
previous experiences and by specific courses student teachers were attending at the teacher 
training college. 
Boz (2008) examined differences in concerns among 339 Turkish student teachers, observing 
mainly task concerns, and significantly less self-concerns in the main phase of their teacher 
training. 
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The above-described studies largely confirm the existence of self, task, and impact concerns, 
although the hierarchical order between them does not seem to be strictly defined and 
somewhat flexible.

In the new stage focused lesson templates the stages of the concern theory are combined 
with the hierarchical order in the complexity of teaching skills provided by the ICALT 
observation instrument. In the next section, the design process is further described.

Designing a developmentally appropriate coaching approach

Introduction

In this section, we describe the development of ‘stage focused’ lesson templates by 
combining Fuller’s concerns theory with Van de Grift’s ICALT observation instrument. 
Furthermore, this section provides a description of the design process of the 
developmentally appropriate coaching approach as a whole. Finally, we report on the 
study on the content validity and feasibility of the coaching approach with its stage focused 
lesson preparation templates and the test phase in practice. The section ends with the 
description of the final version of the developmentally appropriate coaching approach 
and a series of stage focused lesson templates matching student teachers’ developmental 
stage.

Designing stage focused lesson templates

For the development of the framework for the new lesson templates, a combination is made 
of the stages of the concern theory and the scales of the ICALT observation instrument. 
Taking the professional development of student teachers into account, four lesson templates 
were constructed. 
Lesson template 1 was developed for the ‘self-stage’ using the items of the scale ‘Creating a 
safe and stimulating learning climate’. Lesson template 2 for the ‘task stage,’ using the items 
of the scales ‘Efficient classroom management’ and ‘Giving a clear instruction’. Furthermore, 
lesson templates 3 and 4 are developed for the ‘impact stage’, using the items of the scales 
‘Activating pupils,’ ‘Adaptive teaching’ and ‘Teaching learning strategies’. The third lesson 
template was developed to facilitate the transition from ‘Giving a clear instruction’ to the 
class as a whole, to preparing for and performing ‘Adaptive teaching’. 
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Observation 
0-1-2-3 
0-1-2-3 
0-1-2-3 

ICALT items (mentor observes) 
 

Feedback 
ICALT 
accomplished? 

yes/no (marked by mentor) 
 

Analysis 
 

+ Provided by mentor 
-  

Consequence for next lesson(s) 
Lesson preparation  
Name                                                            Subject matter 
School                                                            Group, Date & Amount of pupils 
Elements of the didactic analysis model (lesson goals, level of entry, lesson evaluation)  
Time Lesson phases: 
 Instruction 
 Guided practice 
 Application 
 
Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of the three components of the stage focused lesson template. Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of the three components of the stage focused lesson 

template.

The lesson template itself is divided in three coherent components: observation (A), 
feedback (B) and lesson preparation (C) (figure 3.1). 
In the component observation (A), a selection of ICALT items (teaching skills), corresponding with 
the concern stage is placed at the top of each lesson template. Student teachers only practice those 
teaching skills that match their professional development stage. Student teachers indicate which 
specific teaching skills they would like to practice in the prepared lesson by marking three of the 
selected ICALT items.                                                                                                                                            

The component feedback (B) follows the procedure of the feedback model of Hattie and 
Timperley, as described in the theoretical framework. The mentor scores the teaching 
skills that the student teachers had planned to practice (feed up). In addition, the mentor 
completes the feedback box. In this way, the mentor subsequently provides feedback on the 
extent to which the learning goals for the student teachers have been achieved. The mentor 
also indicates which teaching skills ought to be practiced in the next lesson(s) (feedforward). 

In the component ‘lesson preparation’ (C), student teachers are supported with pre-printed 
lesson phases corresponding with the lesson phases of the direct instruction model (i.e. 
instruction, guided practice and application). This component lesson preparation increases 
in complexity from aspects of a ‘direct instruction’ in the first lesson template to ‘adaptive 
teaching’ in the last lesson template. Student teachers fill out the activities they plan to 
perform and the activities they have prepared for the pupils.
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The elements of the DA model for the learning process of the pupils have been preserved 
(i.e. entry level, lesson goals, lesson evaluation and lesson organisation). The student 
teachers fill out these elements in advance. They check whether the learning goals they 
had formulated for the pupils, are achieved, or not. Furthermore, they indicate what the 
consequences are for the next lesson(s).
The DA elements increase in complexity too. The degree of complexity fits the focus of the 
concern stage the student teacher is in. For example, in lesson template 1, the emphasis is 
on setting clear rules and regulations supporting the ‘self-stage’ and in lesson template 4, 
the focus of the lesson design is on adaptive teaching, supporting the ‘impact stage.’ 

Designing the coaching approach as a whole

The above-described lesson preparation templates are used within a developmentally 
appropriate coaching approach, that consists of four coaching steps: (1) classroom 
observation with a standardised, reliable and valid observation instrument and the 
assignment of the appropriate stage focused lesson template; (2) the actual use of the 
stage focused lesson template; (3) task-oriented mentor feedback focused on the student 
teacher’s developmental stage and (4) the presentation of scientific theory on effective 
teaching and the alignment of this theory with the educational practice. The data retrieved 
from observation are fed back to all actors involved. (The actors involved, their workplace 
and their responsibilities are shown in table 3.2). 

‘Classroom observation with a standardised, reliable and valid observation instrument 
and the assignment of the appropriate stage focused lesson template’ is the first step of 
the coaching approach. In order to determine which template matches the professional 
development of the student teacher, an independent observer (the internship coordinator), 
trained in the correct use of the ICALT instrument, observes a language or mathematics 
lesson at the start of the internship. The observer scores the teaching skills on a four-point 
scale from 0 (predominately weak) to 3 (predominately strong). Agreed was that the student 
teachers were assigned the stage focused lesson template that matched the scales of which 
one (or more) items were insufficiently scored. For example, a student teacher scoring 
sufficiently on ICALT items from the scales: ‘Safe learning climate’, ‘Classroom management’ 
and ‘Clear instruction’, but insufficiently on ICALT items from the scale ‘Adaptive teaching’, 
was assigned the lesson template supporting ‘Adaptive teaching’ (which is lesson preparation 
template 3). 

The ‘actual use of the stage focused lesson template’ is the second step of the coaching 
approach. The assigned lesson template has to be used ‘to a sufficient extent’, which in 
the preliminary design is left to the mentor to decide, taking the student teacher’s practice 
possibilities into account. 
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‘Task-oriented mentor feedback on the student teacher’s developmental stage’ is the 
third step of the coaching approach. Mentors trained in providing objective and effective 
feedback, score a selection of the ICALT items included in component A of the stage focused 
lesson templates, and give feedback only on the teaching skills that the student teacher is 
practicing at that moment. Furthermore, they indicate new teaching skills that need further 
development.

‘The presentation of scientific theory on effective teaching and the alignment of this theory 
with the educational practice’ is the fourth step of the coaching approach. This last step is 
designed to further align theory taught at the teacher training college with practice during 
internship. Generally, teacher training colleges provide student teachers with information 
on lesson preparation and its underlying teaching model only in the first period of the first 
training year. In the new coaching approach, student teachers in all training years receive 
five lectures on the subject, covering the academic year. The main goal of these lectures 
is to offer student teachers scientific theory on effective teaching skills and to align this 
theory with their educational practice. These lectures will firstly provide knowledge transfer 
on effective teaching to student teachers. Furthermore student teachers will be instructed 
how to correctly fill out the lesson templates. On the basis of standardised criteria student 
teachers are to receive peer feedback on the way they are filling out these lesson templates. 
Criteria for this peer feedback will cover the notation of the effective teaching skills and 
of the DA elements on the lesson templates, and on the adherence to the prescribed 
structure in the templates. Furthermore, college teachers supervise their student teachers 
in the writing of a development plan in which they describe ‘how to reach a higher level in 
teaching’. Based on the results retrieved from classroom observations, student teachers 
indicate which teaching skills they already have mastered and which teaching skills need 
further practice during internship. This development plan is shared with their mentors in 
practice.
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Table 3.2 Actors involved in the intervention, their functions and their responsibilities

Actors Working at Function Intervention
Internship 
coordinator

Elementary 
school

Responsible for the training 
(and teaching) quality at the 
internship school. Guides 
mentors at the internship 
school. Contact person with 
teacher training college.

Observes the student teacher with the ICALT 
observation instrument and assigns the lesson 
template that matches the developmental stage 
of the student teacher.
Trains the mentors in providing student teachers 
with task-oriented feedback. Functions as the 
independent observer at the start and the end of 
the internship.

Mentor Elementary 
school

Elementary school teacher. 
Direct mentor of student 
teachers during internship.

Observes lessons at the internship schools. 
Provides student teachers with task-oriented 
feedback, according to their developmental stage.

College 
teacher

Teacher 
training 
college

Teaches theory at the teacher 
training college.

Sets the course. Teaches theory on effective 
teaching skills. Provides the underlying theory 
of the lesson template at the teacher training 
college. Supervises the procedure of peer student 
feedback on the filling out of lesson templates. 
Supervises the writing of a developmental plan. 
Checks the lesson preparation templates filled out 
in practice. 

Researcher University 
of Applied 
Sciences

Responsible for the 
communication between all 
user groups. Responsible for 
the data collection.

Handles the digital data infrastructure. Organises 
training programmes. Trainer of consensus 
training in observing student teachers’ teaching.

This table has already been published in Journal of Personal Capital and Community (JPCC) (Tas, Houtveen, & Van de Grift, 2019.

Training

The adequate implementation of the above-described developmentally appropriate 
coaching approach requires the execution of three training programmes: (1) for internship 
coordinators, (2) for mentors and (3) for college teachers.

Firstly, to be able to determine the developmental stage of student teachers and to assign 
the matching stage focused lesson template, the internship coordinators at the elementary 
schools have to be trained in the correct use of the ICALT observation instrument. During 
their training, the main goal is to learn to observe student teachers’ teaching behaviour 
objectively and to reach scoring consensus, by learning to refrain from scoring ICALT items 
subjectively, based on their own set of beliefs and opinions. For that purpose, we recorded 
a language and mathematics lesson of student teachers in the main phase of their teacher 
training. Together with a group of experienced ‘ICALT trainers’, an ICALT norm has been 
decided upon in advance, to indicate what score was ‘sufficient’ (i.e. 2-3), and what score 
was ‘insufficient’ (i.e. 0-1) for the teaching skills observed in these lesson registrations. In 
another training session internship coordinators will be coached in assigning the appropriate 
lesson template, matching the individual student teacher’s observation scores.
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Secondly, the mentors in the schools are trained in providing effective feedback to their 
student teachers. Their training therefore consist of instruction in correctly completing the 
component B ‘feedback’ on the stage focused lesson templates. Mentors are instructed to fill 
out the evaluation of the ICALT items placed central during that lesson. During observation, 
mentors score these ICALT teaching skills, and are instructed how to discuss the implications 
of these scores for their next internship period with the student teachers. 

Thirdly, the training of college teachers consists of instructing them how to transfer the 
scientific knowledge on effective teaching skills to student teachers during additional 
lectures. The college teachers are trained in the scientific background so that they can teach 
the scientific knowledge on effective teaching skills correctly. Secondly, they are trained to 
effectively coach student teachers with a questionnaire on how they have filled out their 
lesson template. Finally, college teachers are trained to coach student teachers in the writing 
of a developmental plan. On the basis of the data retrieved from classroom observation 
and supported by theory taught on effective teaching skills, student teachers formulate 
which teaching skills they will be practicing in the upcoming period to reach a higher level in 
teaching. The college teachers are provided with the data retrieved from practice, standard 
PowerPoints and the digital tools in which the student teachers enter their assignments. 

Content validity and feasibility of the coaching approach

To examine the content validity of the coaching approach including the newly designed 
stage focused lesson templates, we formed two groups of experts.

On the instigation of the research team, a panel of fourteen coordinators was consulted 
on the quality and feasibility of the coaching approach as a whole. The group consisted 
of researches of the University of Applied Sciences, institute coordinators, internship 
coordinators and institute managers. 

The coordination team answered questions on two topics:     
 1. How do you value the quality of the elements and the training programmes  
  included in the coaching approach?       
 2. How do you estimate the feasibility of the coaching approach (i.e. the organisation of  
  the coaching elements, the training programmes and the use of the digital data  
  system)? 

The experts were in general positive about the quality of the elements of the coaching 
approach. Concerning the coaching elements 2 and 3 (usage of the stage focused lesson 
templates and mentor feedback), the panel discussed on the amount of stage focused 
lesson templates to be completed by student teachers and their mentors. The discussion 
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was on setting an exact number or not, and if so, what would be a realistic amount to be 
asked of student teachers and their mentors to complete during internship. The Examination 
Committee and the Education Council of the teacher training college (primarily responsible 
for the quality and the implementation of the training programme) advised to set the 
number of lesson templates to be completed on 20-30 per semester, depending on the 
year of training. Furthermore, the decision was taken, that student teachers would not be 
able to pass their internship obligations of a particular training year, without satisfactorily 
completing their internship portfolios in terms of quantity and quality. For instance by 
meeting the above-mentioned number of lesson templates and by filling out the templates 
correctly, which also meant collecting task-oriented mentor feedback. For an optimal 
alignment, the panel also advised to provide the mentor training with the same video and 
norm scores used at the internship coordinators training. We incorporated all feedback in 
the coaching approach by accommodating the suggestions.

Content validity of the stage focused lesson templates

The content validity of the stage focused lesson templates is examined by means of consulting 
an expert group existing of 42 members from all user groups, also from various teacher 
training colleges and universities in the Netherlands (professors, internship coordinators, 
mentors, college teachers and student teachers). The experts received the new templates 
and information on the concern theory. The experts entered their findings in a digital system 
and occasionally they asked for a follow up meeting to discuss their advice further (i.e. on 
the topic of the addition of the direct instruction model). 

The experts answered questions on five topics: 

 1. Does the distribution of the ICALT scales correspond to Fuller’s three concern stages?  
 2. Is the increase in complexity from lesson template 1 to 4 in its build-up a valuable  
  addition to the DA model?      
 3. Is the addition of the feedback component in the lesson templates valuable?  
 4. Does the build-up in complexity of the preparation component, using the direct  
  instruction model, substantially support the process of learning to teach?   
 5. Is the layout of the lesson templates clearly designed and workable? 

The panel of experts approved of the distribution of the ICALT scales over the templates (1), 
and was also positive about the increased complexity in the lesson preparation elements 
(‘lesson goals,’ ‘entry level of the pupils,’ ‘lesson evaluation,’ ‘time and lesson organisation’ 
(2).The three-step feedback component for the mentor was seen as a valuable addition 
to the templates (3). The panel turned out to be divided on the addition of the direct 
instruction model in the new lesson templates (4). Some college teachers indicated that the 
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model might not be suitable for all subjects or for teaching young children. The internship 
coordinators and mentors on the other hand were in favour of the model and approved 
of the proposed build-up in complexity of its lesson phases. Furthermore, the experts 
recommended the omission of one of the two templates of the impact-stage because of 
the practical feasibility (5). After adjustment on the basis of this feedback, the stage focused 
lesson templates were prepared for testing in the schools. 

Testing 

The coaching approach and lesson templates were tested in practice. Nine student teachers, 
their internship coordinators and their mentors used the stage focused lesson templates 
during their first internship semester. We were specifically interested in three questions: 
whether the observation of the ICALT items and the assignment of the appropriate lesson 
template are workable and whether the structure of the new lesson templates is appropriate 
for all subjects. Student teachers, internship coordinators and mentors were positive about 
the workability of the coaching approach. Furthermore, they indicated that the new stage 
focused lesson templates were indeed suitable for all teaching subjects. The final version 
was developed following minor adjustments in the layout of the lesson templates. 

Final version 

In this section, the final version of the developmental coaching approach and the final 
version of the stage focused lesson templates are described.
The coaching approach as described above is implemented unchanged. The lectures at the 
teacher training college have been added to the existing schedule of the student teachers 
throughout the academic year and appropriate college teachers have been selected.

As to the stage focused lesson templates, each template consist of three components: (A) the 
observation component with the selection of the ICALT items; (B) the feedback component, 
in which the mentor provides feedback on the basis of the observation scores; and (C) the 
preparation component, in which the student teacher prepares for the lesson ahead on the 
basis of the feedback provided. A start form, based on lesson preparation template 1, is 
used for the preparation of student teachers’ first lesson.

In the observation component (A), three ICALT items are marked which the student teacher will 
practice during the observed lesson. During the lesson, the mentor scores the ICALT items using 
a 4-point scale: predominantly weak (0), more weaknesses than strength (1), more strength 
than weaknesses (2) and predominantly strong (3). The feedback section (B) supports the 
mentor’s feedback. In the box, ‘analysis’ the mentor indicates the degree of accomplishment of 
the teaching skills observed and analyses the progress of the teaching skills practiced. In doing 
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so, the scores 0 and 1 indicate an insufficient result. Consequently, this specific teaching skill 
requires additional practice. The scores 2 and 3 indicate a sufficient result, meaning that the 
mentor can decide to assign other teaching skills for the student teacher to practice. 
In the last box ‘consequences for next lesson(s)’, the mentor writes down which teaching 
skills should be further practiced and how this is best performed in the lesson(s) ahead (see 
figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2. Component observation and feedback of lesson template 2. 

Based on the feedback on the last lesson provided by the mentor, student teachers concretely 
write down in advance the lesson they are planning to teach in the preparation component 
(C) of the stage focused lesson template. In this preparation, the entre level of the pupils, 
their lesson objectives and the evaluation manner of the lesson objective are written down. 

 

Stage focused lesson template (Task) 
Observation  
The ICALT items can be scored on a 4-point scale: predominantly weak (0), more weaknesses than strength (1), more strength than 
weaknesses (2) and predominantly strong (3).  
Mentor scores: Mark three ICALT items to be practiced during the lesson. Student teacher: 
0-1-2-3 
0-1-2-3 
0-1-2-3 
0-1-2-3 
0-1-2-3 
0-1-2-3 
0-1-2-3 
0-1-2-3 
0-1-2-3 
0-1-2-3 
0-1-2-3 
0-1-2-3 

gives well-structured lessons  
checks during instruction whether pupils have understood the subject matter  
ensures effective classroom management  
uses learning time efficiently  
explains the use of didactical tools and tasks clearly 
asks questions that encourage pupils to think  
involves all pupils during the lesson  
stimulates thinking through possible solutions  
encourages pupils to do their best  
encourages the use of checking activities  
checks during processing whether pupils are carrying out tasks properly  
checks whether the lesson objectives have been achieved 

Feedback After the lesson 
ICALT skills 
accomplished? 

yes/no (mark your answer) 
Good work! I am very pleased to see your progress in the teaching skills you wanted to practice! 
Extra compliment for the lesson structure.  

Analysis  
 

 
+ 

 

(reason) 
Gives well-structured lesson: You really followed the structure of the direct instruction. As in last 
week’s feedback, today’s lesson was really structured from a short instruction to guided practice 
and the processing of the instruction. Well done. 
Uses learning time efficiently: You started the lesson as planned and did not waste any learning 
time. The pupils did not have to wait and they could start with the exercises right away. Good that 
you thought about the extra books in advance. Next time you can choose to make copies; in case 
the pupils of the parallel group might need their own books. The reading of the musical script 
afterwards was a clever move! It worked very well as incentive.  
Involves all pupils: The use of the whiteboard really helped to involve all the pupils during 
instruction! You also handled the turn changing system well. In this way everyone kept involved. I 
am glad that you have skipped the last sentences you prepared though. It would have been too 
much for the pupils to comprehend at once.  

 - There are several teaching skills left to master in this lesson template. Please focus next lesson 
on the teaching skill: ‘encourages pupils to do their best’. Do not hesitate to insist that all pupils 
must do their utmost. 

Consequences  
for the next 
lesson(s) 

Practice ‘the encouragement of pupils to do their best’ in the next lessons, by:  
Knowing precisely what you want the pupils to master. Write down concretely in your preparation, 
what assignment you want them to do. Prepare what you are going to say when they do deliver and 
what if they do not. Please send me your preparation for next lesson in advance. Thank you. 

Figure 3.2. Component observation and feedback of lesson template 2.  
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Furthermore, the student teachers fill out their preparation based on the pre-printed lesson 
phases of the direct instruction model, by writing down concretely what they are planning to 
do and what activities they expect from their pupils. Figure 3.2 shows the sections of lesson 
template 2 (task) on which the mentor has filled out the observation and feedback section. 
Figure 3.3 shows the filled out lesson preparation component belonging to lesson template 2. 

Figure 3.3. Component lesson preparation of template 2. (Figure 3.2 and 3.3 already have 
been published in Journal of Personal Capital and Community (Tas, Houtveen, & Van de 
Grift, 2019).

Preparation 
Student  S.L. Subject matter Language, indirect subject 
Mentor V.M Group & date Group 8-A, 27-05-2015 
School The Rainbow, Elementary school Number of pupils 33 
Entry level  The children have already been taught to find the finite verb, the object, and the direct subject in a sentence. 
Lesson  
objectives 

After this activity, the pupils can: find the indirect object in Dutch sentences. 

Evaluation  
objectives & 
Consequence  

How do you evaluate whether the lesson goals are reached? After processing, we centrally check sentences (7-9). I also check 
the notebooks filled out. 
(Afterwards) To what extent has the goal been achieved and what is the consequence for the next lesson? The goal was largely 
achieved. No further repetition is needed. 

Lesson  
organisation 

Which rules and agreements are necessary to achieve maximum time on task? During instruction time, pupils cannot use the 
bathroom. During processing, pupils use their whisper voice. They can place their ‘question mark sign’, indicating that they 
need my help. When they are finished with their work, they can learn their lines of the musical play. 
Which materials and didactical tools do you need? The whiteboard & Van den Berg (2010). Language story: Thieme 
Meulenhoff. 33 textbooks and notebooks. I borrowed 7 textbooks from group 8-B, next door. During gymnastics I will return 
the textbooks to teacher Z. 
How do you distribute materials and collect finished work? The children already have their notebooks. I will ask the children 
to get their notebooks from their drawer. I will ask M. to distribute all textbooks. After the lesson, I will ask D. to collect the 
notebooks, left open on the right page.  

Lesson phase 
& Time 

Concretely write down what you say, do, ask, and demonstrate and what you expect from your pupils. 

Presentation 
 
5’ 

(Explain the lesson goals and activate prior knowledge) 
I say: Today’s lesson is about finding the indirect object in a sentence. Last lessons you learned about finding the finite verb 
(PV), the object (lv) and the direct subject (ow) in a sentence. Now we will learn to find the indirect object. On the 
smartboard, I write: Group 8 goes on a field trip. I ask: which help-sentence is there to find a finite verb and which sentence 
for the subject? I ask one pupil by drawing a nametag from the jar. I wait for 10 seconds and I say: (if correct) Yes, very good: 
by asking who or what ….)? 

Instruction  
 
10’ 

(What do you say, demonstrate and ask? What do the pupils do?) 
I say: now we will start with learning to find the indirect subject in a sentence. I say: the phrase in the sentence often starts 
with 'to', but this is not always the case. If 'to' is not there, you can often think it present. You will find the indirect object by 
asking this help sentence, (I write this on the whiteboard, while saying aloud): (To) whom or (to) what + finite verb and other 
verbs + subject + direct object.  
I write down the sentence: Teacher V. gives secondary school advice to the pupils in group 8. I start with naming the finite 
verb and together we repeat the help sentences to find the object, the direct object, and the indirect object. I constantly 
repeat the help sentences and ask the group: What sentence have you used to find this? 

Guided practice 
 
10’ 

(What do you say, demonstrate and ask? What do the pupils do?) 
I repeat two more sentences this way. (1. Henry wanted to buy teacher V. a present for his upcoming birthday; 2. Please 
lend some textbooks to group 8-B). I use the answering stick. I ask: do you think you can find the indirect object on your 
own? I say: You can start with the sentence now. When you have finished the last sentence, please check your answers. 
Afterwards you can take the poem for the musical we are rehearsing and learn your lines. I say: Remember to use your 
question mark when you have a question. Whisper when you want to discuss the sentences with your neighbour. 

Processing 
 
15’ 

(How do you guide the pupils, during processing?) 
I say: Do you think you can finish the sentences by yourself? (I monitor who needs extra attention during processing time).  
I say: Ok, you can now finish the assignments in your textbook. I say: You all know the rules: discuss any question you might 
have in your ‘whisper voice’,  with your neighbour. When your question is still not solved, please put up your question mark 
sign. I walk through the classroom in a pattern, starting at my right. I check whether the pupils started all right. I will answer 
short questions during my rounds. I check whether pupils place their question mark. When there are questions, I will repeat 
the help questions: (To) whom or (to) what + finite verb and other verbs + subject + direct object.  
I say (after 12 minutes):  All right class, finish your last sentence and watch the whiteboard.  

Feedback & 
Evaluation 
 
8’ 
 

(Check with the pupils whether the lesson goals have been achieved) 
I discuss the three most difficult sentences (7a, 8d and 9c) centrally. I evaluate the work by asking: ‘could you find the 
indirect subject in all sentences easily?’ I ask: Can you repeat the help sentence to find the indirect subject? (I expect that 
there are no difficulties left). I ask: Who finds this difficult? I say: (+) Good work or (-) that is all right, I will help you next 
lesson. I say: Class, you all worked very hard and you have finished all sentences. I give (to you) a compliment. I will explain 
the joke when they do not get it. 

Change of 
activity 
2’ 

(Include cleaning up and preparing for the start of the next activity) 
I say: D., please collect all notebooks so I can check them. I say: Ok, class, take your bags for gymnastics and join the line as 
agreed. 

 
Figure 3.3. Component lesson preparation of template 2. (Figure 3.2 and 3.3 already have been published in Journal of Personal Capital and 
Community (Tas, Houtveen, & Van de Grift, 2019).  
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In this chapter, the description of the design process of the developmentally appropriate 
coaching approach and its matching stage focused lesson templates has been completed. 
The collaborative efforts by teacher training college and internship schools to improve 
student teachers’ teaching skills, implementing the newly designed coaching approach, will 
be described as a professional learning community (in chapter 5). 

The next part of this study consists of a description of three field experiments into the 
effectiveness of the developmentally appropriate coaching approach, first of a four-step 
version (in chapter 4) and subsequently two descriptions of a three-step version, of which 
one is a replication study (in chapter 5 and 6).
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This is a slightly revised1 version of: Tas, T. F., Houtveen, A. A. M., Van de Grift, 
W. J. C. M. & Willemsen, M. (2018). Effects of classroom observation, assignment 
of appropriate stage focused lesson templates and stage focused feedback. 
Journal Studies in Educational Evaluation, 58(8-16). https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
stueduc.2018.05.005. 1In three variables the first or second decimal has been 
adjusted after recalculation.

Learning to teach with a four-step 
coaching approach

Chapter 4
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Introduction

Results of international comparative studies in pupil results in the Netherlands show a 
downward tendency (Gubbels, Netten, & Verhoeven, 2017; Meelissen, & Punter, 2016). 
Against this background, the policy of the Ministry of Education is focused on increasing 
pupil achievement. Meta-analysis of the efficacy of the educational system shows that 
policies affecting the primary processes of learning and instruction are the most successful. 
The quality of teaching staff and especially the quality of their instruction turns out to be an 
important factor in increasing levels of pupils’ achievement (OECD, 2011). As a result, the 
quality of teacher training colleges is placed high on the national policy agenda (Ministry 
of Education, 2013). In the meantime, several arrangements have already been made to 
improve the quality of teacher training colleges in the Netherlands. One of them is the 
development of uniform standards for the teaching profession (A-for-the-teacher, 2018; 
Commission Knowledge Base, 2012).

In practice, learning to teach takes place within the schools where the student teachers 
are doing their internship. Elementary school teachers (functioning as mentors) observe 
their lessons and provide student teachers with feedback. The main guidance instrument 
during internship is a standard lesson preparation template in which two learning cycles are 
interwoven: the learning cycle of the pupils that are being taught and the learning cycle of 
the student who learns to teach. Student teachers of all Dutch teacher training colleges have 
to prepare their lessons on such a mandatory template, and mentors give feedback on the 
basis of the lesson preparation template and the lesson realization. In the 70s the so-called 
DA model ‘didactic analysis model’ (Van Gelder, Oudkerk Pool, Peters, & Sixma, 1971a) was 
introduced in all Dutch teacher training colleges. The model consisted of a didactical cycle 
from formulating ‘the lesson goal’, ‘the entry level of the pupils taught’ and ‘the actual 
lesson description’, to the evaluation of the lesson goal’. Van Gelder translated the model 
into a single template with corresponding observation criteria for the lesson preparation as 
well as the lesson observation. In the 80s and 90s, there was a shift in lesson preparation 
from the acquisition of teaching skills to reflection skills. The templates based on the model 
DA did remain practically unchanged, although the corresponding observation criteria were 
no longer in use and replaced by the student’s own learning goals and (self-) reflection. Up 
until now, the templates are rarely updated based on recent research on effective teaching 
skills and effective feedback. 

In general, the teacher training colleges use one single template during the four training 
years. These templates do not take the professional development of student teachers into 
account. Furthermore, the mentors are provided neither with a standardised observation 
instrument to evaluate the teaching skills of the student teachers, nor with guidelines 
concerning what kind of feedback would be most helpful for the learning process of the 
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student teacher. As a result, the lesson preparation templates do not support the acquisition 
of teaching skills and the teacher training colleges lack objective data on the teaching skills 
of their students. A possible way to address this issue is to improve the quality of the lesson 
preparation template and to develop a procedure in which the teacher training college and 
schools work together in collecting objective data on student teaching skills and in which 
guidelines for feedback are given. 

Theoretical and empirical framework

For the development of a coaching approach that supports the acquisition of teaching skills 
of student teachers, we made use of theories on the professional development of (student) 
teachers, the knowledge base on effective teaching behaviour, and research on effective 
feedback. 

Stages in the professional development of student teachers: theory and evidence 

In theories on the professional development of teachers, nonlinear as well as linear models 
are proposed. In the nonlinear models, psychological, sociological and environmental 
factors are considered major influences on the professional development of teachers (Day 
& Gu, 2007, 2010; Fessler & Rice, 2010; Gonçalves, 2009; Huberman, 1989a, 1989b; Woods 
& Lynn, 2001). As a result, the professional development of teachers is supposed to follow 
a nonlinear path. Since the developmental theories underlying these models start at the 
induction phase of the teacher, these nonlinear models are less suitable for our purpose. 
Several linear models can be distinguished, such as the concern theory (Fuller & Bown, 
1975), a five-stage model of the acquisition of expertise (Dreyfus & Dreyfus,1986), and the 
life cycle of the career teacher model (Steffy & Wolfe, 2001), where (student) teachers go 
through developmental phases in a linear process. In the life cycle of the career teacher, the 
emphasis is on the developmental stages of the teacher after the teacher college training. 
The stage model of the acquisition of expertise requires as a starting point of the learning 
process a rather context-free learning environment, which is, in the existing internship 
conditions at the teacher training college in Utrecht, not practically feasible. Thus, for this 
study both linear models are also less suitable. 

Fuller and Bown’s concern theory is the most cited and empirically underpinned theory 
(Broad & Evans, 2006; Richardson & Placier, 2001). According to the concern theory, student 
teachers go through three stages during their education. Each stage consists of dominant 
student concerns – ‘something the student thinks about frequently and would like to 
do something about personally’. In the self-stage, the student teachers have ‘concerns’ 
about surviving the classroom. In this stage, student teachers become affected by feelings 
of inadequacy and dependency. In the following stage, the ‘task concerns,’ ambivalence 
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regarding materials, methods and instruction are of prime importance. Students are able 
to reproduce the subject matter they have learned, but may be incapable of teaching it. 
Answering pupils’ questions or providing examples remain highly challenging endeavours, 
and the learning process of the pupils is yet to become their focus. Nevertheless, in the 
‘impact stage’ (‘concerns about pupils’), students demonstrate a greater understanding of 
their pupils’ learning needs. The time required for a student teacher to progress to a higher 
stage varies depending on personal characteristics and wider context, and regression to the 
‘self-stage’ remains possible (Fuller & Bown, 1975).

Research conducted with the Teacher Concern Checklist (TCC) shows divergent results 
regarding a hierarchical sequence of the concerns. Using this TCC, Boz (2008) examines 
differences in concerns among 339 Turkish students. He observed mainly task concerns, 
but witnesses significantly fewer self-related concerns in student teachers’ last training year 
than in the second and third years. 
Reeves and Kazelskis (1985) score the concerns of inexperienced students (n=128), 
compared with those of experienced teachers (n=90) on the TCC. They found no difference 
in the number of task concerns between the groups; moreover, in both groups, ‘impact 
concerns’ were higher than ‘self-‘ and ‘task concerns’. 

In a number of studies, ‘self-’ and ‘task concerns’ have decreased as the students accrued 
more experience, but ‘impact concerns’ were occurring from the start. 
Pigge and Marso (1997) used the TCC to follow 60 students from the beginning of their 
education until five years after their appointment. ‘Task concerns’ developed after ‘self-
concerns,’ also ‘impact concerns’ occurred, akin to Reeves and Kazelskis’ study, from the 
start. The researchers found that concern changes in the teachers’ professional development 
related to their grade average (students with lower teacher education grades expressed 
fewer impact concerns) and gender (female students expressed more impact concerns). 

Smith and Sanche (1992) found that ‘self-concerns’ predominated amongst 112 students at 
the start of an internship above task and impact concerns. By the middle of the internship, 
task and impact concerns exceeded ‘self-concerns’. It is important to note that ‘task 
concerns’ started at a high level and remained fairly constant. Such a pattern of overlap of 
different concerns is corroborated by other researchers. 

Watzke (2003, 2007) observed ‘impact concerns’ in his longitudinal research in first- and 
second-year student teachers. Seeking possible explanations for the deviations in the linear 
structure of Fuller’s concerns in previous experiences of the students and the specific nature 
of the studied course, Watzke (2007) argued that the impact stage represented a continuous, 
holistic concern process amongst beginning teachers, recurring over time. 
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Ghaith and Shaaban (1999) studied the level of experienced ‘self-efficacy’ and the concerns 
of experienced teachers. ‘Self-concerns’ appeared to decrease with increased teacher 
experience. Nevertheless, after 15 years of experience, the three categories (including 
‘impact concerns’) had declined. The researchers hypothesized that the internship context 
(for example, teaching in kindergarten or special education classes, or teaching classes to 
pupils with behavioural problems) helped to explain the prevalence of certain concerns. 
A different kind of criticism led to the discussion, whether the concern theory focus on the 
person occurs at the expense of the training of professional standards (Buchmann, 1987; 
Zeichner & Teitelbaum, 1983). 

Despite of the criticism above on the hierarchical order of the concern stages, there is 
enough evidence of the existence of these concerns. The consideration that the concerns 
may not follow in a hierarchical order does not affect our study. By adding a standardised 
observation instrument to the templates in construction, we can easily determine 
the accurate professional developmental stage of the student teacher and assign the 
corresponding lesson template. We therefore decide to develop successive stage focused 
lesson templates, which support the professional development of student teachers, based 
on this theory. 

Effective Teacher behaviour

In addition to theories of stages in the professional development of (student) teachers, we 
can use research on effective teacher behaviour. That effective teaching skills are important 
factors in achieving pupils’ learning gain, is generally acknowledged after more than 50 years 
of research on this topic (for reviews and research see: Ellis & Worthington, 1994; Hanushek, 
2011; Hattie, 2008; Levine & Lezotte, 1990, 1995; Marzano, 2003; Muijs & Reynolds, 2010; 
Scheerens, 2015; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997). For this research, observational teacher 
behaviour, i.e. the behaviour that teachers show in their everyday lessons, is of particular 
interest. Six categories of effective teacher behaviour can be distinguished from the above-
mentioned research.
The category ‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’ (1) consists of teaching skills 
which ensure a climate in which pupils feel safe and where mutual respect prevails. The 
(student) teacher stimulates learning by acting consistently and supporting the pupils’ self-
esteem by providing success experiences. ‘Efficient classroom management’ (2) involves 
practical matters of organisation, such as ensuring an orderly course of the lesson and 
also didactical teaching skills engaging all pupils during the instruction and motivating 
them to reach for the best. This category also deals with matters of time management 
to increase learning time as much as possible. ‘Giving clear instruction’ (3) consist of the 
successive steps of a direct or explicit instruction. On a short instruction to the class as a 
whole, follows guided practice in which pupils practice their skills under the guidance of 
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the teacher. The instruction starts with the clarification of the lesson objective(s) and the 
activation of prior knowledge and ends with the evaluation of the lesson objective(s). In the 
category ‘Activating pupils’ (4), teaching skills are central which specifically increase pupil 
involvement by using work forms that lead up to active learning. Adapting the instruction 
and classroom assignments to relevant differences between pupils and thus reach optimal 
learning gain for all pupils is the content of the category ‘Adaptive teaching’ (5). The category 
‘Teaching learning strategies’ (6) supports the learning process of pupils to apply cognitive 
and meta cognitive learning strategies in problem solving, memorising and integrating new 
knowledge. Student teachers are for instance encouraged to use scaffolds in order to bridge 
the gap between what a pupil can do independently and the learning goals set. Other ways 
of bridging this gap might be modelling technics (thinking aloud), control, and checking 
strategies for the solutions found and to provide corrective feedback.

In table 4.1, we provide an overview of the long-standing research tradition into the 
categories and the references. Although research into the first three categories started 
decades ago, very little new research has been done recently, with the exception of some 
research into the ‘intellectual stimulating learning climate’ and ‘relations between pupils’. 
The results of this research therefore seem to be more or less finalised, because after all, we 
know what works and what does not. As shown, the last categories however are still objects 
of research.

For optimal support of student teachers through the different stages in their professional 
development, we updated the formal model didactical analysis (Van Gelder et al., 1971a), 
based on teaching skills derived from these six categories of effective teacher behaviour. 
Part of the coaching approach we are developing is the use of a standardised observation 
instrument, in which the knowledge base on effective teaching behaviour is operationalised. 
This instrument also has to be psychometrically tested on the existence of a hierarchical 
order in the teaching behaviour measured. 
The International Comparative Analysis of Learning and Teaching observation instrument 
(ICALT) meets these conditions. The ICALT observation instrument consists of six scales of 
effective teaching skills that are known to achieve involvement and learning gain of pupils 
(Van de Grift, 2007, 2014; Van de Grift & Lam, 1998). These scales are: (1) ‘Creating a 
safe and stimulating learning climate’, (2) ‘Efficient classroom management’, (3) ‘Giving a 
clear instruction’, (4) ‘Activating pupils’, (5) ‘Adaptive teaching’, and (6) ‘Teaching learning 
strategies’. 
In several studies, using item response theory, the hierarchical order of complexity 
in teaching skills as measured with ICALT was established (Van de Grift, Van der Wal, & 
Torenbeek, 2011). Therefore, the instrument can also help us in determining which teaching 
skills we should incorporate in each of the successive lesson templates. 
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Table 4.1 Categories of effective teaching skills and references

Categories References
Safe and stimulating learning climate

Safety (rules & regulations) Evertson, Anderson, Anderson, & Brophy, 1980; Gottfredson, Gottfredson, 
Payne, & Gottfredson, 2005.

Learning climate Brookover & Schneider, 1975; Carver & Scheier, 2000; Cohen, McCabe, 
Michelli, & Pickerall, 2009; Deci & Ryan, 2000; Evertson & Weinstein, 
2006, 2013; Rutter, Maughan, Mortimore, Oustin, & Smith, 1979; Wellisch, 
MacQueen, Carriere, & Duck, 1978; Thapa, Cohen, Guffey, & Higgins-
D’Alessandro, 2013.

Relation (with teacher) Davis, 2003; Wigfield, Eccles, & Rodriguez, 1998; Goodenow, 1992; Osterman, 
2000; Perry & Weinstein, 1998.

Relation (between pupils) Finnan, Schnepel, & Anderson, 2003; Ghaith, 2003; Kerr, Ireland, Lopes, 
Craig, & Cleaver, 2004.

Self-esteem & self-efficacy Bandura, 1986; Huebner & McCullough, 2000; Stoel, Peetsma, & Roeleveld, 
2003.

High expectations Dusek & Joseph, 1983; Fuchs, Fuchs, Mathes, Lipsey, & Robberts, 2002; Harris 
& Rosenthal, 1985; Rosenthal & Rubin, 1978; Smith, 1980. 

Efficient classroom management
Effective organisation and time use Creemers, 1994; Harnischfeger & Wiley, 1978; Karweit, 1989; Kindsvatter, 

Willen, & Ishler, 1988; Rosenshine & Berliner, 1978; Scheerens & Bosker, 
1997; Wang, Reynolds, & Walberg, 1993.

Time-on-task Mastropieri & Scruggs, 2000; Van der Meer, Appelhof, Ten Doesschate, & 
Kramer, 1986; Veenman, Voeten, & Lem, 1987.

Active time-on-task Denham & Lieberman, 1980; Fischer, et al., 1980; Karweit, 1982; Rosenshine 
& Berliner, 1978.

Minimising time loss Bloom, 1976; Brophy, 1998; Doyle, 1986; Harnishfeger & Wiley, 1978; Wyne 
& Stuck, 1982; Yair, 2000.

Giving clear instruction
Combining new with old knowledge Creemers, 1991, 1994; Scheerens, 1992.
Lesson goals, structure & oversight Bosman, 2007, 2015; Bosman & Schraven, 2008, 2017; Kameenui & Carnine, 

1998; Lohman, 1986; Nunes & Bryant, 1996; Pearson & Fielding, 1991; 
Pearson & Gallagher, 1983; Rosenshine & Meister, 1997; Smith, Baker, Hattie, 
& Bond, 2008.

Active teaching
Correlation involvement & 
achievement

Denham & Lieberman, 1980; Evertson, et al., 1980; Fischer et al., 1980; 
Fredricks, Blumenfeld & Paris, 2004.

Intensifying instruction, through: 
Giving clear guidance Harn, Linan-Thompson, & Roberts, 2008
Avoiding excessive seatwork Hampton & Reiser, 2004; Lang & Kersting, 2007.
Posing higher order questions Craig, Sullins, Witherspoon, & Gholson, 2006; Mantione & Smead, 2003; 

Murphy, Wilkinson, Soter, Hennessey, & Alexander, 2009.
Cooperative learning Meeuwisse, Severiens, & Born, 2010.

Adaptive teaching
Pre- & re-teaching Bosker, 2005; Houtveen & Van de Grift, 2012; Kidron & Lindsay, 2014.
Adapting teaching & ability groups Walmsley & Allington, 1995; Houtveen, Booij, De Jong, & Van de Grift, 1999; 

Slavin, 1996.
Boosting self-esteem & motivation Bennett, 1986; Houtveen, 2007; Houtveen & Van de Grift, 2001; Slavin & 

Braddock, 1993.
Teaching learning strategies

Scaffolds and corrective feedback Dixon, Carnine, Lee, & Wallin, 1998; Brophy & Good, 1986; Hattie & Clinton, 
2008; Houtveen & Van de Grift, 2007a, 2007b; Rosenshine & Stevens, 1986; 
Slavin, 1996; Smith, et al., 2008.

Teaching think aloud Block & Israel, 2004; Duffy, 2003; Israel & Massey, 2005; Pressley, 2002.
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Effective feedback

As mentioned in the introduction, the lesson templates currently used in the Netherlands 
serve as the main guidance instrument during internship. The templates lack sufficient 
guidelines for giving adequate feedback. For the development of the new lesson templates, 
we therefore utilise theory on effective feedback.
Hattie and Timperley (2007) find in 12 meta-analyses (with 196 studies) that feedback turns 
out to be one of the most important factors in achieving learning gain (average ES 0.79). The 
effect sizes measured however vary widely, which means that some forms of feedback are 
more powerful than others. Feedback appears to be more effective on a task level, when 
students receive feedback on the task cues (ES 1.10), and when they get suggestions on 
how to improve their task performance (0.94), compared to, for example, praise (ES 0.14), 
reward (ES 0.31) or punishment (ES 0.20). Hattie and Timperley developed a feedback model 
in order to improve learning gain. Their model aims to reduce the discrepancies between 
current understandings/performance and a desired goal (2007, p.7). Effective feedback 
therefore should accordingly answer three questions: ‘Where am I going?’ referring to the 
objectives (Feed up); ‘How am I going?’ referring to the progress made (Feedback) and ‘How 
next?’ referring to activities that will lead to better progress (Feedforward). 

The focus on setting clear goals is also emphasised by Marzano (2007), who states that 
clear goals and giving feedback used in tandem, probably is more powerful than either 
of them applied in isolation, and that without clear goals it might be difficult to provide 
students with effective feedback at all (p.12). In the current guidance situation with the 
lesson preparation however, student teachers have to formulate learning goals themselves. 
Mentors, insufficiently supported with guidelines for effective feedback, are encouraged to 
provide feedback they find helpful regarding this process. Together they may be caught up 
in what in literature is called a ‘feedback gap’, as mentor and student both are dissatisfied 
with the structure and outcome of the feedback cycle (Evans, 2013). 
Incorporating Hattie and Timperley’s feedback model in our templates and also restructuring 
and standardising this initial ‘goal setting’ preparation phase in a different manner on our 
restyled templates, should help to bridge this gap between the actual performance level 
and the desired learning objective (Lizzio & Wilson, 2008). 

To support mentors further in guiding student teachers in this feedback cycle, we have to 
focus on the use of classroom observation and data driven feedback (Houtveen, 2018a). 
This form of effective feedback links the theoretical knowledge offered at the teacher 
training college to the training practice at the internship schools. On the basis of classroom 
observations with a standardised observation instrument, student teachers can thus process 
their observation results actively in motivated and clearly indicated learning goals, whereas 
mentors can provide student teachers with effective feedback and teachers at the training 
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college can more closely monitor their professional progress (Marsh, 2012; Van den Hurk, 
Houtveen & Van de Grift, 2016). 

In the next section, we describe the further development of the stage focussed lesson 
templates.

Pre-study 

Development of the new stage focused lesson templates

We developed four stage focused lesson templates increasing in complexity; template 1 for 
Fuller and Bown’s ‘self-stage’, templates 2 and 3 for the ‘task-stage’ and template 4 for the 
‘impact-stage’. Each template is divided into three components, namely observation (A), 
feedback (B), and preparation (C). 

In the observation component (A), the students indicate what teaching skill or skills 
they specifically want to practice in the prepared lesson. To give direction to the 
learning process of the student teacher, a selection of the ICALT items functions as 
a set of learning goals for the student. To do so, we matched the three stages of the 
concern theory with the following corresponding ICALT scales:    
 	 The ‘self-stage’ with the scale ‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’; 
 	 The ‘task-stage’ with the scales ‘Efficient classroom management’ and ‘Giving clear  
  teaching’;   
 	 The ‘impact-stage’ with the scales ‘Activating pupils’, ‘Adaptive teaching’ and  
  ‘Teaching learning strategies’. 

The component feedback (B) is an addition in our templates and follows the aspects of 
effective feedback as described in the theoretical framework. The mentor observes the 
lesson, scores the teaching skills, which the student teachers had planned to practice, and 
writes down feedback based on these skills. Then the mentor gives feedback on the extent 
to which the learning goals for the pupils have been achieved and what the consequences 
are for the following lessons. The mentor also points out which teaching skills can best be 
practiced in the next lesson(s). In this way, student teachers practice only those teaching 
skills that match their stage of development. 

In the component preparation (C) the student describes in detail the lesson ahead by filling 
out the elements of the former didactical analysis model, such as: ‘lesson goal’, ‘entry level 
of the pupils’ and ’evaluation’ and ‘classroom and time management’. As mentioned above, 
the design elements increase in complexity. For example, in template 1 the accent is on a 
creating a safe and stimulating learning climate with the emphasis on setting clear rules and 
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regulations. In template 4, the focus is on applying adaptive teaching and organising pre-and 
re teaching. This component replaces the former lesson description of the didactical analysis 
model. This component increases in complexity from aspects of ‘direct teaching’ in template 
1, to ‘adaptive teaching’ in the last template. The student teachers fill out the activities 
they plan to perform and the activities they plan for the pupils (cf. figure 3.2. Component: 
observation and feedback of lesson template 2). 

Content validity 

The content validity of the stage focused lesson templates was tested with an expert 
consultation. A panel of 42 professors, teacher trainers, internship supervisors, and student 
teachers gave their opinion by answering questions on the combination of the concern 
stage with the corresponding ICALT items, and the build-up in complexity in the templates. 
The panel also advised on the increased complexity in the lesson preparation elements 
‘lesson goals’, ‘educational needs of the pupils’, ‘lesson evaluation’, ‘time and classroom 
management’ ‘clear instruction’, ‘adaptive teaching’, as well as the component ‘evaluation’ 
for the mentor. Because of the workability, the panel advised the number of templates 
should be reduced from four to three. A selection of experts advised on the content of 
the lectures at the teacher training college and the procedure in the schools. After this 
consultation, we adjusted the stage focused lesson templates and put them to a test at the 
schools. The student teachers and supervisors who tested the templates approved of the 
workability. Minor adjustments resulted in the definitive version. 

Method 

The purpose of this research is to answer the question, whether student teachers who 
learn to teach with a coaching approach, consisting of: classroom observation and the 
assignment of the appropriate stage focused lesson templates; the use of this appropriate 
lesson template; combined with stage focused mentor feedback in schools and lectures at 
the teacher training college, achieve a higher level of pedagogical and didactical teaching 
skills compared to student teachers who do not receive this approach. 

Design

To answer the research question on the effectiveness of the coaching approach, a quasi-
experiment with an untreated control group design with pre-test and post-test (Shadish, 
Cook, & Campbell, 2002) is used to rule out other variables that could be of influence. The 
use of a randomised controlled trial has been explored extensively at the teacher training 
colleges but proved not feasible. For practical reasons, such as fixed grouping of student 
teachers, the teacher training colleges do not allow for deviating study content assigned 
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to student teachers within one specific ‘college group’. Therefore, the teacher training 
colleges have designated certain ‘college groups’ for this experiment. Pairing students from 
the experimental to the control group as a further possibility to improve comparability, 
would have resulted in too small samples. Therefore, we have ensured wherever possible a 
comparable composition of the characteristics of the control and the experimental group. 
To allow further comparison, thorough attention has been paid to possible differences 
between the control and experimental groups, as well as to the scores measured in both 
pre-tests (also see table 4.3 and 4.5).

Table 4.2 Design quasi-experiment (n=198)

Pre-test Post-test
Experimental group O1                        X O2

Control group O1 O2

We measured the pedagogical and didactical teaching skills of the student teachers, 
by observing two lessons: one of the first lessons during their internship (on a language 
or mathematics topic) and one of the last lessons of the academic year with the ICALT 
observation instrument (Van de Grift 2007, 2014). This instrument consists of six scales: 
‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’, ‘Efficient classroom management’, ‘Giving 
clear instruction’, ‘Activating pupils’, ‘Adaptive teaching’ and ‘Teaching learning strategies. 
The items can be scored on a 4-point scale: predominantly weak (0), more weaknesses than 
strength (1), more strength than weaknesses (2) and predominantly strong (3). 
The independent observers have all been trained in the reliable use of the ICALT instrument 
(cf. section observers). The observers were not direct mentors of the student teachers nor 
were they involved in their internship assessment.
The experimental group received the intervention consisting of four elements: an initial 
observation to determine the best matching lesson template; the use of the appropriate 
lesson templates during internship; stage focused feedback at the schools; and lectures at 
the teacher training college. The control group received none of these intervention elements 
and used their conventional lesson preparation template.

Sample

The sample of this quasi-experiment involved 198 students; 135 in the experimental group, 
and 63 in the control group. The experimental group consisted of student teachers from a 
teacher training college with locations in Utrecht and Amersfoort and the control group of 
students from comparable teacher training colleges elsewhere in the Netherlands. 
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Table 4.3  Comparison of the control group (n=63) and the experimental group (n=135)

Control 
group

Experimental 
Group

 %  %  Sign.
Male students 30.2 17.0  .035
Prior education: Senior general secondary education (havo) & 
university preparatory education (vwo) 
(versus senior secondary vocational education (mbo))

76.2 72.61   n.s.

Regular student (versus part time student) 98.4 89.6  .030
College year 1 28.6 30.4   n.s.
College year 2 44.4 37.0   n.s.
College year 3 27.0 32.6   n.s.
Combination group (versus regular age group) 46.0 57.8   n.s.
Kindergarten (versus elementary education) 30.2 38.5   n.s.

1First decimal adjusted from 72.9.

We compared the samples of the control and experimental group. There was no significant 
difference between both groups in the percentage, whether it be student teachers’ prior 
education, college year, their teaching a combination group or teaching kindergarten. There 
were, however, significant differences between the control group and the experimental 
group in the percentage of male students and regular college students. Because of these 
sample differences, it therefore is necessary to control for the variables ‘percentage of male 
students’ and ‘regular students’ to rule out the possible effect they have on the post-test 
results. 

Intervention

The intervention consisted of four coherent elements. The first element was the observation 
of a language or mathematics lesson and the assignment of the appropriate stage focused 
lesson template. The actual use of the appropriate stage focused lesson templates during 
the internship was the second element. The third element of the intervention was stage 
focused feedback in the schools. Student teachers received feedback specifically aimed at 
the teaching skills that the student should focus on during that period. The last element 
consisted of lectures at the teacher training college. College teachers informed the students 
about the quasi-experiment, the stage focused lesson templates and the procedures. 
Furthermore, the college teachers taught the knowledge base of effective teaching skills 
and introduced the correct use of the stage focused lesson templates. Based on classroom 
observation the student teachers made a development plan of ‘how to achieve to a higher 
level in teaching’. Finally, they received feedback on completed stage focused lesson 
templates. 
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The procedure during internship

At the start of the student teacher’s internship, there is an initial observation of a language 
or mathematics lesson with the ICALT observation instrument. On the basis of the ICALT 
observation instrument, we developed the ICALT observation form. This ICALT observation 
form divides the ICALT items into three parts, which correspond with the three concern 
stages and indicate the matching lesson preparation template. Thus, it helps assign the 
lesson preparation template that corresponds with the part of the observation form showing 
one or more insufficient items.
During the internship, the elementary teacher (mentor) observes the lessons and scores the 
ICALT items on the lesson preparation template. After each lesson, the mentor fills out the 
‘feedback’ section on the lesson preparation template. The mentor evaluates whether the 
selected ICALT items have been sufficiently accomplished and what the consequences are 
for the next lesson(s). The mentor also points out which ICALT items can best be practiced. 
When all the ICALT items on the lesson preparation template score a three on a regular 
basis, the mentor and the ICALT observer can decide together that the student teacher is 
ready to move on to the next template. 

Training

All teachers at the teacher training college, the ICALT observers and the mentors in the 
schools received the intended training. At the training college, teachers employed 
standardised power points for the five lectures and additional digital training sessions. These 
sessions enabled us to store the students’ replies for data feedback. We trained the ICALT 
observers in the correct use of the ‘observation form’ and the consequent assignment of the 
appropriate lesson preparation template, and the mentors in giving effective feedback on 
the lesson preparation template, using the component ‘Feedback’. 
Additionally, we trained all observers involved in the correct use of the ICALT observation 
instrument. During this training, we used two video recordings: a language and a 
mathematics lesson by a student teacher respectively in the third and fourth year of their 
teacher training.
Regarding the first video, 74% agreement over all the scales was reached upon the question 
of whether a teaching skill was sufficient/insufficient. With a Cohen’s κ, this percentage 
of agreement was corrected for the probability of the correct answer. Seventy-four per 
cent corresponds with .48 Cohen’s κ and indicates ‘moderate agreement’. With the second 
training video, the percentage of agreement increased to 81%. This corresponds with .62 
Cohen’s κ and indicates ‘substantial agreement’ (Cohen, 1960).
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Data analysis

To measure the differences in development of teaching skills, we used the ICALT observation 
instrument. We tested the reliability of the ICALT scales again with the ICALT scores of 
the pre-test and the post-test (table 4.3). With an Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA), we 
compared the average scores of the control group and the experimental group on the post-
test, controlled for the variables pre-test, percentage male students and regular students. 
For the calculation of the effect size, we used Morris’s (2008) process, which defines the 
effect size as the difference between groups in the mean pre-post change, divided by the 
pooled pre-test standard deviation. According to Cohen (1988), effect sizes up to .19 can be 
seen as small effects, effect sizes from .50-.79 as medium effects and .80 and above as large 
effects. 

Results

Reliability and validity

Testing the ICALT scales with the ICALT scores of the pre-test and the post-test (table 
4.4), secured that the reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha) was high on the scales ‘Safe learning 
environment’, ‘Clear instruction’, ‘Activating pupils’, Adaptive teaching’ and ‘Learning 
strategies’. The reliability of the scale ‘Classroom management’ was acceptable. 
The validity of the ICALT scales is tested by calculating the correlation between the ICALT 
scales and the involvement of the pupils during the observation. This correlation is significant 
on all scales. The validity of the more complex teaching scales shows a lower correlation on 
the pre-tests compared to the post-tests. For example on the pre-test of the scale adaptive 
teaching the correlation is small (< .30) and medium (> .30) on the post-test. The validity of 
the first three scales (> .50) is large at the pre- and post-test. 

Table 4.4 Reliability and validity, of the ICALT scales on pre- and post-tests (n=198)

ICALT scales  Cronbach’s Alpha Correlation 
Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test

Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate .80 .82 .55*** .62***
Efficient classroom management .70 .74 .52*** .68***
Giving a clear instruction .85 .88 .57*** .72***
Activating pupils .85 .85 .40*** .63***
Adaptive teaching .81 .88 .23** .49***
Teaching learning strategies .89 .88 .30*** .47***

**p < .01, ***p < .001.
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Implementation of the intervention

To be able to attribute the effects of the quasi-experiment to the intervention, we studied 
the implementation of the four parts of the intervention: observation and assignment of the 
appropriate lesson preparation template; the use of the appropriate templates; and lectures 
at the teacher training college. 100% of the observations and assignments were carried out. 
The use of the new templates was part of the internship assessment. The student teachers 
uploaded their templates in a portfolio. We received 99.3% of the portfolios in semester 1 
and 91.1% in semester 2. 
We also checked the portfolios for authenticity and for the correct amount of templates. 
Although the percentage of the portfolios in semester 2 decreased slightly, the amount of 
stage focused lesson templates per portfolio increased. All portfolios in semester 2 met 
the predetermined standard of, depending on the year of training, 20 to 30 templates per 
semester. A total of 86.7% of the students received feedback on the templates. The use of 
logbook registrations and attendance lists confirmed that the teachers at the college gave 
all due ‘lectures’ as intended and that 81.4% of the student teachers attended at least four 
out of five lectures. We can conclude that the intervention was implemented sufficiently.

Effects

Table 4.5 ICALT results of the pre- and post-test in the control- and experimental group (n= 198)

Control group Experimental group Difference
Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test

n 63 63 135 135
ICALT M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) Sign   ES  
Safe climate  2.27 (.58) 2.27 (.64) 2.23 (.52) 2.63 (.45)1 .000   .74   
Classroom management 1.73 (.61) 1.80 (.52) 1.71 (.63) 2.31 (.60) .000   .85   
Clear instruction 1.76 (.60) 1.87 (.59) 1.77 (.61) 2.30 (.55) .000   .69    
Activating pupils 1.27 (.59) 1.33 (.59) 1.28 (.77) 2.04 (.61) .000   .97 
Adaptive teaching   .47 (.58)   .50 (.64)   .82 (.79) 1.70 (.85) .000 1.16 
Learning strategies   .74 (.57)   .88 (.62)   .86 (.78) 1.69 (.70) .000   .951

1Second decimal adjusted for rounding differences.

In the comparison of the pre-tests, the average score of the scale ‘Adaptive teaching’ was 
significantly higher in the experimental group. The other five ICALT scales did not show 
a significant difference between the pre-test of the control group and the experimental 
group. This meant that besides controlling for the above-mentioned variables male students 
and regular college students, we also had to control for the pre-test. 
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Furthermore, we compared the difference of the average scores on the six ICALT-scales of 
the control group in the pre-test and the post-test situation. The differences found between 
the pre-test and post-test are small and not significant (not shown in table 4.5). The average 
scores on the post-test of the experimental group are significantly higher on all six ICALT 
scales compared to the pre-test (not shown in table 4.5). 

In the previous sections we established that there are differences between the control group 
and the experimental group with regard to the percentage of male students, of regular 
college students and the scale ‘Adaptive teaching’ in the pre-tests. Therefore, we used an 
ANCOVA procedure to control for these variables on all six ICALT scales. The differences 
found between the control group and the experimental group on the post-test, after 
controlling for pre-test, the percentage of male students and regular college students, were 
significant on all the six ICALT scales (p < .001). (See the penultimate column in table 4.5).

The effect sizes 

The effect size is measured by a procedure that divides the difference between both groups 
in the average pre–post change by the pooled pre-test standard deviation (Morris, 2008). 
In our case, these effect sizes were respectively: .74, .85, .69, .97, 1.16, and .95 (cf. the last 
column of table 4.5). According to Cohen (1988), these effect sizes found were medium 
(.50 - .79) for the scales ‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’ and ‘Giving a clear 
instruction’, and large (≥.80) for the scales ‘Efficient classroom management’, ‘Activating 
pupils’, ‘Adaptive teaching’ and ‘Teaching learning strategies’. 

Conclusion and discussion

The purpose of this research was to answer the question, whether student teachers who 
learn to teach with a coaching approach, involving classroom observation, assigning and 
using appropriate stage focused lesson templates, combined with stage focused feedback at 
the school and lectures at the teacher training college, achieve a higher level of pedagogical 
and didactical teaching skills compared to student teachers who do not receive this approach. 
We developed a coaching approach consisting of these four elements and conducted a 
quasi-experiment with an untreated control group design with a pre-test and post-test. 
After establishing that the intervention implementation was sufficient, we used an ANCOVA 
procedure to compare the differences between the control group and the experimental 
group on the post-test, after controlling for the pre-test, and the percentage of male and 
regular college students. The differences were significant on all the six ICALT scales. These 
effect sizes were medium for the scales ‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’ 
(.74), and ‘Giving clear instruction’ (.69), and large for the scales ‘Efficient classroom 
management’ (.85) ‘Activating pupils’ (.97), ‘Adaptive teaching’ (1.16) and ‘Teaching learning 
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strategies’ (.95). On account of these results we can conclude that student teachers who 
learned to teach with this coaching approach achieved a higher level of pedagogical and 
didactical teaching skills. 

It deserves notice that the control group shows no significant growth of the average ICALT 
scales between the pre-test and the post-test. In an attempt to understand why the students 
hardly advanced in pedagogical and didactical skills, we studied the internship assessment 
indicators. In the Netherlands, the internship assessment indicators used are largely based 
on the standards of the Foundation for Professional Qualities of Teachers, the so-called ‘SBL 
competences’ (2004). Despite of recent adjustments of these standards by the Educational 
Cooperative (2014), the internship assessment lists used appear to contain few or no 
indicators for observing effective teaching skills in the daily classroom situation. Only three 
out of seven SBL competence categories deal with teaching matters in the classroom and 
these competences are formulated in a rather broad and general way. It is conceivable that 
these assessment lists offer assessors little direction in evaluating effective teaching skills 
and student teachers too little feedback on developing these skills. The fact that the control 
group hardly advanced might be attributed to this lack of direction. Further research on 
these particular assessment indicators in relation to acquiring effective teaching skills would 
be interesting.

To understand more fully which parts of the intervention especially attributed to the effects 
found on the post-test of the six ICALT scales, we performed several multilevel regression 
analyses. We analysed the impact quality of the four parts of the intervention and the pre-
test in six models, on all six ICALT scales. In every model, we included a separate element of 
the intervention (‘observation and assignment’, ‘use of the stage focused lesson templates’, 
‘attending lectures’ and ‘mentor feedback’) and in the last model, we added all elements. 
The models that analysed the elements separately offered a significant explanation with 
regression coefficients (β) from .38 to .81. However, when we included all elements of the 
intervention in model six, the first element we added explained all the variance and none of 
the other intervention variables sorted any significant effect. This can be explained by the 
very high correlations between the individual intervention elements. The inter correlations 
are all over the .90, which is an indication of the very strong internal consistency of the 
intervention; after all it is quite impossible to do one thing without the other. Because of this 
high correlation, it is impossible to analyse if ‘mentor feedback’ is especially responsible for 
the effects found, because without observations and assignments, there is no possibility for 
conducting other elements of the intervention. To understand the impact of the individual 
coaching approach elements, conducting an experiment with an intervention, which leaves 
out one or more of these elements, might provide further insight. 
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The collaboration between the teacher training college and the internship schools 
involved needs some consideration. Our coaching approach consisted of the application 
of a procedure in which the teacher training college and internship schools collaborate in 
collecting objective data on student teaching skills and in presenting coherent guidelines 
for giving effective feedback for both teacher training college and internship schools alike. 
Applying this coaching approach demanded a close collaboration of participants in both 
work fields, as the teacher training college had to readdress the content of its curriculum, 
and the internship schools as well. Strikingly however, the internship schools and their 
management boards took the lead in the innovation, during the implementation and 
research period. This readiness to join the new approach finds a possible explanation in 
sheer necessity, because the process of learning to teach predominantly takes place in 
practice and in it, the lack of guidelines has become rather pressing. The internship schools 
thus readily embraced the lesson templates and participated fully in the ICALT training. 
While the teacher training college, already struggling with an overburdened curriculum, 
was reconsidering its involvement, it was their enthusiasm that inspired the teacher training 
college to collaborate further, by pointing out the importance of the innovation at hand. 
The strength of this collaboration has, in combination with the results found, led to the 
joint decision of the management of the teacher training college and the internship schools 
in Utrecht to continue this innovation process. The teacher training college did, however, 
ask for the possible design of a less extensive and more manageable coaching approach, 
preferably without the added lectures of the coaching approach to their curriculum, 
requiring a considerable increase in training time.

The next chapter reports on the effectiveness of this ‘three-step’ version of the coaching 
approach. The collaborative effort between the teacher training college and the internship 
schools in the process of learning to teach is described as a professional learning community. 
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Introduction and research question 

Educating student teachers is a shared responsibility between the teacher training college 
and the internship school. Although a close collaboration within this teacher training 
community is considered an important prerequisite for a much-desired improvement of 
the quality of teaching (Ministry of Education, 2019), the training partners still operate in 
relative isolation, pursuing their own training objectives and own agenda’s, according to 
their own views on what is good teaching and effective training (Valencia, Martin, Place, & 
Grossman, 2009; Tas, Houtveen, Van de Grift, & Willemsen, 2018). 

In practice, the collaboration between teacher training college and internship schools is 
organised in such a way that the observation of lessons is largely left to the elementary 
school teachers who mentor the student teachers. The main guidance instrument used by 
all actors in the training community in the process of learning to teach is a so-called lesson 
preparation template which is largely based on the Dutch model Didactical analysis from 
the 1970s (Van Gelder, Oudkerk Pool, Peters, & Sixma, 1971a). In the prevailing coaching 
procedure in the Netherlands, this template is used by student teachers for the preparation of 
their lessons, and by mentors for providing feedback on the student teachers’ performance, 
while college teachers introduce the template to the student teachers at the start of the first 
internship. In general, teacher training colleges use a single mandatory template during all 
training years; all user groups (including the student teachers themselves) indicate apparent 
deficiencies in learning to teach on this lesson preparation template. This mandatory 
template does insufficiently support the professional development of the student teachers 
or the acquisition of effective teaching skills and does not provide mentors with guidelines 
how to give feedback beneficial for the learning process of student teachers. 

The first challenge will be the building of a collective practice (Harris, 2011) in which all 
training partners cooperate according to a shared vision and collectively owned goals 
(cf. Fullan, 2006). In this inter-institutionally coupled community (Hargreaves, 2011), the 
efforts of all actors should be bundled. It should entail the collaboration of the college 
teachers by (1) collectively determining the goals and setting the tasks, and besides closely 
link their efforts with those of the internship schools by involving (2) elementary school 
teachers acting as direct mentors of the student teachers and (3) by supporting internship 
coordinators at the internship schools who are responsible for the guidance quality of the 
mentors. A research team (4) operating from the teacher training college will support this 
process (see also table 5.2). 
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This study aims to answer the question, what progress student teachers make during one 
academic year, while being trained in a professional learning community, using objective 
classroom observation, using lesson preparation templates that match their developmental 
stage and stage focussed mentor feedback.

Theoretical and empirical framework

The building of a professional learning community 

For the building of a professional learning community in which college teachers, mentors 
and internship coordinators work closely together in order to increase the teaching quality 
of their student teachers, five research domains are relevant. Research on ‘Capacity building 
and professional learning communities’ (1) is studied to create professional learning in 
which the learning environments of the teacher training college and the internship schools 
are fully aligned and all actors involved learn from the knowledge and experience available 
throughout the community. Research on effective teacher behaviour (2) is used to empower 
the teacher training community, by providing a mutually supported framework on what 
constitutes good teaching. The empirical backgrounds of the observation instrument 
International Comparative Analysis of Learning and Teaching (ICALT) (3) follows as research 
domain for the observation of student teachers’ teaching skills, and data-driven feedback 
(4) as a further research domain for aligning both learning environments. Finally, research 
on effective feedback (5) is used in order to provide mentors with feedback guidelines. 

The research domains (2-5) are also applied to the design of the lesson preparation and 
feedback templates (in short ‘lesson templates’) serving as main guidance tools within the 
professional learning community. 

Capacity building through a professional learning community 

Capacity building, a concept referring to any effort made to improve the ability, skills and 
expertise of educators (Stoll, 2009), involves the learning process of individuals or, as a 
collective practice that of larger school systems improving the practice of others as well as 
their own (Levin & Fullan, 2008). Its main goal is to increase the collective effectiveness of a 
community effort to monitor and improve the learning gains of pupils (Levin & Fullan, 2008). 
In his discussion of capital building, Hargreaves (2011) distinguishes three subsidiary 
forms of capital; (1) intellectual capital (human capital, i.e. knowledge skills, competence 
and expertise levels of staff and students), (2) social capital (trust among members and its 
reciprocity) and (3) organisational capital (leaders being able to fully deploy the intellectual 
and social capital in their schools). In the last decade, new partnerships between schools 
aimed at capital building have been developed, defined as ‘coupling’. Organisations can 
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be loosely coupled (i.e. autonomous sub-units, poorly monitored) or more tightly coupled 
(inter-depended or integrated sub-units with their own, closely monitored, standardised 
operating procedures). Furthermore, the couples can be clustered homogeneously (of 
the same phase of type), or heterogeneously (mixed phases or types). Inter-institutional 
coupling is constituted by closely linked units in partnership (Hargreaves, 2011).
For capacity building, the development of a professional learning community seems to be 
the key for a sustainable improvement of teaching quality and learning gain (Stoll, Bolam, 
McMahon, Wallace, & Thomas, 2006). 
Professional learning communities are defined by their unique situation (Van Keulen, Voogt, 
Van Wessum, Cornelissen, & Schelfhout, 2015) and are studied from multiple theoretical 
angels. Therefore one universal definition is not available (Lomos, Hofman, & Bosker, 2011; 
Stoll, et al., 2006). Stoll and Louis (2007) indicate that it is generally agreed that “effective 
professional learning communities have the capacity to promote and sustain professional 
learning of educators to enhance pupils’ learning” (p. 2). The concept implies collaborative 
efforts, shared commitment, and educators’ actions being guided by shared norms (Bryk, 
Camburn, & Louis, 1999).
In a literature review Stoll, et al. (2006) indicate that effective professional learning 
communities are generally characterized by the following five intertwined and interacting 
features.

 1. Shared values and vision (or a shared sense of purpose) are considered a key feature,  
  emphasising the constant focus on the learning of all pupils (Hord, 2004). These  
  shared values   provide the framework for joint and ethical decision making (Louis,  
  Kruse, & Bryk, 1995);   
 2. Collective responsibilities for the learning process of pupils (to be taken by all);  
 3. Reflective professional inquiry, including:  
  - Reflective dialogue, an essential aspect of professional collaboration, referring to  
   a mutual reflection process in which educational partners engage to discuss  
   meaningful issues for improving the quality of their work. This may concern improving  
   the curriculum, the instruction quality, the application of new knowledge, the  
   progress of pupils or pressing problems in the classroom (Louis, et al. 1995). 
  - De-privatisation of practice (or ‘shared autonomy’), indicating the shared analysis  
   of the quality of education, provided by classroom observation and feedback by  
   peers, the discussion of cases and the planning of the curriculum and the mutual  
   practice that educators visit classes taught by their peer colleges and give each other  
   feedback;    
 4. Collaboration, indicating that educators work together in several ways, which go  
  beyond superficial assistance, but includes joint review and feedback (Hord, 2004). 
 5. Group learning as well as individual learning is promoted. As Louis et al. (1995) put it,  
  ‘all teachers are learners with their colleagues’.    
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  Based on their own research, Stoll et al. (2006) confirm these five characteristics.  
  They add three more features, being:   
 6. Mutual trust, respect and support among staff members; 
 7. Inclusive membership; the community extending beyond teachers and school leaders  
  to support staff;   
 8. Openness, networks and partnerships. 

Lomos et al. (2011) have used the five described variables of effective professional learning 
communities in a meta-analysis and found small and significant effect sizes (d = .25, p < .05) 
of pupils’ achievement. 
In teacher training a professional learning community, and support of the learning processes, 
can be inspired, initiated and facilitated by a team leader (Zaccaro, Ely, & Schuffler, 2008) 
or by a research team, coordinating the learning process and providing new knowledge and 
insights and thus functioning as a role model (Bolhuis, Schildkamp, & Voogt, 2016).

The contours of the professional learning community being built

There does not exist any ‘ready-made’ professional learning community fitting our attempt 
to improve the teaching quality of student teachers. The organisational form of the 
professional learning community to be built has to bridge two learning environments (of the 
college and the schools). Therefore, a heterogeneous, inter-institutional, preferably tightly 
coupled community is required. 
Several meetings were called headed by the research team investigating the needs of all 
actors (including the student teachers). These led to the instalment of four inter-institutional 
teams, three of which operated during the design stage (involved in designing and organizing 
the professional learning community) and one research team managing the processes in 
the design stage and during the implementation stage (coordinating the communication 
between all actors of the learning community, including the student teachers). 
In the next paragraph of the theoretical framework, effective teacher behaviour is presented 
as a mutual framework in the professional learning community on what is considered good 
teaching, thus linking both study environments. 

Effective teacher behaviour

A strong alignment of wat is taught and what is practised in the professional learning 
community is required. Therefore, the community is empowered with the use of recent 
research on effective teacher behaviour. A long tradition of research on effective teacher 
behaviour provides a body of evidence on the ways in which teaching skills contribute 
to pupils’ learning gains (Creemers, 1994; Ellis & Worthington, 1994; Hattie, 2008; Ko & 
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Sammons, 2013; Purkey & Smith, 1983; Sammons, Hillman, & Mortimore, 1995; Scheerens, 
2015; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997; Walberg & Haertel, 1992). 

For the new lesson templates, observational teacher behaviour that teachers show in 
their everyday lessons is of interest. The following six categories of observational effective 
teaching skills can be distinguished: Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate (1), 
Efficient classroom management skills (2), Giving clear instruction (3), Activating pupils (4), 
Adaptive teaching (5), and Teaching learning strategies (6) (Van de Grift, 2007; Van de Grift, 
Van der Wal, & Torenbeek, 2011). 

These six categories are as follows included in the lesson templates.

Incorporating the category ‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’ (1), means that 
the template should give student teachers adequate guidance and support in how to draw 
up clear rules and classroom regulations (Gottfredson, Gottfredson, Payne, & Gottfredson, 
2005) and support to maintain behavioural rules and living up to them (Davis, 2003). Within 
the stage-focused template, this category also includes providing help and support in how 
to motivate the pupils (Fuchs, Fuchs, Mathes, Lipsey, & Robberts, 2002). 

Effective teachers organise their lessons in such a way that time loss is limited to a minimum 
(Karweit, 1989; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997). To support ‘Efficient classroom management’ 
(2), the template offers student teachers guidance in matters of time management, so that 
they can optimise the ‘time-on-task’ for their pupils (Mastropieri & Scruggs, 2000; Yair, 
2000). To do so, ‘time table boxes’ are created on the lesson templates for student teachers 
to fill out in advance. Self-help questions were added for student teachers to think through 
essential procedures and to organise and distribute didactical materials in advance.

The prevailing coaching with lesson templates in the Netherlands does not sufficiently 
support student teachers in preparing for a clear and structured instruction. However, 
research show that effective teachers structure their instruction in such a way that former 
acquired knowledge is combined with new knowledge (Creemers, 1994; Muijs & Reynolds, 
2010) and that lesson objectives for the pupils are well communicated in advance (Smith, 
Baker, Hattie, & Bond, 2008). During instruction, teachers have to make sure that all 
pupils understand the subject taught and guide pupils further; in applying what is learned 
(Kameenui & Carnine, 1998; Lohman, 1986; Nunes & Bryant, 1996; Pearson & Fielding, 
1991; Rosenshine & Meister, 1997).
Our lesson templates therefore support student teachers toward ‘Giving clear and structured 
instruction’ (3). Self-help questions provide support for the student teacher to set clear goals 
for their pupils and to communicate them at the start of the instruction. The different lesson 
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phases of the direct instruction are pre-printed on the templates beforehand, whereby they 
can function as a scaffold for the student teacher. 

In research from the sixties onwards, a positive correlation between the involvement of 
pupils and their learning outcomes has been established (Fredricks, Blumenfeld, & Paris, 
2004). Teachers can for instance increase the involvement of their pupils by posing higher 
order questions (Craig, Sullins, Witherspoon, & Gholson, 2006; Mantione & Smead, 2003; 
Murphy, Wilkinson, Soter, Hennessey, & Alexander, 2009); by giving clear guidance (Harn, 
Linan-Thompson, & Roberts, 2008); by avoiding excessive seatwork (Hampton & Reiser, 2004; 
Lang & Kersting, 2007); and by the use of activating cooperative work forms (Meeuwisse, 
Severiens, & Born, 2010; Slavin, 2010). 
In the lesson preparation templates such ‘Activating teaching skills’ (4) are supported by 
adequately and concretely preparing the ‘higher order’ questions student teachers should 
plan to ask during instruction and by anticipating the answers they expect or hope to 
receive. In addition, the templates encourage student teachers to intersperse their lessons 
structured around activating cooperative work with carefully placed breaks.

In order to meet the needs of all pupils in the classroom, teachers have to adapt their 
instruction and assignments to accommodate all learners (Houtveen & Van de Grift, 2012). 
Placing and regularly rearranging pupils in appropriate (adequately functioning) ability 
groups leads to better learning results (Block & Mangieri, 2009; Houtveen, Booij, De Jong, 
& Van de Grift, 1999; Slavin, 1987; Walmsley & Allington, 2007). In addition, teachers have 
to find appropriate ways to extend their instruction time, for example through pre- and re-
teaching (Bosker, 2005; Houtveen, Booij, De Jong, & Van de Grift, 1999; Kidron & Lindsay, 
2014).
This ‘Adaptive teaching’ (5) is considered to be one of the most difficult teaching skills to 
master for student teachers, learning to differentiate their instruction towards the different 
learning needs of their pupils (Van Geel, et al., 2019). The lesson templates support student 
teachers in their learning process by helping them to place their pupils in the appropriate 
ability groups and adapt their instruction and assignments to the differences in learning needs 
of their pupils. In addition, structuring the lesson on the templates supports the student 
teachers in gaining as much learning time as possible through the advance organisation of 
pre- and re-teaching, while staying on track and keeping an effective oversight of the overall 
learning process of their class. 

Finally, the category of ‘Teaching learning strategies’ (6) means that a pre-structured 
lesson template provides student teachers with guidance and help in their preparation of 
the teaching of learning strategies to their pupils. For example, the templates include the 
following kinds of strategies and questions: ‘modelling’, ‘scaffolding’ and ‘providing effective 
feedback’ (Dixon, Carnine, Lee, Wallin, & Chard, 1998; Brophy & Good, 1986; Hattie & Clinton, 
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2008; Houtveen & Van de Grift, 2007a, 2007b; Rosenshine & Stevens, 1986; Smith, Baker, 
Hattie, & Bond, 2008). On the template, the self-help question asked is: ‘what does the 
student teacher show or do?’ and ‘student teacher, please anticipate the kind of feedback 
you would welcome or may be necessary in this stage of developing your teaching skills’. 
To provide guidance with the strategy ‘thinking aloud’ (Block & Israel, 2004; Duffy, 2003; 
Israel & Massey, 2005; Pressley, 2002), the self-help question is: ‘student teacher, please 
formulate your thoughts aloud’, ‘now I will perform’, etc.).

This section gives an overview of the extensive research tradition into effective teaching skills 
(the above-mentioned categories) with their references. Research into the first categories, 
started decades ago, now seems more or less finalised. In contrast are the more advanced 
skills, as shown, still object of research. For an overview of the teaching categories: Van den 
Hurk, Houtveen, Van de Grift, Terpstra, & Hotho-Toppers, 2018. 

Observation instrument

The effective teacher behaviour is included in the psychometrically tested observation 
instrument ‘International Comparative Analysis of Learning and Teaching’ (ICALT). It meets 
important criteria of reliability, validity and standardisation (Van de Grift, 1994, 2007; Van de 
Grift, Van der Wal, & Torenbeek, 2011) and is suitable for training purposes. The instrument 
includes 32 items that specify observable teaching behaviours, grouped in six categories: 
‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’, ‘Efficient classroom management’, 
‘Giving clear and structured instruction’, ‘Activating pupils’, ‘Adaptive teaching’ and 
‘Teaching learning strategies’. The items are evaluated on a 4-point scale: predominantly 
weak (0), more weaknesses than strengths (1), more strengths than weaknesses (2), and 
predominantly strong (3). At first, these items were used in the Dutch inspection system to 
observe teachers in elementary education in the Netherlands (Van de Grift, 1985; Van de 
Grift & Lam, 1998). Since then the items were refined and fed into the ICALT observation 
instrument. 

The observation instrument is being used in the training community to serve several goals. 
The instrument enables mentors to objectively observe effective teaching skills in practice 
and helps them to provide student teachers with effective feedback. It also enables impartial 
observers to diagnose the accurate professional development stage of the individual student 
teacher. Furthermore, it enables the observers to assign the appropriate lesson templates to 
give support to the student teachers’ development. The observation instrument is used in 
two training programmes in order to create a mutual educational language and discussions 
can be held on what is considered ‘good teaching’. The ultimate goal will be to achieve 
mutual consensus in the observation of student teachers in practice. 
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Data-driven feedback

To facilitate the collaboration between all actors in the professional learning community 
based on objective observation, we have studied the data-driven feedback model (Houtveen, 
2018a). 

This model serves three purposes: (1) it provides insight in the level of teaching skills of 
(student) teachers, (2) it guides the development of teaching skills of (student) teachers and 
(3) the model links the knowledge offered at the teacher training college with the training 
provided at the internship schools. To establish this link, an observation instrument is used 
in which the knowledge base on effective teacher behaviour is operationalized in observable 
teaching skills. All observers, trained in the correct use of this observation instrument, are 
observing student teachers according to this common frame of reference. The observers 
enter their scores into a digital system, which makes the progress of the student teacher’s 
teaching skills immediately visual for the supervisor in the internship school, the college 
teacher and the student teacher. The results are used for the provision of feedback. The 
feedback is, in other words, data driven. Student teachers can actively process the results 
from the classroom observations obtained with a standardised observation instrument, 
into reasoned development plans. On the basis of the observation scores, student teachers 
describe which teaching skills are to be practiced during internship in order to achieve a 
higher level in teaching. Furthermore, they connect the observation data with theory on 
effective teacher behaviour provided at the teacher training college (Houtveen, 2018a).
Data use already turned out to be a promising in school improvement and in a professional 
learning community in teacher training in the Netherlands (Bolhuis, Schildkamp, & Voogt, 
2016; Bolhuis, Schildkamp, Luyten, & Voogt, 2017; Schildkamp, 2019; Schildkamp, Lai, & 
Earl, 2012; Van Geel & Keuning, 2016; Van Geel, Keuning, Visscher, & Fox, 2016; Visscher & 
Ehren, 2011).

The effectiveness of the data-driven feedback model in teacher training has been shown in 
several studies. Student teachers, coached with the data-driven feedback model, showed a 
significant growth in student teachers’ interactive reading skills within five weeks (Neven-
Hummel, Houtveen, & Van den Hurk, 2014; Van den Hurk, Houtveen, Van de Grift, & Cras, 
2014). Certified teachers, trained with the data-driven feedback model, achieved small 
effects sizes measured with the ICALT observation instrument (Van den Hurk, Houtveen, & 
Van de Grift, 2016; Van den Hurk, Houtveen, & Hotho-Toppers, 2018).

The data-driven feedback model will be used by the professional learning community. Two 
observation and data-driven feedback cycles are to be carried out; one is at the start of the 
student teacher’s internship to be performed by an impartial internship coordinator and 
a second one by the direct mentor of the student teacher during the internship period. 
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Further processing of the results from classroom observations into development plans by 
student teachers will not be carried out. 
The collected data will be used to monitor the progress of student teachers and to advice 
the management board of the teacher training community on possible improvements to be 
made in the collective teacher training programme. 

Effective Feedback

Mentors indicate that in the guidance process clear guidelines for giving effective feedback 
to student teachers during internship are missing. Therefore, the applicability of research 
on feedback has been studied. According to Hattie and Timperley (2007), feedback is best 
applied in a cycle of ‘feed up’, ‘feedback’ and ‘feedforward’. Feed up refers to desired 
objectives (‘where am I going?’); feedback to the progress made (‘how am I doing?’) and 
feedforward to the activities that will lead to better progress (‘what next?’). Furthermore 
feedback is most effective at a task level (corrective feedback, ES 1.10) and therefore 
preferable to feedback on the whole process (praise of the teacher, ES 0.14) (Hattie & 
Timperley, 2007). In the new lesson templates, a feedback section for mentors will be added 
to facilitate the three successive feedback steps (‘feed up’, ‘feedback’ and ‘feedforward’), 
aimed at providing student teachers with more effective feedback. The further design 
process of the professional learning community and the lesson templates is described in the 
section Teams at work.

Method 

This study aims to answer the question, what progress student teachers make during one 
academic year, while being trained in a professional learning community, using objective 
classroom observation, using lesson preparation templates that match their developmental 
stage and stage focussed mentor feedback.

The ICALT observation instrument was used to measure the growth of the teaching skills. 
The teaching skills of the student teachers from a teacher training college in the Netherlands 
were observed twice during the academic year: at the start and at the end of the internship. 
The observations of student teachers’ language or mathematic lessons were performed by 
independent observers, trained in the reliable use of the ICALT observation instrument (cf. 
section observers).
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Observers 

For the objective observation of student teachers’ teaching skills at the start and the end of 
the internship, a group of independent internship coordinators was trained in the correct 
and reliable use of the ICALT observation instrument. Internship coordinators operate at 
an internship school and are responsible for the teaching quality at their school. They are, 
however, neither involved in the daily mentoring of student teachers, nor are they part of 
the student teacher’s internship assessment.   

In the ICALT training, the focus was on reaching scoring consensus, by objectively observing 
the students’ teaching behaviour and by preventing observers to score the items subjectively, 
led by personal views. The observers’ scores should agree if they observed the same lesson. 
For that purpose, two lessons of student teachers in their third and fourth year of training 
were recorded. The first video was used for training purposes; the second video was used to 
test the interrater agreement. The aim was reaching a consensus of 80%, which goes along 
with a Cohen’s κ of .60.
Scoring the first training video, a 79% agreement was reached on all scales on the question 
of whether a teaching skill was sufficient or insufficient. This percentage of agreement was 
corrected for the probability of the correct answer with Cohen’s κ. An agreement of 79% 
corresponds with .58 Cohen’s κ and indicates ‘moderate agreement’. Scoring the second 
training video, the percentage of agreement increased to 83%. This corresponds with 
.66 Cohen’s κ and indicates ‘substantial agreement’ (Cohen, 1960) (see also the section 
‘training’).

Participants

The sample (n=101) consists of predominantly female student teachers of 18 to 22 years 
old with a senior general secondary education or university preparatory prior education. 
33.7% of the student teachers is in the propaedeutic phase of teacher training and 68.3% 
in the main phase. Overall, the sample resembles the population of student teachers at 
teacher training colleges in the Netherlands, with two exceptions. The percentage of 
female teachers is higher in this sample (90.1%) compared to 74.1% in the total population 
(Ministry of Education, 2018). In addition, teacher training colleges in the Netherlands offer 
three kinds of training programmes: a full-time day programme and a part time programme 
(for study-work combination) and a combined programme with an additional bachelor at 
the university. In this sample considerably more student teachers are included that combine 
the teacher training college with an additional bachelor programme at the university 
(36.6%), and there are less student teachers attending the full-time day programme (48.5%) 
compared to the average (second column in table 5.1). 
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Table 5.1 Comparison between sample and population

Sample
n=101

Population
N=± 4.500

  %   %
Gender

Female   90.1   74.4
Previous education

Higher education     6.0     2.0
Senior general secondary education & university preparatory education   76.1   72.0
Senior secondary vocational education   17.9   26.0

100.0 100.0
Educational programme   

Full time programme with additional bachelor at the university   35.6     5.0
Full time programme   48.5   80.1
Part time programme   15.9   14.9

100.0 100.0

Teams at work

As already described three inter-institutional teams consisting of actors from the different 
user groups were involved in designing the lesson templates and the procedure and training 
programmes needed for the implementation in the community. A team of experts from 
all user groups advised on the quality and the workability of the lesson templates and the 
coaching procedure as a whole.

Design of the lesson preparation and feedback templates 

In total four lesson preparation and feedback templates were designed, building-up in 
teaching complexity. Each template is divided in three sections: (1) the observation section, 
(2) the evaluation section, and (3) the lesson preparation section. To provide a build-up 
in complexity in the templates, the ICALT scales were placed in the observation section, 
functioning as clear and transparent lesson goals for the student teachers to reach and for 
mentors to base their feedback upon. Template 1 and 2 include the basic scales. In template 
1 creating a ‘Safe and stimulating learning climate’ is central and in template 2 ‘Efficient 
classroom management’ and ‘Giving a clear instruction’. Template 3 includes the more 
complex scales ‘Activating pupils’ and ‘Adaptive teaching’ and Template 4 ‘Teaching learning 
strategies’.

The second section consists of the evaluation of the lesson taught, based on the lesson 
observation by the mentor, following the three steps of the feedback model (Hattie & 
Timperley, 2007). In this section, the mentor scores the selected ICALT skills, provides 
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feedback on the performance, and suggests steps to be made in further lessons (cf. figure 
3.2 in chapter 3).

The third section of the lesson template is the actual lesson preparation student teachers 
write in advance of the lesson. Student teachers start by filling out the traditional elements 
of the Dutch model Didactical Analysis (Van Gelder, et al., 1971a), by formulating the lesson 
goals for their pupils, based on their entry level and by choosing the evaluation method. 
Furthermore, this section supports student teachers in the preparation and application of a 
direct instruction by following the pre-printed lesson phases on the template. The elements 
in this section also build up in complexity from the first template, supporting aspects of 
direct instruction, towards the last supporting aspects of adaptive teaching (cf. figure 3.3 in 
chapter 3). 

Design of the procedures

A second team (consisting of researchers, college teachers, internship coordinators and 
mentors) managed the organisational impact on the professional learning community. This 
team created a digital learning environment, available for all actors involved, and designed 
the training programmes that were required.
In the design stage of the training programme, discussions were held on what the community 
considered to be ‘good teaching’. To establish a mutual framework for normative scoring 
as training programmes, two videos of student teachers lessons were recorded. Experts 
(internship coordinators, college teachers and researchers familiar with ICALT training) 
observed the lessons with the ICALT observation instrument. Extensive discussions led to 
a consensus on scoring the training videos, and implicitly to norms of what were to be 
considered sufficient or insufficient skills when observing student teachers’ lessons. 

Consulting experts 

Two panels consisting of experts from all users groups, including student teachers, was 
consulted about the quality (1) and workability (2) of the new templates and the procedures 
through questionnaires and discussions. Overall, the questionnaires showed that the experts 
were positive about the gradual increase in complexity (starting from lesson template 1 to 
4), and about the addition of an observation and feedback section. 
Several team discussions were held on the appropriate use of the lesson template sections: 
observation, feedback and lesson preparation. Mentors, for instance, discussed the necessity 
to observe all student teachers’ lessons during internship or some. Agreement was reached 
on observing at least one lesson a day. College teachers also questioned the desirability 
of the mentor exclusively evaluating the lessons taught, while student teachers evaluating 
the lessons taught themselves would be beneficial as well. This discussion settled on one 
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evaluation a day by the mentor and student teachers evaluating the remaining lessons 
themselves on the basis of the evaluation criteria of the template. 

The exact number of templates to be filled out during internship by student teachers was the 
next topic. College teachers and mentors thought it best not to indicate an exact number, 
leaving the student teachers unsure of what number would be satisfactory. The researchers 
proposed to set the number of templates to be filled out during the propaedeutic phase at 
a 30 and for the main phase at 40 per semester (roughly corresponding with the amount of 
internship days). When student teachers protested that this proposition was too high, the 
Educational Commission, responsible for the quality of the college curriculum, advised to 
reduce the numbers to a minimum of 20 and 30 respectively, which turned out acceptable 
for all involved. 
Finally, the college teachers questioned the use of the direct instruction model in the new 
templates. They wondered whether this instruction model would be suitable for all lesson 
subjects, while the internship coordinators and mentors advocated the use of this model 
because of its usefulness in class. In the test-period, the instruction model turned out to be 
suitable for all subjects and age groups and workable for all actors involved. 

The professional learning community in full operation 

In the professional learning community, the internship coordinator, student teacher’s direct 
mentor and the college teacher cooperate in guiding student teachers learning to teach. 
This guiding process is supported by a research team operating from the teacher training 
college. This section starts with a description of the professional learning community in 
operation with all actors interacting and ends with a description of the supporting activities 
of the research team.

According to the data-driven feedback model (Houtveen, 2018a), an objective internship 
coordinator observes one of the student teacher’s first language or mathematic lessons 
using the ICALT observation instrument, at the start of the internship period. The internship 
coordinator discusses the ICALT scores with the student teacher and the direct mentor and 
enters the scores into the digital system, accessible for all involved. On the basis of these 
scores, a lesson preparation and feedback template is assigned to the student teacher 
corresponding to the first scale on which the student teacher scored insufficiently on one 
(or more) of the ICALT items. For example, a student teacher scoring sufficiently on ICALT 
items on the scales ‘Safe learning climate’, and ‘Classroom management’, but insufficiently 
on the scale ‘Clear instruction’, is assigned the lesson template, which supports aspects of 
‘Clear instruction’. 
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The direct mentor further guides the learning process of the student teacher in practice 
according Hattie and Timperley’s feedback model (2007). Advised by the mentor, the 
student teacher marks three ICALT items on the lesson template. They function as learning 
objectives, i.e. teaching skills to be practiced. On the basis of these objectives, the student 
teacher prepares a specific lesson. The mentor observes this lesson and scores the selected 
teaching skills. After the lesson, the mentor indicates how the performance of these skills 
went and suggests further steps in practicing the selected teaching skills (figure 3.2). Based 
on this feedback, the student teacher prepares for the next lesson (figure 3.3).

During this process, the college teacher supports the student teacher, by monitoring the 
correct way to fill out the lesson template assigned and by providing the underlying theory, 
at the teacher training college. At the end of the internship period, the college teacher also 
checks the internship portfolio on the quality and quantity of all templates used, as part of 
the internship assessment. 

During the implementation of all activities in the professional learning community, the 
research team is responsible for the communication between all user groups, and provides 
all actors (including the student teachers) with the digital infrastructure (i.e. sending mail 
and announcements, scheduling training, implementing logbooks, designing PowerPoints, 
and assessment forms). 
This research team is also responsible for the monitoring of all student teachers progress 
to inform the curriculum commission of the teacher training college in order to further 
improve the teacher training programme. 

Training 

In order to reach an effective cooperation within the professional learning community, three 
training programmes were established, namely for: (1) the internship coordinators, (2) the 
mentors and (3) the college teachers. 
Internship coordinators were trained in determining the developmental stage of student 
teachers and in assigning the matching lesson preparation template. During their training, 
the main focus was to have them reach scoring consensus by objectively observing the 
student’s teaching behaviour, and by refraining from scoring items subjectively led by 
personal views. Furthermore, mutual agreement was reached on the assignment of the 
appropriate lesson template based on these observation scores. 
Next, mentors were trained in providing effective feedback to their student teachers. During 
this training, they were instructed how to complete the section ‘feedback’ on the new lesson 
templates adequately, based on the feedback model of Hattie and Timperley (2007). 
College teachers were trained in teaching the underlying theory of the new lesson templates 
to student teachers and in instructing them the appropriate use of the templates.
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Table 5.2 Actors involved in the training community, their functions and their responsibilities

Actors Working at Function Responsibility in the professional learning 
community 

Internship 
coordinator

Elementary 
school

Responsible for the training 
(and teaching) quality at the 
internship school. Guides 
mentors at the internship 
school. Contact person with 
teacher training college.

Observes the student teacher with the ICALT 
observation instrument and assigns the lesson 
template that matches the developmental 
stage of the student teacher.
Trains the mentors in providing student 
teachers with task-oriented feedback. 
Functions as the independent observer at the 
start and the end of the internship.

Mentor Elementary 
school

Elementary school teacher. 
Direct mentor of student 
teachers during internship.

Observes lessons at the internship schools. 
Provides student teachers with task-oriented 
feedback, according to their developmental 
stage.

College 
teacher

Teacher 
training 
college

Teaches theory at the teacher 
training college.

Sets the course of the professional learning 
community. Provides the underlying theory 
of the lesson template at the teacher training 
college. Checks the lesson preparation 
templates filled out by the student teachers.

Researcher University 
of Applied 
Sciences

Responsible for the 
communication between all 
user groups. Responsible for 
the data collection.

Handles the digital data infrastructure. 
Organises training programmes. Trainer of 
consensus training in observing student 
teachers’ teaching.

Data analysis

The ICALT observation instrument was used to measure student teachers’ teaching skills at 
the start and at the end of the internship. The reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha) and the validity 
(correlation with pupil engagement) of the ICALT scales was tested with the ICALT scores of 
the pre-test and the post-test (n=101) (table 5.3). 

Table 5.3 Reliability and validity of the ICALT scales on the pre- and post-test

ICALT scales  Cronbach’s Alpha Correlation 
n=101 Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test
Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate .80 .85 .56*** .55***
Efficient classroom management .82 .74 .69*** .60***
Giving a clear instruction .89 .89 .66*** .66***
Activating pupils .84 .83 .50*** .51***
Adaptive teaching .84 .87 .43*** .34**
Teaching learning strategies .89 .91 .45*** .38***

**p < .01, ***p < .001.
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The reliability was high on all ICALT scales (α > .70). We tested the validity of the ICALT scales 
by calculating the correlation between the ICALT scales and the measure of engagement of 
the pupils taught during the observation. Table 5.3 shows that the correlation is significant 
on all ICALT scales. The validity of the scales of the more complex scales (Adaptive teaching 
and Teaching learning strategies) was medium (> .30), and large at the scales: Creating a safe 
and stimulating learning climate , Efficient classroom management, Giving a clear instruction 
and Activating pupils (> .50). 
The significance of the growth between the ICALT averages on the pre-tests and the post- 
test is computed using a paired t-test. The significance of the growth depends on the sample 
size. Therefore, the effect sizes of the differences in growth were computed with Cohen’s δ 
(Cohen, 1988). According to Lipsey (1990) effect sizes up to .14 can be seen as having had a 
negligible effect, .15 up to .44 as a small effect, effect sizes between .45 and .89 as medium 
effect, and .90 and above as having had a large effect). 

Results 

Implementation 

To establish the degree of implementation of the coaching steps the following data sources 
were used: the incoming results in the digital system, internship portfolios and internship 
assessment forms. The step ‘Observations and assignment’ was 100% carried out, which 
was verified from the incoming results in this digital system. The actual use of the lesson 
preparation and feedback templates was mandatory at the teacher training college. Student 
teachers could only pass the internship assessment when meeting the required amount of 
templates put in practice with mentor feedback (as agreed the amount was set on 20 for 
the propaedeutic phase and 30 for the main phase). College teachers checked the lesson 
templates and mentor feedback in the internship portfolios. The internship assessment 
forms, filled out by the college teachers, showed that all student teachers used the lesson 
preparation templates and received mentor feedback. 

Growth of teaching skills 

Table 5.4 shows the ICALT averages of the scores of the teaching skills on all six ICALT 
scales. Student teachers in this sample scored higher on the pre-and post-tests of the 
first three ICALT scales (the basic skills: ‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’, 
‘Efficient classroom management’ and ‘Giving a clear instruction’), compared to the more 
complicated teaching skills (‘Activating pupils’, ‘Adaptive teaching’, and ‘Teaching learning 
strategies’). The standard deviation (SD) is higher as well, which points at a larger variance in 
the scores of the teaching skills. This is understandable, since these scales encompass rather 
complex teaching skills. To establish the growth of teaching skills, we compared the ICALT 
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averages between the pre- and post-test on all six ICALT scales. This growth is significant on 
all ICALT scales (p < .05). The growth on the scales ‘Activating pupils’ and ‘Teaching learning 
strategies’ is the largest. In the first four ICALT scales, the standard deviation (SD) of the 
post-tests decreased compared to the SD in the pre-tests. In the two last teaching scales 
however, the variance of scores on the post-test increased (SD’s of .91 and .89), possibly 
because of the more complex nature of these teaching skills.
The effect sizes of the growth of the teaching skills measured (Cohen, 1988) are small (> 
.19 and < .50) on the scales ‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’ (.33), ‘Efficient 
classroom management’ (.38), ‘Giving a clear instruction’ (.40) and ‘Adaptive teaching’ (.38).
The effect size are medium (> .49 and < .80) on the scales ‘Activating pupils’ (.55) and 
‘Teaching learning strategies’ (.51).

Table 5.4 Growth of teaching skills between pre- and post-tests on all six ICALT scales1 (n=101)

Pre-test Post-test Difference   
ICALT scales M (SD) M (SD) Sign  ES      Cohen’s δ
Safe and stimulating learning climate 2.53 (.48) 2.68 (.44) .011 .33 small
Efficient classroom management 2.03 (.63) 2.26 (.57) .001 .38 small
Giving a clear instruction 2.08 (.65) 2.32 (.55) .000 .40 small
Activating pupils 1.73 (.66) 2.08 (.62) .000 .55 medium
Adaptive teaching 1.33 (.88) 1.67 (.91) .000 .38 small
Teaching learning strategies 1.29 (.77) 1.69 (.81) .000 .51 medium

1In Journal of Professional Capital and Community, these ICALT averages have been published with scores ranging from 1 to 4, which 
is common practice at the University of Groningen. In this table scores range from 0 to 3, as is common at the University of Applied 
Sciences in Utrecht.

The small effect sizes (> .19 and < .50) of the growth in basic teaching scales are 
understandable, since the pre-tests scores in these skills were somewhat on the high side. 
This might be an instance of ‘ceiling’ effect. The highest growth is reached on the more 
complex scales of ‘Activating pupils’ and ‘Teaching learning strategies’. Due to adequate 
coaching, student teachers are able to develop these complex skills more easily. ‘Adaptive 
teaching’, as already mentioned in the section effective teacher behaviour, contains teaching 
skills that are particularly difficult to master for student teachers (Van Geel, et al., 2019). 
These skills require thorough knowledge of the abilities of the pupils in the classroom, 
whereas they only visit them once or twice a week. Even for their mentors, functioning as 
role models, these skills are quite difficult to perform. 
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Conclusion 

This study aimed to answer the question, what progress student teachers make during one 
academic year, while being trained in a professional learning community, using objective 
classroom observation, using lesson preparation templates that match their developmental 
stage and stage focussed mentor feedback.
A professional learning community, consisting of educators from the teacher training college 
and internship schools, provided a mutual framework on what is considered ‘good teaching’. 
In the community observation consensus was reached of 83%, which corresponds with .66 
Cohen’s κ, indicating ‘substantial agreement’. All actors involved were trained accordingly 
this norm. 

On the basis of the data-driven feedback model, data retrieved from classroom observations 
linked both student teachers’ learning environments, giving student teachers the opportunity 
to receive effective feedback focused on their individual developmental stage. 
The progress of the teaching skills measured in effect sizes (Cohen’s δ) in this study is small  
(> .15 and < .45) on the scales ‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’ (.33), ‘Efficient 
classroom management’ (.38), ‘Giving a clear instruction’ (.40) and ‘Adaptive teaching’ (.38).
The progress of the teaching skills measured in effect sizes is medium (> .45 and < .89) on 
the scales ‘Activating pupils’ (.55) and ‘Teaching learning strategies’ (.51). 

Studying which step in the professional learning community (observation, assignment and 
use of the appropriate template and stage focused mentor feedback) is in fact responsible 
for the effects found, would be interesting. However, these steps are fully implemented 
(almost 100%, see also the implementation section), which is of course important in order 
to be able to attribute the effects found to the intervention. Analysing which step correlates 
the most with the effects found, does require variance in the implementation. Furthermore, 
the different steps are also highly inter correlated, meaning that it is not possible to perform 
the feedback procedure on the templates without the actual observation or the assignment 
of the appropriate template. 
A possibility to find out more about the effectiveness of the different steps is performing 
successive experiments in which the intervention itself is varied. In the next section we 
therefore compare the effects found in this study to a previous study performed in which a 
fourth step was added; additional lectures at the teacher training college. 
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Discussion

Theoretical implications

Little is known about the actual level of student teachers’ teaching skills in elementary 
education through observation. Such knowledge, based on the observation of teaching skills 
of student teachers, is essential, given the desire to increase the teaching quality of student 
teachers.

A previous study with a quasi-experimental design showed that student teachers (n=135) 
(trained with classroom observation, the assignment of an appropriate lesson template, 
mentor feedback and additional theoretical lectures linking theory to student teachers 
practice) achieved a higher level in teaching compared to student teachers in the (rather 
small) control group (n=63) that where not trained in this way (Tas, Houtveen, Van de Grift, 
& Willemsen, 2018). The student teachers in the experimental group showed in the six 
domains of the ICALT observation instrument a growth of an effect size between .82 and 
1.12, which is a large growth. The growth of teaching skills of the student teachers in the 
control group of this previous study only showed a small growth on two scales: ‘Giving a 
clear instruction’ (effect size= .19) and on ‘Teaching learning strategies’ (effect size= .24). 
On the other four scales the student teachers in the control group grew with an effect size 
smaller than .15 which is according to Lipsey (1990) a negligible effect (see also table 7.1 in 
which all ICALT averages on the pre-test, post-tests, the standard deviations, the significance 
and the effect sizes of the groups are shown).

It is important to stress the fact that the teacher training college did, however, request 
a more manageable and less extensive training situation than during the previous study. 
Thus, it became theoretically relevant to study what progress student teachers could make, 
while being trained in a professional learning community without the additional extensive 
lectures for student teachers at the teacher training college. 

In the present study (n=101) effect sizes on the six ICALT scales are measured between .33 
and .55, which is larger than the control group and smaller than the experimental group 
in the previous study. The main difference in the training situation of the experimental 
group in the previous study and the student teachers in the present study (n=101) lies 
in the additional lectures at the teacher training college, in which practical results from 
classroom observations were further processed, by linking theory taught at the teacher 
training college to teaching practice at the internship schools. Due to the absence of a 
control group in the present study, it remains difficult to indicate causal relations. This would 
require additional research into the objectively observed development of student teachers’ 
teaching skills. Further research could for instance answer the question; whether theoretical 
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support at the teacher training college, which is specifically linked to practical results from 
classroom observations, does indeed lead to a doubling of the effect achieved by classroom 
observation, the assignment of an appropriate lesson template and mentor feedback alone.

Practical implications

Teacher training colleges and internship schools are constantly searching for ways to 
collaborate more closely in order to improve the quality of teaching of their student teachers. 
The process of building a professional learning community together can be of inspiration. 
In our case, for instance, it inspired mentors, internship coordinators, college teachers and 
student teachers to toe the same line, reaching mutual agreement on organisational aspects 
as well as on qualitative and quantitative standards regarding observation and feedback. The 
mutual effort of reaching an 83% consensus in the training sessions on what is considered 
‘good teaching’ has likely contributed to a shared sense of purpose.

The collaboration within the professional learning community has also contributed to the 
professional development of all training partners themselves. In this process the members 
of the training community became learners themselves, which proves to be effective in 
increasing the learning outcome of pupils (Hattie, 2008). The research team for instance, 
trained the internship coordinators in the observation of effective teaching skills and the 
internship coordinators further guided the mentors in their schools concerning these 
complex teaching skills (Van Geel et al., 2018). The college teachers, collaborating with the 
internship coordinators and the mentors, became better aware of what was essential to 
teach to student teachers at the teacher training college. 

Student teachers did point out that they benefitted from the mutual agreements in the 
training community; one student teacher, for instance, stated during reflection: ‘The 
observation and discussion with the internship coordinator really was useful for me and the 
mentor’ and ‘Earlier on, I did not even know we had an internship coordinator working at 
the school.’ Various student teachers have indicated that having a series of lesson templates 
matching their development stage, worked stimulating in their learning process. Others 
mentioned that the employment of ICALT skills as learning objectives provided them and 
their mentors with clear directions. 

Another group of student teachers that could benefit from the collaboration in the 
professional leaning community is worth mentioning. It concerns an increasing group of pre-
selected and highly educated student teachers currently being trained on the job because 
of the pressing teacher shortness in the Netherlands. Research into their observed level of 
teaching skills would be interesting in order to improve their training situation.
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Finally, this study has given new insights in the effectiveness of a research response to the 
teacher training college’s question, asking for a less extensive and more manageable version 
of the teacher training situation. Creating a teacher training situation with less demand on 
the teacher training college did indeed prove possible, reaching small and medium effect 
sizes. 

To verify considerable differences in effect sizes found with the three-step and with the four-
step coaching approach, the next chapter reports on a replication study performed with the 
three-step version of the developmentally appropriate coaching approach. 
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Introduction and research question

In order to improve the quality of teaching skills of student teachers in elementary education, 
we conducted two field experiments using two versions of the developmentally appropriate 
coaching approach (chapter 4 and 5). For the first field experiment, student teachers 
were trained with the four-step version of this coaching approach and for the second field 
experiment we used the three-step version. Both coaching approaches are based on the 
elements of effective professional teacher development (Houtveen, 2018a). In addition, 
the aim of both was to improve the alignment between the theory offered at the teacher 
training college with the practical application thereof at the internship schools. 

The intervention consisted of three main coaching steps: (1) classroom observation with 
a standardised, reliable and valid observation instrument and the assignment of the 
appropriate stage focused lesson template; (2) the actual use of the stage focused lesson 
template in practice; and (3) task-oriented mentor feedback focused on the student teacher’s 
developmental stage. The main difference between the three-step coaching approach and 
the four-step version is the implementation of an additional coaching step, which aims 
to further align the theory taught at the teacher training college with the practice at the 
internship schools. 

Both versions of the coaching approach proved to be effective in improving the quality of 
teaching skills among student teachers in elementary education when measured with the 
observation instrument International Comparative Analysis of Learning and Teaching (ICALT) 
(Van de Grift, 2007, 2014). The three-step version showed small effect sizes on four of the 
ICALT scales and medium effect sizes on two other ICALT scales. The fourth-step version, on 
the other hand, showed medium effect sizes on two of the scales and large effect sizes on 
the other four scales, when compared to a group of student teachers that were not trained 
using this approach (Tas, Houtveen, Van de Grift, & Willemsen, 2018). 
The considerable difference in growth between these two versions warrants further research 
to determine whether the results previously found with the developmentally appropriate 
coaching approach can be replicated. During the implementation of the coaching approach 
using the fourth step – which consists of several lectures in addition to the existing teacher 
training curriculum – it was observed that this would require a considerable extension of 
the overall training time. To avoid overburdening the curriculum during this replication 
study, the decision was taken to only study the effectiveness of the three-step version of the 
coaching approach. 
Our research question was therefore focussed on whether the results found with the three-
step version of the developmentally appropriate coaching approach can be replicated with 
another group of student teachers at the same teacher training college. The current chapter 
reports on the results of this replication study.
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The three-step coaching approach

The three-step intervention we used was described in detail in chapter 5. The first step 
involved ‘Classroom observation with a standardised, reliable and valid observation 
instrument, and the assignment of the appropriate stage focused lesson template’. At the 
start of student teachers’ internship, one of their first mathematics or language lessons 
was observed using the ICALT observation instrument. Independent observers determined 
the developmental stage of the student teachers by scoring each of the ICALT items. The 
appropriate lesson template was assigned to the student teacher based on the scales with 
the first unsatisfactory score. All observers were trained in the correct way of conducting 
observations, determining the developmental stage of student teachers and assigning the 
appropriate lesson template.

‘The actual use of the stage focused lesson template in practice’, was the second coaching 
step. At the start of the academic year at the teacher training college, student teachers were 
informed about the developmentally appropriate coaching approach and the correct way to 
fill out the lesson templates. The internship schools and the teacher training college agreed 
to set a required minimum amount of completed lesson preparation templates. For the 
propaedeutic phase, this was set at 20 and at 30 (per semester) for the main phase.

For the last step of the coaching approach - ‘Task-oriented mentor feedback focused on 
student teachers’ developmental stage’ - mentors were trained in supervising student 
teachers with the new lesson templates by giving the student teachers feedback on the 
specific ICALT teaching skills they were practising at that moment. Student teachers could 
not receive a pass for the internship assessment if they did not meet the required amount 
of lesson templates with mentor feedback. This was checked by college teachers, who 
functioned as internship assessors for this purpose. 

Method 

In this section, we answer the research question as to whether it is possible to replicate the 
results previously found using the three-step coaching approach by applying this approach 
to another group of student teachers at the same teacher training college. Independent 
internship coordinators observed the student teachers’ lessons twice, once at the start of 
the academic year and once again at the end (cf. section Observers).

Observation instrument

The International Comparative Analysis of Learning and Teaching (ICALT) is the observation 
instrument that we used to measure the progress in acquiring teaching skills at both the start 
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and at the end of the academic year. ICALT consists of 32 effective teaching skills, grouped 
into six domains: (1) ‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’, (2) ‘Efficient classroom 
management’, (3) ‘Giving a clear instruction’, (4) ‘Activating pupils’, (5) ‘Adaptive teaching’, and 
(6) ‘Teaching learning strategies’ (Van de Grift, Van der Wal, & Torenbeek, 2011). 

Observers 

A group of independent internship coordinators were trained in the manner of using ICALT 
to objectively observe student teachers’ teaching skills. These observations took place 
at the start and the end of the academic year. The observers operated at the internship 
school and were responsible for the teaching quality at their school. They also served as 
a contact person for the teacher training college. However, they were not involved in the 
daily mentoring of student teachers, nor were they part of the student teacher’s internship 
assessment.   

Our training aim was to reach as high a level of consensus and objectivity with the 
ICALT scores as possible by avoiding personal perceptions and opinions when observing 
the student teachers’ teaching behaviour. Within a single lesson, the item scores of the 
observers needed to match each other in terms of what was considered ‘satisfactory’ and 
‘not satisfactory’. For this study, we made use of two video recordings to assess the inter-
rater agreement. The goal was to reach a consensus of at least 80%, which corresponds with 
a Cohen’s κ of .60 (Cohen, 1960). 

In the first training video, the assessment of teaching skills as either ‘sufficient’ or ‘insufficient’ 
achieved an agreement of 81% on all ICALT scales. We then corrected this percentage of 
agreement for the probability of the correct answer using Cohen’s κ. An 81% agreement 
corresponds to .61 Cohen’s κ, which indicates a ‘substantial agreement’. For the second 
training video, the percentage of agreement increased to 85% which corresponds to .70 
Cohen’s κ, also indicating a ‘substantial agreement’.

Participants

The sample used for our replication study (n=171) consisted of student teachers at a teacher 
training college in the Netherlands. Table 6.1 shows a comparison of the two groups trained 
with the three-step coaching, including the student teachers described in the previous chapter 
(n=101) and the student teachers in this replication study (n=171). As can be seen from the 
sample comparison, three training programmes are offered to student teachers: a full time 
programme, a part time programme designed to combine study and work, and a teacher 
training programme that offers an additional bachelor degree at the university. Both samples 
included student teachers from all three training programmes. Approximately half of the 
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student teachers in the two samples attended the full time programme (48.5% in the first 
sample and 51.5% in the replication study). Roughly a third of them combined their teacher 
training with an additional bachelor study at the university (35.6% compared to 30.4% in the 
replication study). Less than a fifth of the student teachers in the samples combined work 
with their study (15.9% and 18.1%). The majority of student teachers in the two samples had 
followed a senior general secondary education or university preparatory education (76.1% 
and 71.9%). The table below shows that both samples were constituted in a comparable way.

Table 6.1 Comparison of both samples trained with the three-step coaching approach1

n=101 n=171
   %    %

Gender
Female    90.1   84.2

Previous education
Higher education     6.0   10.5
Senior general secondary education & university preparatory education   76.1   71.9
Senior secondary vocational education   17.9   17.5

100.0 100.0
Educational programme

Full time programme with additional bachelor at the university   35.6   30.4
Full time programme   48.5   51.5
Part time programme   15.9   18.1

100.0 100.0

1This table has been partly published in Journal of Personal Capital and Community (Tas, Houtveen, & Van de Grift, 2019).

Data analysis

The ICALT observation instrument was used to measure the teaching skills in the pre-and 
post-tests of the sample. The reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha) and the validity (correlation of 
the ICALT scales with pupil involvement) of the ICALT scales was again tested using the ICALT 
scores of the pre-test and the post-test (n=171) (table 6.2). 

Table 6.2 Reliability and validity of the ICALT scales on the pre-test and post-test (n=171)

ICALT scales  Cronbach’s Alpha Correlation
n=171 Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test
Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate .83 .79 .60*** .56***
Efficient classroom management .79 .78 .65*** .60***
Giving a clear instruction .88 .87 .68*** .62***
Activating pupils .87 .85 .61*** .62***
Adaptive teaching .88 .87 .50*** .44***
Teaching learning strategies .92 .91 .48*** .49***

***p < .001.
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The reliability was high on all ICALT scales (α > .70). We tested the validity of the ICALT 
scales by calculating the correlation between the ICALT scales and the measure of pupils’ 
involvement during the observation. On all scales, this correlation proved significant. The 
validity of the more complex scales (‘Adaptive teaching’ and ‘Teaching learning strategies’) 
was medium (> .30). For the other scales the validity was large (> .50). The growth of 
teaching skills between the pre- and post-test was measured on all six ICALT scales using a 
paired t-test. The differences in growth were measured in terms of effect sizes using Cohen’s 
δ (Cohen, 1988). Effect sizes up to .19 are considered a negligible effect, while .20 up to .49 
indicate a small effect. Effect sizes between .50 and .79 indicate a medium effect and .80 and 
indicate a large effect.

Results 

Implementation

The implementation of the three-steps of the intervention was studied to ascertain 
whether the results found could be attributed to the coaching approach. For this purpose, 
we used the digital infrastructure in which all classroom observation data were collected. 
Internship portfolios and internship assessment forms were also checked. The digital system 
showed that ‘Classroom observation and assigning the appropriate lesson preparation’ was 
performed 100% of the time. It was agreed with the internship schools that it would be 
mandatory for student teachers and mentors to use the lesson preparation and feedback 
templates. Meeting the minimal amount of templates including mentor feedback (20 
templates for the propaedeutic phase and 30 for the main phase) was a requirement to pass 
the internship assessment. The internship assessors checked for the presence of the lesson 
templates with mentor feedback in the internship portfolios. The internship assessment 
forms showed that all student teachers had used the lesson templates and had received 
mentor feedback. We can therefore conclude that the three-step coaching approach was 
sufficiently implemented.

Growth of the teaching skills 

The level of growth of teaching skills in this study (n=171) measured between the pre- and 
post-test, is shown in table 6.3. The table shows the average ICALT scores, the standard 
deviations (SD), the significance (Sig) and the effect sizes (ES) calculated (Cohen’s δ).
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Table 6.3 Growth of teaching skills between pre- and post-tests on all six ICALT scales

Pre-test Post-test Difference
n 171 171
ICALT scales M (SD) M (SD) Sig ES      Cohen’s δ
Safe and stimulating learning climate 2.52 (.51) 2.73 (.38) .00 .47 small
Efficient classroom management 2.03 (.63) 2.34 (.58) .00 .51 medium
Giving a clear instruction 2.07 (.62) 2.41 (.52) .00 .59 medium
Activating pupils 1.76 (.72) 2.20 (.62) .00 .66 medium
Adaptive teaching 1.32 (.90) 1.79 (.88) .00 .53 medium
Teaching learning strategies 1.31 (.82) 1.80 (.82) .00 .60 medium

Student teachers scored higher on the pre- and post-tests of the basic ICALT scales: ‘Creating 
a safe and stimulating learning climate’, ‘Efficient classroom management’ and ‘Giving a 
clear instruction’. The SD on the pre-tests and the post-tests are higher among the more 
complex teaching skills, indicating more variance between student teachers’ scores. Since 
these skills are more complex for student teachers to perform, the higher variance in scores 
is quite explainable. To establish the level of growth of the teaching skills, we compared the 
ICALT averages between the pre- and post-test on all six ICALT scales using a paired t-test. 
This growth is significant on all ICALT scales (p < .001). The growth is largest on the scales 
‘Clear instruction’, ‘Activating pupils’ and ‘Teaching learning strategies’. The effect size of 
growth measured for teaching skills is small (> .19 and < .50): on the scale ‘Creating a safe 
and stimulating learning climate’ (.47). The effect sizes measured on the other scales are 
medium (> .49 and < .80), respectively: ‘Efficient classroom management’ (.51), ‘Giving a 
clear instruction’ (.59) and, ‘Activating pupils’ (.66), ‘Adaptive teaching’ (.53), and ‘Teaching 
learning strategies’ (.60).

Comparing the growth in both samples, trained with the three-step coaching approach

The growth of the teaching skills measured in both groups is shown in table 6.4.
The ICALT averages of the pre-tests of the two groups trained with the three-step coaching 
approach do not differ more than 0.03, which makes the pre-test scores entirely comparable. 
In both samples, the average ICALT scores on the pre-tests decrease, indicating that in both 
studies student teachers score higher on the less complex teaching scales. The SD on the 
pre-tests and post-tests of both samples increase on the more complex teaching scales, 
pointing at more variance between student teachers’ scores. This is specifically the case for 
the complex scale of adaptive teaching. Both samples of student teachers trained with the 
three-step coaching approach show a similar pattern in the growth of teaching skills.
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Table 6.4 Growth of both samples trained with the three-step caching approach1

n n=101 n=171
Pre-test Post-test Difference Pre-test Post-test Difference

ICALT scales M (SD) M (SD) Sig. ES M (SD) M (SD) Sig. ES  
Safe learning climate 2.53 (.48) 2.68 (.44) .01 .33 2.52 (.51) 2.73 (.38) .00 .47
Classroom management 2.03 (.63) 2.26 (.57) .00 .38 2.03 (.63) 2.34 (.58) .00 .51
Giving a clear instruction 2.08 (.65) 2.32 (.55) .00 .40 2.07 (.62) 2.41 (.52) .00 .59
Activating pupils 1.73 (.66) 2.08 (.62) .00 .55 1.76 (.72) 2.20 (.62) .00 .66
Adaptive teaching 1.33 (.88) 1.67 (.91) .00 .38 1.32 (.90) 1.79 (.88) .00 .53
Learning strategies 1.29 (.77) 1.69 (.81) .00 .51 1.31 (.82) 1.80 (.82) .00 .60
Average effect size .43 .56

1This table has partly been published in Journal of Personal Capital and Community (JPCC) (Tas, Houtveen, & Van de Grift, 2019) 
with scores ranging from 1 to 4, which is common practice at the University of Groningen. In this table scores range from 0 to 3, as 
is common at the University of Applied Sciences in Utrecht.

 
The level of growth of teaching skills of student teachers previously trained with the three-
step coaching approach (n=101) showed small effect sizes on the scales for ‘Creating a safe 
and stimulating learning climate’ (.33), ‘Efficient classroom management’ (.38), ‘Giving a 
clear instruction’ (.40) and, ‘Adaptive teaching’ (.38). Medium effect sizes were measured 
on the scales for ‘Activating pupils’ (.55) and ‘Teaching learning strategies’ (.51). The average 
effect size of all ICALT scales measured in the previous study is .43 (table 6.4 in the lower 
row). The growth of the teaching skills of the student teachers in this study (n=171) who 
were also trained with the three-step version, showed a small effect size on the scale for 
‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’ (.47) and medium effect sizes on the other 
scales, respectively: ‘Efficient classroom management’ (.51), ‘Giving a clear instruction’ (.59) 
and ‘Adaptive teaching’ (.53). Medium effect sizes were measured on the scales ‘Activating 
pupils’ (.66) and ‘Teaching learning strategies’ (.60). The growth measured largely resembles 
the results previously found with the three-step coaching approach. The average effect size 
of all ICALT scales is .56 (table 6.4 in the lower row), approximating the average effect size of 
.43 of the previous field experiment conducted with the three-step coaching approach. An 
overview of all samples used is presented in table 7.1.

Conclusion 

In this chapter, we presented the results to the research question as to whether the results 
previously found with the three-step coaching approach could be replicated with another 
group of student teachers at the same teacher training college. Firstly, an implementation 
study showed that the three steps of the coaching approach were sufficiently implemented 
in order to attribute the results found to the coaching approach carried out. Furthermore, 
the reliability was high on all ICALT scales and the validity of the ICALT scales was large (> .50), 
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with the exception of the more complex teaching scales (Adaptive teaching and Teaching 
learning strategies), for which the validity of the scales was medium (> .30). Finally, in the 
observation training programme the question of whether a teaching skill was ‘sufficient’ or 
‘insufficient’ reached a consensus of 85%, which corresponds to .70 Cohen’s κ, indicating a 
‘substantial agreement’. 

The level of growth of teaching skills of the student teachers (n=171) trained with this 
coaching approach showed small effect sizes on the scale ‘Creating a safe and stimulating 
learning climate’ (.47) and medium effect sizes on the other five scales, respectively; .51, 
.59, .66, .53 and .60. This growth resembles the results we previously found with the three-
step coaching approach. The average effect size of all ICALT scales in both field experiments 
conducted with the three-step coaching approach was .43 (in the previous field experiment) 
and .56 (in this replication study). 

Discussion

In our attempt to improve the quality of student teachers’ teaching skills, a total of three 
field experiments were carried out using either one of the versions of the developmentally 
appropriate coaching approach. With the three-step version of this coaching approach, 
approximately half of the effect sizes were measured compared to the four-step version 
(see chapter 5). 
This replication study appears to confirm the previous results that were found using the 
three-step developmentally appropriate coaching approach. Also, for this replication study 
we did not find the large level of growth of teaching skills that were measured when the 
four-step version was implemented. In this additional fourth coaching step, student teachers 
are taught the knowledge base on effective teaching, they receive feedback on their 
lesson templates, and they process the data retrieved from their classroom observations 
into well-informed developmental plans. The theory lectures given at the teacher training 
college appear to create a stronger alignment with the student teachers’ practice. It 
is therefore likely that in order to achieve a larger level of growth of student teachers’ 
teaching skills, the implementation of this fourth coaching step is indeed necessary. Despite 
the large impact of this fourth step on the curriculum of the teacher training college, it 
appears advisable to implement this additional fourth coaching step as well. However, it 
is recommended that a replication study be conducted to investigate whether the fourth 
coaching step will indeed lead to a near doubling in effect size. 

Based on the findings of the current replication study, the management board of the 
teacher training college in Utrecht has commissioned the Curriculum Committee, which is 
responsible for the quality of the curriculum, to search for ways of incorporating the lectures 
belonging to this additional step into the curriculum of the teacher training college. 
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This replication study was the last of three field experiments conducted with the 
developmentally appropriate coaching approach. The final chapter of this dissertation 
consists of an English summary of this study, thereby highlighting the main conclusions. It 
also deals with the limitations of this study, gives recommendations for further research, 
and suggest implications for the educational practice. 
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Introduction

In this study, the possibilities have been researched to improve the teaching skills of student 
teachers in elementary education. This focus on quality improvement in teacher training has 
become urgent, due to a small decline in pupil achievement in the Netherlands (Gubbels, 
Netten, & Verhoeven, 2017; Meelissen & Punter, 2016) and to evidence that improved 
teaching skills lead to an increase in pupil achievement (Houtveen & Van de Grift, 2007a, 
2007b, 2012; Houtveen, Van de Grift, & Creemers, 2004; Kraft, Blazar, & Hogan, 2018).

Given this empirically proven relation, current Dutch government policy is geared towards 
improving the quality of teaching, whereby teacher training colleges are seen to fulfil an 
important task (Ministry of Education, 2013). It stands to reason that a strong collaboration 
between teacher training colleges and internship schools is thereby of vital importance. 
This is why government policy has been directed at urging teacher training colleges and 
internship schools to form full educational partnerships in the interest of training student 
teachers in the best way possible (Ministry of Education, 2020).

For a possible quality improvement, two versions of a ‘developmentally appropriate 
coaching approach’ were designed on the basis of the available knowledge on effective 
professional teacher development (Houtveen, 2018a) and effective teaching. The main 
difference between both versions of the coaching approach was the inclusion of a fourth 
coaching step, which is aimed at further aligning the theory taught at the teacher training 
college with student teachers’ practice. The effectiveness of the four-step and three-step 
coaching approach was tested by way of three separate field experiments.

Context of the study

In the Netherlands, learning to teach in elementary education consists of a theoretical component 
taught at a teacher training college and a practical component, which takes place at an internship 
school. These educational partners amount to two learning environments with their own 
responsibilities. Elementary school teachers (functioning as mentors) observe student teachers’ 
lessons and provide them with feedback. The primary link that exists between the theory taught 
at the teacher training college and the practice at the internship schools is the so-called ‘lesson 
preparation template’. Lesson preparation has long been used as a guidance instrument in previous 
‘lesson preparation periods’ to align both student teachers’ learning environments and to improve 
their quality of teaching (see chapter 2). This lesson preparation template remains the main 
guidance instrument to date, the use of which is mandatory. Our analysis of currently used lesson 
preparation templates and their corresponding user manuals led us to the following deductions (see 
chapter 2 and appendix):         
 	 Generally, a single lesson preparation template is used during all training years. 
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		 The underlying teaching model is largely based on the Didactical Analysis model (DA)  
  (Van Gelder, Oudkerk Pool, Peters, & Sixma, 1971a).   
 	 All lesson preparation templates have open ‘boxes’ which provide space to fill out a  
  so-called ‘reflection cycle’ (Korthagen, 1992). Student teachers use these to  
  formulate their learning goals ahead of the lesson and to write down their findings  
  and revised learning objectives after the lesson.   
 	 Our analysis of these lesson preparation templates and user manuals reveal that:  
  o little use is made of the available scientific knowledge on effective teacher  
   behaviour;    
  o there is little evidence of objective observation criteria, or indication of the use of  
   observation instruments that meet basic psychometric requirements;   
  o they offer insufficient support for providing effective feedback to student  
   teachers. 

We concluded that the lesson preparation templates currently used as guiding instruments 
show deficiencies in supporting the professional development of student teachers in terms of 
acquiring effective teaching skills. Furthermore, the lack of objective criteria means mentors 
most likely observe student teachers’ lessons from varying perspectives, depending on what 
they consider to be ‘good teaching’. This makes it difficult for teacher training colleges to 
obtain objective insight into the teaching quality of their student teachers. Objective insight 
is an important prerequisite for achieving the required quality improvement.

Research questions

To study whether it is possible to improve the teaching skills of student teachers, a 
developmentally appropriate coaching approach with a series of stage focused lesson 
templates has been designed, based on four elements of effective professional teacher 
development and effective teaching. 

This has led to the first research question. 

Does a four-step developmentally appropriate coaching approach, consisting of:   
 	 classroom observation with a standardised, reliable and valid observation instrument  
  and the assignment of the appropriate stage focused lesson template;    
 	 the actual use of the stage focused lesson template;    
 	 task-oriented mentor feedback focused on the student teacher’s developmental  
  stage;       
 	 the presentation of scientific theory on effective teaching and the alignment of this  
  theory with the educational practice,     
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lead to a higher level of teaching skills of student teachers, compared to student  
teachers that are not trained with this coaching approach? (Chapter 4.)

The fourth step of the new coaching approach, consisting of additional lectures provided 
during the academic year, proved particularly difficult to add to the existing curriculum for 
each year of the teacher training college (see chapters 4 and 5). The extension of the overall 
training time has made it relevant to study whether improving student teachers’ teaching 
skills proved possible with the first three coaching steps, omitting the fourth step.

This has led to the second research question.

What progress do student teachers make, while being trained with the three-
step developmentally coaching approach, consisting of:    
 	 classroom observation with a standardised, reliable and valid observation instrument  
  and the assignment of the appropriate stage focused lesson template;    
 	 the actual use of the stage focused lesson template;    
 	 task-oriented mentor feedback focused on the student teacher’s developmental  
  stage. (Chapter 5.)   

To verify the considerable differences measured between the two versions of the 
developmentally appropriate coaching approach, it became relevant to establish whether 
previously found results from using the developmentally appropriate coaching were 
replicable. As we described above, in light of the extension in training that the four-step 
coaching approach would require, it was more practical and prudent to use the three-step 
version for this replication study.

This has led to the third research question.

Is it possible to replicate the results previously found with the three-step coaching 
approach, consisting of:          
 	 classroom observation with a standardised, reliable and valid observation instrument  
  and the assignment of the appropriate stage focused lesson template;   
	 the actual use of the stage focused lesson template;   
	 task-oriented mentor feedback focused on the student teacher’s developmental  
  stage,      
with another group of student teachers? (Chapter 6.)
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Theoretical and empirical framework

Four research domains have been relevant for the design of a developmentally appropriate 
coaching approach, combined with a series of stage focused lesson templates. 
The first domain – regarding the availability of an observation instrument – was used to 
align the teacher training college and the internship schools in using the new coaching 
approach. From several available observation instruments (see chapter 3), the International 
Comparative Analysis of Learning and Teaching (ICALT) (Van de Grift, 2007, 2014) complied 
best with the requirements of the new approach. ICALT is suitable for the observation of 
all subjects taught in the overall spectrum of educational practice. Furthermore, ICALT 
acknowledges a hierarchical order in the complexity of teaching skills. This was important 
for determining the developmental stage of the student teacher and for ascertaining which 
teaching skills needed to be incorporated in each of the new lesson templates designed to 
support the student teachers’ developmental stage.

The second research domain – regarding the knowledge base on effective teacher behaviour 
– served as a common framework to delineate what is to be considered ‘good teaching’. 
Ample research on effective teacher behaviour indicates how such teaching skills contribute 
to learning gains of pupils (Creemers, 1994; Ellis & Worthington, 1994; Hattie, 2008; Ko & 
Sammons, 2013; Sammons, Hillman, & Mortimore, 1995; Scheerens, 1992, 2015; Scheerens 
& Bosker, 1997; Walberg & Haertel, 1992). For the current study, we narrowed the scope 
to teacher behaviour that is observable while teaching. There are six categories of effective 
teaching skills: (1) ‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’, (2) ‘Efficient classroom 
management,’ (3) ‘Giving a clear instruction’ (4) ‘Activating pupils,’ (5) ‘Adaptive instruction,’ 
and (6) ‘Teaching learning strategies’. The evidence and use of these categories in the 
coaching approach and in the lesson templates are described in greater detail in chapters 
3 to 6 of this document. A summary of the evidence found for each of these categories is 
presented in table 3.1 and 4.1.

The third domain regarding the knowledge base on effective feedback encompassed the 
data-driven feedback model of Houtveen (2018a) and the feedback model of Hattie and 
Timperley (2007).
In the data-driven feedback model of Houtveen, observation, feedback and data-use are 
the key features linking theory taught at teacher training colleges and the practical training 
(student) teachers receive elsewhere. The link between the knowledge offered at the 
teacher training college with the training at the internship schools was established through 
the use of an observation instrument in which the knowledge base on effective teacher 
behaviour is operationalised. The results were used for the provision of feedback based 
on the teaching skills practised. Student teachers actively processed the results from the 
classroom observations obtained with the standardised observation instrument used, into 
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reasoned and well-informed development plans during lectures at the teacher training 
college (Houtveen, 2018a). 
On the basis of the feedback model of Hattie and Timperley (2007), mentors were given 
guidelines to provide student teachers with feedback on a task level. This ‘task-oriented 
feedback’ was integrated in a three-step path of ‘feed up’ (referring to the desired objectives), 
‘feedback’ (informing about the progress made) and ‘feedforward’ (focussing on activities 
leading to progress).

The last research domain concerns theories on the professional development of (student) 
teachers. Of the linear and nonlinear theories that are available, the ‘concern theory’ (Fuller 
& Bown, 1975) complied best with the demands of our design. For our series of stage 
focused lesson templates, a combination has been made between the ‘concern stages’ and 
the ICALT scales, enabling a build-up in complexity in the lesson templates (see chapter 3). 

Design

Above-mentioned research domains were applied in the design of the coaching approach, 
starting with the series of stage focused lesson templates. Each template was divided into 
three components: observation (A), feedback (B) and preparation (C). 
Component A consists of a selection of ICALT teaching skills, appropriate to the concern 
stage, for mentors to observe student teachers’ lessons. Component B follows the feedback 
model of Hattie and Timperley (2007) providing mentors with effective feedback guideless. 
Component C provides student teachers with guidelines for lesson preparation and consists 
of a combination of DA elements and effective teaching. This last component increases 
in complexity from simple aspects of a direct instruction in the first template to complex 
adaptive instruction in the last. 

A schematic representation of a stage focused lesson template is shown in figure 3.1. 
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show components filled out by mentor and student teacher. The stage 
focused lesson templates are included in the four-step and three-step coaching approach 
described below. Within the context of our study, one group of 42 experts, coming from all 
user groups, and another group of 14 coordinators were invited to discuss the feasibility and 
to test the content validity of the templates. By means of questionnaires and discussions, 
these experts shared suggestions to either improve or to endorse elements of the design. A 
test trial in practice led to the final version (see chapter 3).
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The three-step and four-step coaching approach

The definitive version of the four-step coaching approach encompassed four main steps. 
 1. ‘Classroom observation with a standardised, reliable and valid observation  
  instrument and the assignment of the appropriate stage focused lesson template’.  
  This entailed the observation of the student teacher’s language or mathematics  
  lesson by an independent observer, using the ICALT observation instrument. The  
  observer determined the developmental stage of the student teacher by attributing  
  a score to all the ICALT teaching skills on a scale from 0 (predominately weak) to  
  3 (predominately strong). The lesson template corresponding to the first ICALT scale  
  for which the student teacher scored an ‘unsatisfactory’ (score 0 or 1) was then  
  assigned to the student teacher.    
 2. ‘The actual use of the stage focused lesson template’, whereby the student teachers  
  use the assigned lesson template during their internship to prepare for the lessons  
  they are planning to teach.     
 3. ‘Task-oriented mentor feedback focused on the student teacher’s developmental  
  stage’, whereby the mentors follow the observation guidelines and feedback  
  components of the lesson templates.   
 4. ‘The presentation of scientific theory on effective teaching and the alignment of this  
  theory with the educational practice’, in which student teachers get acquainted  
  with theory on effective teacher skills at the teacher training college. The correct use  
  of the templates is explained to them, and they receive feedback on templates  
  previously filled out. Based on their observation scores, student teachers write a  
  development plan on ‘how to reach a higher teaching level.

The three-step version of the coaching approach, which was used in the second and third 
field experiment (see chapters 5 and 6), included only the first three steps. This approach 
omitted the fourth step regarding the presentation of scientific theory on effective teaching 
and the alignment of this theory with the educational practice. 

A project team, consisting of representatives of all user groups and researchers of the 
University of Applied Sciences in Utrecht, was set up to implement the entire coaching 
approach. The team created the digital infrastructure for all data collection and coordinated 
the communication between all user groups. Several training programmes were carried out. 
Internship coordinators received training in the correct manner of performing observations 
using the ICALT instrument and in assigning the appropriate stage focused lesson template. 
Mentors received training in giving effective feedback, in accordance with the guidelines in 
components A and B of the stage focused lesson templates. College teachers also received 
training in teaching the theory on effective teaching, in filling out the stage focused lesson 
templates and in helping student teachers to write their development plans. 
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Summary of the three field experiments

The effectiveness of both the four-step and three-step developmentally appropriate 
coaching approach was tested in three field experiments (see chapters 4, 5 and 6).

Learning to teach with the four-step coaching approach

In chapter 4 the question is answered, whether student teachers who learn to teach with 
the four-step coaching approach, achieved a higher level of teaching skills, compared to 
student teachers who were not trained in this way. The reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha) of the 
pre-tests and post-tests was high on all ICALT scales, with the exception of .70 for the pre-
test of the scale ‘Efficient classroom management’, which is acceptable. The validity of the 
ICALT scales (a significant correlation between ICALT scale and pupil involvement), proved 
to be ‘large’ (> .50) on the pre-test and post-test for the three basic scales. The validity 
increased on the post-test to ‘large’ for the scale ‘Activating pupils (.63), and to ‘medium’ 
for the scales ‘Adaptive teaching’ (.49) and ‘Teaching learning strategies‘ (.47) (cf. table 4.4).

The implementation study indicated that the ICALT observations and assigning the 
appropriate lesson template were carried out 100% of the time. 99.3% of the internship 
portfolios with lesson templates were sent in during semester 1, and 91.1% during semester 
2. Furthermore, 86.7% of students received feedback on lessons taught, and 81.4% of the 
student teachers attended at least four out of five lectures at the teacher training college. 
Based on these findings, we concluded that the coaching approach was implemented 
sufficiently to attribute the results to the intervention. Finally, independent observers were 
trained in the correct use of the ICALT observation instrument. In practice, a consensus 
in observation of 81% was reached, corresponding to .62 Cohen’s κ, thus indicating a 
‘substantial agreement’ (Cohen, 1960). 

An untreated control group design with pre-test and post-test (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 
2002) was used to rule out the possible influence of other variables. Applying the ANCOVA 
procedure, the differences in the ICALT averages were compared between the pre-test and 
the post-test. The differences found between the control group (n=63) and the experimental 
group (n=135) on the post-test (after correcting for ‘pre-test’, ‘the percentage of male 
student teachers’ and ‘part time student teachers’) were significant on all six ICALT scales 
(p < .001). The effect sizes measured (Morris, 2008) were ‘medium’ (.50 -.79) for the scales 
‘Creating a safe and stimulating learning climate’ (.74) and ‘Giving a clear instruction’ (.69). 
The effect sizes measured were large (≥ .80) for the scales ‘Efficient classroom management’ 
(.85), ‘Activating pupils’ (.97), ‘Adaptive teaching’ (1.16) and ‘Teaching learning strategies’ 
(.95). The student teachers in the control group (n=63) for whom learning to teach was 
‘business as usual’, only showed a small effect size on the scales ‘Giving a clear instruction’ 
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(.19) and on ‘Teaching learning strategies’ (.24). On the other four scales, the growth of 
teaching skills was negligible.

Learning to teach with the three-step coaching approach

Given the extended training period that the four-step coaching approach requires, it became 
relevant to study whether it would be possible to improve the teaching quality of student 
teachers with the three-step coaching approach (chapter 5). The main change in this three-
step coaching approach is the omission of a series of lectures given at the teacher training 
college, which present the relevant scientific theory on effective teaching and which also 
further align this theory with the educational practice. The pertinent research question in 
this case was to study the progress student teachers would make by being trained with only 
the first three steps of the developmentally appropriate coaching approach.
The reliability and validity of the pre-tests and post-tests of the ICALT scales were tested in this 
field experiment. The reliability was high on all ICALT scales. The validity (significant correlation 
between ICALT scale and pupil involvement) of the scales ‘Adaptive teaching’ and ‘Teaching 
learning strategies’ was ‘medium’ (> .30) and ‘large’ (> .50) for the other four scales (cf. table 
5.3). The associated implementation study showed that during this field experiment, the ICALT 
observations and assigning the appropriate lesson templates were carried out 100% of the time. 
All internship portfolios were checked and approved of by the internship assessors, indicating 
that the coaching approach was sufficiently implemented. The independent observers of this 
field experiment were also trained in the correct use of the ICALT observation instrument. In 
the training program, a consensus in observation of 83% was reached, corresponding to .66 
Cohen’s κ, thus also indicating a ‘substantial agreement’ (Cohen, 1960). 

The level of growth of teaching skills between the pre-test and post-test of the ICALT scales 
was measured using a paired t-test. The growth was significant on all ICALT scales (p < .05). 
The effect sizes (Cohen’s δ) measured were ‘small’ (> .19 and < .50) for the scales ‘Creating a 
safe and stimulating learning Climate’ (.33), ‘Efficient classroom management’ (.38), ‘Giving 
a clear instruction’ (.40) and ‘Adaptive teaching’ (.38). The effect sizes were ‘medium’ (> 
.49 and < .80) for the scales ‘Activating pupils’ (.55,) and ‘Teaching learning strategies’ (.51). 
With the three-step coaching approach, the effect sizes amounted to approximately half 
that of the four-step coaching approach. 

Learning to teach with the three-step coaching approach: a replication study

Given the considerable difference in growth measured between the three-step and four-
step version, it was relevant to establish whether the results found with the developmentally 
appropriate coaching approach were replicable. Because of the extension of the training 
time required for the four-step version, the three-step version was used for this replication 
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study among another group of student teachers (n=171) at the same teacher training 
college. The reliability and validity of the ICALT scales in the pre-tests and post-tests of this 
field experiment were also tested. The reliability was high on the pre-test and post-test for 
all ICALT scales. As in the previous study with the three-step version, the correlation proved 
significant for all ICALT scales. The validity of the more complex scales ‘Adaptive teaching’ 
and ‘Teaching learning strategies’ was ‘medium’ (> .30) and ‘large’ for the four other scales 
(> .50) (cf. table 6.2). The associated implementation study of this field experiment showed 
that the ICALT observations and assigning the appropriate lesson template were carried out 
100% of the time. The internship portfolios and templates of the student teachers in this 
sample were checked by college teachers (functioning as internship assessors). All internship 
portfolios were approved, indicating that the three steps of the intervention were sufficiently 
implemented to attribute the results to the intervention. In the training programme of this 
field experiment, a consensus in observation of 85% was reached, corresponding to .70 
Cohen’s κ, thus indicating a ‘substantial agreement’ (Cohen, 1960).

The level of growth of teaching skills between the pre-test and post-test, calculated with a 
paired t-test, was significant for all ICALT scales (p < .000). The level of growth of teaching 
skills measured in effect size (Cohen’s δ) was ‘small’ (> .19 and < .50) for the scale ‘Creating a 
safe and stimulating learning climate’ (.47). The level of growth of teaching skills measured 
in effect size was ‘medium’ (> .49 and < .80) for the scales ‘Efficient classroom management’ 
(.51), ‘Giving a clear instruction’ (.59), ‘Activating pupils’ (.66), ‘Adaptive teaching’ (.53), and 
‘Teaching learning strategies’ (.60) (Cohen, 1988). In conclusion, the replication study with 
the three-step coaching approach shows largely comparable effects. 
Nevertheless, for this study, as with the previous study using the three-step approach, the 
medium and large effect sizes that were found using the four-step coaching approach were 
not reached.

Reflections on the effect differences between the three step- and four step coaching

As mentioned above, both studies performed with the three-step coaching approach did 
not show the medium and large effect sizes found with the four-step coaching approach 
during the first field experiment. Such differences allow for some reflection. As described in 
previous chapters, both versions of the coaching approach are based on the key elements 
of effective professional teacher development, leading to the first three coaching steps; 
i.e. classroom observation, assigning and using stage focused lesson templates, and task-
oriented mentor feedback. In order to explain the differences in effect, we focused on the 
main discrepancy between the coaching versions: the fourth coaching step, namely the 
presentation of scientific theory on effective teaching and the alignment of this theory to 
the educational practice. Although student teachers trained with the three-step version 
received some theory underlying the stage focused lesson templates, this only took place 
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at the start of their first academic year. The four-step version, on the other hand, provides 
student teachers with several theoretical lectures on effective teaching throughout all their 
training years. In this step, student teachers are offered the relevant theory on effective 
teaching, which is provided in direct relation to their performance in practice. At the 
teacher training college, they learn about effective teaching skills and study the impact the 
skills have on children’s learning gain. During coaching sessions, student teachers process 
their own observation data into reasoned and well-informed developmental plans. They 
describe which teaching skills they have sufficiently mastered and which teaching skills 
require further practice. Thus, by getting acquainted with the theory on effective teaching 
and relating this theory to their actual performance on effective teaching skills, the student 
teachers might have gained a stronger focus and deeper understanding of the effective 
teaching skills that need to be mastered. Another point worth mentioning is the more 
intensive collaboration between the teacher training college and the internship schools. 
During this fourth coaching step, mentors were informed of the learning direction described 
in the student teachers’ developmental plan, and the college teachers were informed of the 
student teachers’ performance in practice. As a result, both learning environments are more 
aligned with each other, sharing a joined training focus. This enhanced alignment probably 
added to a stronger and more explicit connection between theory and practice in the four-
step coaching approach, the importance of which has been shown in previous research (Van 
de Hurk, Houtveen, & Van de Grift 2017).

Summarising the effects found among all samples 

The level of growth of teaching skills among the student teachers in the four separate samples 
was compared between pre-tests and post-tests on all ICALT scales, using a paired t-test 
(in table 7.1). The level of growth in the control group (n=63), for whom learning to teach 
was ‘business as usual’, showed a small effect size for the scales ‘Giving a clear instruction’ 
(.19) and for ‘Teaching learning strategies’ (.24). For the other four scales, the teaching 
skills showed a negligible growth. The average growth of the teaching skills effect sizes was 
.12. The level of growth of teaching skills among the student teachers (n=135) who were 
trained using the four-step coaching approach (classroom observation, assigning and using 
the appropriate lesson template, task-oriented mentor feedback and the presentation of 
scientific theory on effective teaching and the alignment of this theory with the educational 
practice) was large (≥ .80) for all scales. The average growth of teaching skills measured 
in effect size was 1.00. The level of growth among the student teachers (n=101) trained 
with the three-step coaching approach -with only the first three coaching steps- showed an 
average growth measured in effect size of .43. The level of growth of teaching skills of the 
student teachers (n=171) trained with the three-step coaching approach in a replication 
study showed an average growth, measured in effect size, of .56.
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General conclusions

The main conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that when student teachers in 
elementary education learn to teach with a coaching approach consisting of four steps: (1) 
classroom observation with a standardised, reliable and valid observation instrument and 
the assignment of the appropriate lesson template; (2) the actual use of the stage focused 
lesson template, (3) task-oriented mentor feedback on the student teacher’s developmental 
stage, and (4) the presentation of scientific theory on effective teaching and the alignment 
of this theory with the educational practice, their progress in teaching skills shows medium 
effects sizes on two scales and large effect sizes on four scales, compared to that of student 
teachers who are not trained using this four-step coaching approach. 

In addition we found that, when student teachers in elementary education learn to teach with 
a three-step coaching approach, consisting of: (1) classroom observation with a standardised, 
reliable and valid observation instrument and the assignment of the appropriate lesson 
template; (2) the actual use of the stage focused lesson template; (3) task-oriented mentor 
feedback on student teacher’s developmental stage, but omits the presentation of scientific 
theory on effective teaching and the alignment of this theory with the educational practice, 
their progress in teaching skills shows small effect sizes on four scales and medium effect 
sizes on two scales. This three-step version of the coaching approach showed similar growth 
in a replication study with another group of student teachers.

Furthermore, we found that the teaching skills of student teachers in the control group, 
for whom learning to teach was ‘business as usual’, only showed a small growth on their 
teachings scales for the scales ‘Giving a clear instruction’ (.19) and on ‘Teaching learning 
strategies’ (.24), when measured in effect size.
Based on these findings, we can conclude that it was indeed possible to improve the 
teaching quality of student teachers in elementary education with both versions of the 
developmentally appropriate coaching approach.

Scientific contribution

In this study, several scientific contributions have been made. 
Firstly, although teacher training colleges are being urged to improve the teaching quality 
of their student teachers, there is little objective knowledge about the level of observed 
teaching skills of student teachers in elementary education. For this reason, we suggest that 
the current study may be considered pioneering in its approach and contribution by offering 
valuable objective insight into the observed quality of student teachers’ teaching skills. 
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Secondly, the four-step version of the developmentally appropriate coaching approach 
proved to be effective in improving the quality of student teachers’ teaching skills. A first 
field experiment using a quasi-experimental design with a pre- and post-test, showed 
medium and large levels of growth (measured in effect sizes) of the teaching skills of 
student teachers in the experimental group, as compared to the level of growth of teaching 
skills in the control group. A second field experiment with the three-step version of the 
developmentally appropriate coaching approach showed that the average effect size 
measured was approximately half the average effect size measured with the four-step 
coaching approach. 
The main difference between the four-step and the three-step coaching approach is 
the omission of the fourth step offering the scientific theory on effective teaching and 
aligning this theory with the educational practice. Leaving out this fourth coaching step, 
the available scientific knowledge on effective teaching skills is not effectively aligned with 
student teachers’ practice. It is difficult to indicate causal relations because of the absence 
of a control group in the second and third experiment. However, it seems likely that the 
absence of these lectures was of influence on the decrease in effect size found with the 
three-step coaching approach. 

Thirdly, these findings also contribute to the available scientific evidence on the data-driven 
feedback model. As already described, several studies proved successful using the data-
driven feedback model in the professional development of teachers. The different versions 
of the developmentally appropriate coaching approaches described in this study can be 
differentiated by the intensity of their use of the components of the data-driven feedback 
model. In both versions, the alignment of the student teachers’ learning environments is 
effectuated by the use of a standardised, valid and reliable observation instrument and by 
the effective use of observation data to provide task-oriented feedback on the teaching 
skills performed. The use of data-driven feedback in both versions of the coaching approach 
applied during this study proved to be effective in training student teachers in elementary 
education. However, implementing the full data-driven feedback model in the coaching 
approach, including the fourth step, whereby theory is strongly aligned with student 
teachers’ practice, appears to be most effective. 

Limitations of the study 

The presented study has certain limitations. Firstly, the field experiments were carried 
out within an existing educational practice which implied involvement from the teacher 
training college as well as from the internship schools. Fixed grouping of student teachers 
at teacher training colleges does not allow for a deviation of the study content assigned 
to student teachers within one specific ‘college group’. Therefore, several college groups 
were assigned to this study, which meant that an ad random selection of samples was 
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not possible. Furthermore, the allocation of student teachers to the different internship 
schools is complex, depending on agreements made by the teacher training college with all 
involved school boards. To guaranty that the control group used in the first field experiment 
would not receive any part of the intervention, we located this group at comparable teacher 
training colleges. We made sure that all teacher training colleges selected were at least 
accredited sufficiently by the NVAO (Dutch and Flemish Accreditation Organisation). 
Secondly, for the second and third field experiments, we used a single group pre-test and 
post-test design. Because of the absence of a control group, it is not possible to indicate 
causal relations. However, we were able to compare the results found with results from a 
previously conducted quasi-experiment. 
The third limitation is the relatively small samples used in all three field experiments. 

Suggestions for additional research 

To our knowledge, hardly any research is available with regard to observed levels of teaching 
skills mastered by student teachers in elementary education during their initial training. 
The pioneering phase of our research programme has given a first insight into possibilities 
for improving the teaching quality of student teachers. As a next step in this research 
programme, randomised controlled trials could provide more detailed knowledge on the 
progress of student teachers’ teaching skills trained with the developmentally appropriate 
coaching approach. Concerning replicability, the results of the three-step coaching approach 
have already been sufficiently confirmed in a replication study. However, the replicability 
of the results found with the four-step coaching approach would require further study. 
Furthermore, our knowledge of developing teaching skills would greatly benefit from a study 
on the progress of student teachers’ teaching skills focused on the possible differences in 
acquiring teaching skills during subsequent training years. In addition, the observation of 
progress in student teachers’ teaching skills, perhaps by means of a longitudinal design from 
the start of teacher training towards certification, could throw light on their development 
across the full spectrum of the teacher training. 

As a further point of interest, teacher training colleges are currently adapting their training 
programmes to accommodate for student teachers’ diversity in age, prior education and 
competences acquired (Decision on experiments with flexible study programmes in higher 
education, 2019). To provide teacher training colleges with the appropriate curriculum 
advice for such diversified training programmes, it would be interesting to study possible 
differences in the progress of teaching skills between these groups of student teachers. This 
is specifically the case for a growing group of selected highly educated student teachers, 
the so-called ‘Career switch student teachers’ (‘Zij-instroom’). Because of the current and 
pressing shortage of available teachers in the Netherlands, these students already have 
a position at school as a teacher. They are thus simultaneously being trained on the job 
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while their required attendance during lectures at the teacher training college has been 
brought to a minimum (Ministry of Education, 2016). A similar situation applies to a growing 
number of highly educated part time student teachers who are combining study with work 
and who are being offered the opportunity to thereby accelerate their training. It is of great 
importance to see if it is indeed possible to improve the teaching quality of these student 
teachers with as little training as possible. 

Implications for the educational practice

The findings of this research suggest several implications for the educational practice. 
Modification of the current coaching approach is highly desirable at the present moment, 
due to the current policy climate in the Netherlands that is urging teacher training colleges 
to improve the teaching quality of student teachers by way of forming full educational 
partnerships with their respective internship schools (Ministry of Education, 2020). As 
already described, the prevailing coaching approach in the Netherlands generally consists 
of a single lesson preparation template used during all training years. This approach does 
not sufficiently support the professional development of student teachers. Also, mentors 
currently seem to receive insufficient guidelines for objectively observing the lessons of 
student teachers and providing them with effective feedback on a task level that is focused 
on their professional developmental stage. 
And yet, teacher training colleges and internship schools are actively in search of ways to 
improve their coaching, to align both learning environments and to support their student 
teachers and their mentors more effectively. Our report on the design of a developmentally 
appropriate coaching approach, with its series of stage focused lesson templates, can inspire 
Dutch teacher training communities in their collaborative effort to improve the teaching 
quality of their student teachers.

In the developmentally appropriate coaching approach, the collaboration between the 
teacher training college and internship schools is characterised as a professional learning 
community (Stoll & Louis, 2007). In this training community, both educational partners 
function as a whole and adopt a mutual framework of what is considered to be ‘good 
teaching’. On this basis, all educators are better able to work closely together in order to 
improve their student teachers’ teaching quality as well as their own (Levin & Fullan, 2008). 

Our study of this mutual alignment of the training community has been strongly effected 
by using the data-driven feedback model (Houtveen, 2018a). The key features of this 
model are observation, feedback and data-use. This allows for the progress of student 
teachers’ teaching skills to be observed with an objective, reliable and valid observation 
instrument, one which operationalises the knowledge base on effective teacher behaviour. 
To facilitate the implementation therefore, a project team needs to be set up to effectively 
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organise the data collection and to handle the communication between all user groups. 
In our study, this team created a digital infrastructure which both collected all the data 
from classroom observations and made this visible for all actors involved. Independent 
internship coordinators, responsible for the quality of training in their schools, observed 
student teachers’ lessons at the start of the internship and entered their scores in this 
digital system. Based on their scores from these classroom observations, the internship 
coordinators assigned the appropriate lesson template. Student teachers prepared for their 
lessons using the assigned lesson template which matched their developmental stage. The 
stage-focused lesson template includes a selection of effective teaching skills enabling task-
orientated mentor feedback on the teaching skills that the student teacher is practising at 
that moment.

Considering the findings of this study, it is advisable to implement all four steps of the 
coaching approach, including the presentation of scientific theory on effective teaching and 
the alignment of this theory with the educational practice. This implies that the acquisition 
of teaching skills needs to be supported by offering the student teachers the available 
relevant scientific theory on effective teaching skills at the teacher training college during 
all training years. In our case, the alignment was further strengthened by the guided effort 
of student teachers writing their own developmental plan. In this way, student teachers 
were able to process the data retrieved from their classroom observation and could then 
adequately describe the teaching skills they had mastered and which needed further 
development. These coaching activities can be integrated in the already existing curriculum 
at the teacher training college, for instance within the so-called counselling meetings held 
at teacher training colleges (see period of (self-) reflection in chapter 2).

Training all educators involved in the teacher training community with an solid empirical 
background of observation, feedback and an appropriate lesson preparation instrument, 
and then carrying out the coaching approach as intended, proved to be an essential step 
in reaching consensus on how to observe as well as to score teaching skills in term of how 
to prepare for lessons and how to provide effective feedback. As a result of these training 
programmes, a shared sense of purpose (Hord, 2004) has arisen in the teacher training 
community through a collaborative process in which all educators have become learners 
themselves (Louis, Kruse, & Bryk, 1995). 

To end with a final appraisal, this dissertation provides a description of three powerful 
aspects of the developmentally appropriate coaching approach. First, this approach adds to 
the improvement of the quality of student teachers’ teaching skills. Since it is firmly based 
within the structure of a professional learning community, it also provides a fertile ground 
for further learning of all educational partners involved. Finally, the approach provides 
insights into objectively observing the teaching quality of student teachers, as well as into 
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the scoring quality of the observers. Both are instrumental in improving the overall training 
situation.
To give further credibility to this last point, our coaching approach has been fully embraced 
by the teacher training community in Utrecht. Based on the positive results we found, the 
management board of the teacher training college in the Netherlands and the school boards 
of the internship schools have decided to implement the four-step coaching approach in 
their curriculum. This renewal is now in full progress. 
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The table above shows an analysis of lesson preparation templates used at 26 teacher 
training colleges in the Netherlands. An schematic representation can be found on page The 
columns under the section ‘Didactical analysis’ show whether the elements of the DA model 
are included in the template in a three point scale from not included (no), to some extent, 
to yes for included. The section ‘additional teaching models’, shows additional support in 
the lesson description for the preparation of a direct instruction (DI) or the support of the 
model Design of education (DoE). The section ‘Reflection cycle’ indicates whether templates 
facilitate the formulation of student teachers’ own learning goals and mentor feedback. 
The section ‘additional template’ indicates whether the teacher training college provides 
additional lesson preparation templates. 
A broad range of lesson templates used in previous coaching periods is described in chapter 
2. 
Figure 2.4 provides a schematic representation of the analysed lesson preparation templates 
currently in use.
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Introductie

Centraal in deze dissertatie staat de mogelijkheid om de kwaliteit van leerkrachtvaardigheden 
van pabostudenten te verhogen. De reden voor deze focus op kwaliteitsverbetering 
betreft de licht dalende trend van leerlingprestaties in Nederland (Gubbels, Netten, & 
Verhoeven, 2017; Meelissen, & Punter, 2016) en empirisch bewijs dat een verbetering van 
leerkrachtvaardigheden leidt tot een verbetering van leerlingprestaties (Houtveen & Van de 
Grift, 2007a, 2007b, 2012; Houtveen, Van de Grift, & Creemers, 2004; Kraft, Blazar, & Hogan, 
2018). Vanwege deze empirisch bewezen relatie is het Nederlandse overheidsbeleid gericht 
op het verbeteren van de kwaliteit van het onderwijs, waarin pabo’s geacht worden een 
belangrijke taak te vervullen (Ministerie van OCW, 2013). Een sterke samenwerking tussen 
de pabo en de stagescholen is een voorwaarde. Daarom wordt het ‘Samen Opleiden’ door 
overheidsbeleid aangemoedigd (Ministerie van OCW, 2020).
Voor de gewenste kwaliteitsverbetering zijn twee versies van een begeleidingsaanpak 
met bijbehorende lesvoorbereidingsformulieren voor pabostudenten ontwikkeld, op basis 
van beschikbare kennis van effectieve professionele ontwikkeling van leraren (Houtveen, 
2018a) en effectief leerkrachtgedrag. Het verschil tussen beide versies is een extra 
begeleidingsonderdeel dat wetenschappelijke theorie aanbiedt en afstemt op de lespraktijk 
van de student. De twee versies, een vierdelige en een driedelige begeleidingsaanpak, zijn 
vervolgens in drie veldexperimenten op effectiviteit getest. 

Context van de studie

Het leren lesgeven van pabostudenten bestaat uit een theoretische component onderwezen 
op de opleiding en een praktische component op de stageschool. Begeleiders van beide 
leeromgevingen hebben elk hun eigen verantwoordelijkheden. Studenten worden bij het 
oefenen van het lesgeven in de stage voornamelijk begeleid door de groepsleerkracht 
(mentor). Het ‘lesvoorbereidingsformulier’ vormt de belangrijkste verbinding tussen de 
aangeboden theorie op de pabo en de oefening in de stage. Lesvoorbereiden werd ook 
in vroegere ‘lesvoorbereidingsperioden’ al gebruikt om het leren lesgeven vanuit de 
opleiding met de stageschool te verbinden en om de kwaliteit van lesgeven van studenten 
te verbeteren (in hoofdstuk 2). Nog steeds is het lesvoorbereidingsformulier bij het leren 
lesgeven verplicht.
Uit een analyse van op pabo’s gebruikte lesvoorbereidingsformulieren en de bijbehorende 
handleidingen kon het volgende worden afgeleid (zie hoofdstuk 2 en appendix):  
	 Over het algemeen wordt één enkel lesvoorbereidingsformulier gebruikt in alle  
  opleidingsjaren van de pabo.   
  Het onderliggende onderwijsmodel is in de meeste gevallen gebaseerd op het model  
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  Didactische Analyse (DA) (Van Gelder, Oudkerk Pool, Peters, & Sixma, 1971a).  
  Op de lesvoorbereidingsformulieren zijn lege vakken gevonden voor de z.g.  
  reflectiecyclus (Korthagen, 1992), waar studenten voorafgaande aan de les eigen  
  leerdoelen formuleren en achteraf hun bevindingen en nieuwe voornemens noteren.  
  Op de lesvoorbereidingsformulieren en in gebruikershandleidingen:  
  o is nauwelijks beschikbare kennis over effectief leerkrachtgedrag aangetroffen;  
  o zijn nauwelijks objectieve observatiecriteria gevonden dan wel indicaties van  
   het gebruik van observatie-instrumenten die voldoen aan fundamentele  
   psychometrische eisen;   
  o is onvoldoende ondersteuning beschikbaar voor het geven van effectieve  
   feedback aan studenten. 

De huidige lesvoorbereidingsformulieren laten als begeleidingsinstrument bij het 
leren lesgeven tekortkomingen zien op het gebied van het ondersteunen van de 
professionele ontwikkeling gedurende de hele opleiding en het aanleren van effectieve 
leerkrachtvaardigheden. Daarnaast is het aannemelijk dat mentoren vanuit verschillende 
perspectieven van wat zij beschouwen als ‘goed onderwijs’ naar lessen van studenten 
kijken. Hierdoor is het voor de pabo lastig om inzicht te krijgen in de objectieve kwaliteit van 
lesgeven van pabostudenten. Een dergelijk inzicht van de kwaliteit van lesgeven is echter 
een belangrijke voorwaarde voor de gevraagde kwaliteitsverbetering.

Onderzoeksvragen

Om te onderzoeken of de kwaliteit van leerkrachtvaardigheden van pabostudenten te 
verhogen is op basis van de elementen voor effectieve professionele ontwikkeling van leraren 
(Houtveen, 2018a) en effectief leerkrachtgedrag, werd een vierdelige begeleidingsaanpak 
met een serie fasegerichte lesformulieren ontworpen.

Dit resulteerde in de eerste onderzoeksvraag.

Leidt een vierdelige begeleidingsaanpak voor pabostudenten, bestaande uit:    
  lesobservatie met een gestandaardiseerd, betrouwbaar en valide observatie- 
  instrument en de toewijzing van het passende fasegerichte lesformulier;  
  het daadwerkelijke gebruik van het fasegerichte lesformulier;   
  taakgerichte mentorfeedback toegespitst op de ontwikkelingsfase van de student;  
  het aanbieden van wetenschappelijke theorie over effectieve leerkrachtvaardigheden  
  en het afstemmen van deze theorie op de lespraktijk van de student in de stage,  
tot een hoger niveau van hun pedagogische en didactische leerkrachtvaardigheden,  
in vergelijking met pabostudenten die niet met deze aanpak leerden lesgeven.  
(Hoofdstuk 4.)
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Met name het vierde deel van de nieuwe begeleidingsaanpak, bestaande uit aanvullende 
werkcolleges verspreid over het academische jaar, bleek moeilijk toe te voegen aan elk 
opleidingsjaar van de pabo (hoofdstuk 4 en 5). Deze verlenging van opleidingstijd van het 
vierde deel maakte het relevant om te onderzoeken of het mogelijk zou zijn om de kwaliteit 
van de leerkrachtvaardigheden van pabostudenten te verhogen met alleen de eerste drie 
delen van de begeleidingsaanpak. 

Dit resulteerde in de tweede onderzoeksvraag.

Welke vooruitgang laten pabostudenten zien die getraind worden met een 
driedelige begeleidingsaanpak, die bestaat uit:     
  lesobservatie met een gestandaardiseerd, betrouwbaar en valide observatie- 
  instrument en de toewijzing van het passende fasegerichte lesformulier;   
  het daadwerkelijke gebruik van het fasegerichte lesformulier;   
  taakgerichte mentorfeedback toegespitst op de ontwikkelingsfase van de student.  
  (Hoofdstuk 5.)

Vanwege de aanzienlijke verschillen gemeten tussen de twee versies van de 
begeleidingsaanpak, werd het relevant om vast te stellen of de eerder gevonden resultaten 
van de begeleidingsaanpak te repliceren zouden zijn. Door de grote omvang van de vierdelige 
begeleidingsaanpak lag het voor de hand om voor dit replicatieonderzoek de driedelige 
aanpak te gebruiken. 

Dit resulteerde in de derde onderzoeksvraag.

Is het mogelijk om de resultaten die eerder zijn gevonden met de driedelige 
begeleidingsaanpak bestaande uit:       
  lesobservatie met een gestandaardiseerd, betrouwbaar en valide observatie- 
  instrument en de toewijzing van het passende fasegerichte lesformulier;   
  het daadwerkelijke gebruik van het fasegerichte lesformulier;   
  taakgerichte mentorfeedback toegespitst op de ontwikkelingsfase van de student,  
te repliceren bij een andere groep studenten? (Hoofdstuk 6.)
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Theoretisch en empirisch kader

Er zijn vier onderzoeksdomeinen van belang voor het ontwerp van de begeleidingsaanpak 
met een serie fasegerichte lesformulieren.
Het eerste domein betreft de beschikbaarheid van een observatie-instrument dat gebruikt 
kan worden om het leren lesgeven op de pabo en op de stagescholen in de nieuwe 
begeleidingsaanpak op elkaar af te stemmen. Uit een aantal gepresenteerde observatie-
instrumenten (in hoofdstuk 3) bleek International Comparative Analysis of Learning and 
Teaching (ICALT) (Van de Grift, 2007, 2014) het best te voldoen aan de eisen van de nieuwe 
begeleidingsaanpak. ICALT is geschikt voor de observatie van alle vakken die in de stage 
worden gegeven. Bovendien erkent ICALT een hiërarchische volgorde in de complexiteit 
van de leerkrachtvaardigheden. Dit is van belang om een indicatie te kunnen geven van de 
ontwikkelingsfase van de student en om een passend lesformulier te kunnen toewijzen dat 
de student in die fase het best ondersteunt.

Het tweede domein betreft de kennisbasis van effectief leerkrachtgedrag voor het bieden 
van een gezamenlijk kader van wat als ‘goed onderwijs’ kan worden beschouwd. Een lange 
traditie van onderzoek naar effectief leerkrachtgedrag heeft kennis opgeleverd over de 
wijze waarop leerkrachtvaardigheden bijdragen aan de leerwinst van leerlingen (Creemers, 
1994; Ellis & Worthington, 1994; Hattie, 2008; Ko & Sammons, 2013; Sammons, Hillman, & 
Mortimore, 1995; Scheerens, 1992, 2015; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997; Walberg & Haertel, 
1992). Van belang zijn die leerkrachtvaardigheden die geobserveerd kunnen worden als er 
wordt lesgegeven. Er zijn zes categorieën van effectieve leerkrachtvaardigheden: (1) ‘Het 
creëren van een veilig en stimulerend leerklimaat’, (2) ‘Efficiënte lesorganisatie’, (3) ‘Het 
geven van een duidelijke en gestructureerde instructie’, (4) ‘Het intensiveren en activeren 
van de les’, (5) ‘Het afstemmen van instructie en verwerking op verschillen’, en (6) ‘Het 
aanleren van leerstrategieën’. Deze categorieën, hun evidentie en het gebruik ervan in de 
begeleidingsaanpak en in de lesformulieren zelf, zijn beschreven in hoofdstuk 3 tot en met 
6. Daarnaast is de evidentie voor elk van deze categorieën weergegeven in tabel 3.1 en 4.1.

Het derde domein betreft de kennisbasis van effectieve feedback en bestaat uit het 
datagestuurde feedbackmodel van Houtveen (2018a) en het feedbackmodel van Hattie en 
Timperley (2007).
In het datagestuurde feedbackmodel van Houtveen staan observatie, feedback en effectief 
datagebruik centraal om de theorie van de pabo te koppelen aan de praktijk van de studenten. 
Het model geeft inzicht in het niveau van de leerkrachtvaardigheden van pabostudenten en 
begeleidt de ontwikkeling ervan. De koppeling tussen de theorie die wordt aangeboden op 
de pabo en de oefening in de praktijk op de stagescholen komt tot stand door het gebruik van 
gestandaardiseerd, betrouwbaar en valide observatie-instrument waarin de kennisbasis over 
effectief leerkrachtgedrag is geoperationaliseerd. De observatiegegevens worden gebruikt 
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om feedback te geven op de leerkrachtvaardigheden die een student aan het oefenen is. De 
studenten schrijven op basis van de observatiegegevens een ontwikkelingsplan met daarin 
welke leerkrachtvaardigheden zij onder de knie hebben en welke nog verder geoefend 
moeten worden (Houtveen, 2018a).
Op basis van het feedbackmodel van Hattie en Timperley (2007) zijn mentoren ondersteund 
met richtlijnen om pabostudenten te voorzien van feedback op taakniveau. Deze 
‘taakgerichte feedback’ wordt aan pabostudenten aangeboden in een opbouw van ‘feed up’ 
(gericht op doelstellingen), ‘feedback’ (gericht op geboekte vooruitgang) en ‘feedforward’ 
(gericht op activiteiten voor verdere vooruitgang richting doelen).

Het laatste onderzoeksdomein betreft theorieën over de professionele ontwikkeling van 
(aanstaande) leraren. Van alle onderzochte lineaire en niet-lineaire theorieën voldeed de 
concern theorie (Fuller & Bown, 1975) het meest. De concernfasen zijn in ons ontwerp van 
de fasegerichte lesformulieren gecombineerd met ICALT-schalen waardoor een opbouw in 
complexiteit mogelijk werd. 

Ontwerp 

Op basis van de bovenbeschreven onderzoeksdomeinen is het ontwerp van de 
begeleidingsaanpak opgebouwd, beginnend met een serie in complexiteit oplopende 
fasegerichte lesformulieren. Elk lesformulier is onderverdeeld in de componenten: 
observatie (A), feedback (B) en voorbereiding (C). 
Component A bestaat uit een selectie ICALT-leerkrachtvaardigheden, passend bij een 
concern fase, die de mentor observeert als de student lesgeeft. Component B volgt het 
feedbackmodel van Hattie en Timperley (2007) en geeft de mentor richtlijnen voor 
het geven van effectieve feedback. Component C bestaat uit een voorgestructureerde 
combinatie van de DA-elementen met effectieve leerkrachtvaardigheden, die de student 
bij het lesvoorbereiden invult. Deze component loopt in complexiteit op van aspecten van 
een directe instructie in lesformulier 1, tot adaptieve instructie in het laatste formulier. 
Een grafische weergave van een lesformulier wordt getoond in figuur 3.1. Figuur 3.2 en 3.3 
tonen door mentor en student ingevulde componenten. De lesformulieren zijn opgenomen 
in een hieronder beschreven vierdelige en driedelige begeleidingsaanpak (zie hoofdstuk 3). 
Een groep van 42 deskundigen, afkomstig uit alle gebruikersgroepen, en een andere van 14 
coördinatoren hebben deelgenomen aan het testen van de inhoudelijke validiteit en het 
bespreken van de haalbaarheid. Uit ingevulde vragenlijsten en gevoerde discussies bleek dat 
zij positief oordeelden over het ontwerp. Hun suggesties werden verwerkt in een volgende 
versie die na een testfase in de praktijk tot de definitieve versie leidde (zie hoofdstuk 3).
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Driedelige en vierdelige begeleidingsaanpak

De uiteindelijke versie van de vierdelige begeleidingsaanpak bevatte de volgende onderdelen:

 1. ‘Lesobservatie met een gestandaardiseerd, betrouwbaar en valide observatie- 
  instrument en de toewijzing van het passende fasegerichte lesformulier’, waarbij een  
  onafhankelijke observator een taal- of rekenles van de student met het ICALT- 
  observatie-instrument observeert. De observator bepaalt de ontwikkelingsfase  
  van de student door alle ICALT-leerkrachtvaardigheden te observeren en een score toe  
  te kennen van 0 (overwegend zwak) tot en met 3 (overwegend sterk). De  
  ontwikkelingsfase van de student ligt in de eerste ICALT-schaal waar de student  
  onvoldoende scoort (score 0 of 1). Het lesformulier dat wordt toegewezen  
  correspondeert met de eerste schaal met één of meer onvoldoende gescoorde  
  leerkrachtvaardigheden.    
 2. ‘Het daadwerkelijk gebruik van het passende fasegerichte lesformulier’, waarbij  
  studenten component C van het toegewezen lesformulier gebruiken om de lessen op  
  voor te bereiden die ze van plan zijn in de stage te gaan geven.    
 3. ‘Taakgerichte feedback van de mentor toegespitst op de ontwikkelingsfase van  
  de student’, waarbij de mentor de richtlijnen van component A en B voor het geven  
  van effectieve feedback volgt.   
 4. ‘Het aanbieden van wetenschappelijke theorie over effectieve leerkrachtvaardigheden  
  en het afstemmen van deze theorie op de lespraktijk van de student’, waarin  
  studenten theorie over effectieve leerkrachtvaardigheden krijgen aangeboden.  
  Daarnaast leren ze om de lesformulieren correct te gebruiken en ontvangen ze  
  feedback op de ingevulde lesformulieren. Verder schrijven de studenten aan de hand  
  van hun observatiescores uit de stage een ontwikkelplan ‘hoe naar een volgend  
  niveau van lesgeven te komen is’. 

In de driedelige begeleidingsaanpak die gebruikt is in het tweede en derde veldexperiment, 
werden alleen de eerste drie begeleidingsonderdelen uitgevoerd en het vierde onderdeel 
niet (zie hoofdstukken 5 en 6). 

Voor het uitvoeren van de begeleidingsaanpak is een projectteam opgezet bestaande 
uit een afvaardiging van alle gebruikersgroepen en onderzoekers van het Kenniscentrum 
van de Hogeschool Utrecht. Daarnaast zijn er drie trainingsprogramma’s uitgevoerd. 
Stagecoördinatoren zijn getraind in het correct observeren met het ICALT-observatie-
instrument en het toewijzen van het passende lesformulier. Mentoren zijn getraind om 
effectieve feedback te geven aan studenten door component A en B van het lesformulier 
volgens de juiste richtlijnen te gebruiken. En pabodocenten zijn getraind in het overbrengen 
van wetenschappelijke theorie over effectief leerkrachtgedrag aan studenten, in het juiste 
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gebruik van de lesformulieren en in het begeleiden van pabostudenten bij het schrijven van 
een ontwikkelplan. 

Samenvatting van de drie veldexperimenten

De effectiviteit van de vierdelige en driedelige begeleidingsaanpak is getest in drie 
veldexperimenten (hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 6). 

Leren lesgeven met een vierdelige begeleidingsaanpak

In hoofdstuk 4 is de vraag beantwoord of studenten die leerden lesgeven met een 
vierdelige begeleidingsaanpak, een hoger niveau van pedagogische en didactische 
vaardigheden bereiken, in vergelijking met studenten die niet leerden lesgeven met deze 
begeleidingsaanpak.
De betrouwbaarheid en de validiteit van de ICALT-schalen van de voor- en nameting zijn 
opnieuw getest. De betrouwbaarheid van de voor- en nameting was hoog op alle ICALT-
schalen, met uitzondering van de voormeting van de schaal ‘Efficiënte lesorganisatie’, waar 
de betrouwbaarheid .70 en dus acceptabel was. De validiteit (significante correlatie tussen 
ICALT-schaal en betrokkenheid leerlingen) van de eerste drie schalen was groot (> .50) op de 
voor- en nametingen. De validiteit nam toe op de nametingen. Bij de schaal ‘Activeren en 
intensiveren van de les’ van middelgroot tot groot (> .50) en bij de overige complexe schalen 
van klein tot middelgroot (> .30) (tabel 4.4). 

De implementatiestudie toonde aan dat de vier onderdelen van de begeleidingsaanpak 
voldoende waren geïmplementeerd om de gevonden effecten toe te kunnen wijzen aan de 
interventie. 100% van de ICALT-observaties en de toewijzingen van het passende lesformulier 
waren uitgevoerd. Alle studenten hebben de nieuwe lesformulieren in de stage gebruikt. In 
semester 1 werd 99,3% van de stageportfolio’s ter beoordeling ingestuurd en in semester 
2 was dat 91,1%. Uit de portfolio’s bleek tevens dat 86,7% van de studenten feedback 
heeft gekregen op uitgevoerde lessen. Uit de ingevulde presentielijsten bleek dat 81,4% 
van de studenten ten minste vier van de vijf bijeenkomsten op de pabo had bijgewoond. 
De onafhankelijke observatoren zijn getraind in het juiste gebruik van het ICALT-observatie-
instrument. In de observatietraining werd een consensus in observatie bereikt van 81%, wat 
overeenkomt met .62 Cohen’s κ en duidt op ‘substantiële overeenstemming’ (Cohen, 1960). 

Om mogelijke invloeden van andere variabelen te kunnen uitsluiten is het onderzoeksdesign 
‘controlegroep met een voor- en nameting’ gebruikt (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). 
De samples verschilden in het percentages mannelijke studenten, deeltijd studenten en de 
voormeting van de schaal ‘Afstemmen van instructie en verwerking van verschillen’. Met 
een ANCOVA-procedure is gecorrigeerd voor deze variabelen bij de berekening van het 
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verschil tussen de voor- en nameting in ICALT-gemiddelden op de zes schalen. Het gevonden 
verschil in de nameting tussen de controlegroep (n=63) en de experimentele groep (n=135) 
was significant op alle zes de ICALT-schalen (p < .001). 

De gemeten effectgroottes (Morris, 2008) waren middelgroot (.50 - .79) op de schalen: 
‘Creëren van een veilig en stimulerend leerklimaat’ (.74) en ‘Het geven van een duidelijke 
en gestructureerde instructie’ (.69). De gemeten effectgroottes waren groot (≥ .80) op de 
schalen: ‘Efficiënte lesorganisatie’ (.85), ‘Het intensiveren en activeren van de les’ (.97), 
‘Het afstemmen van instructie en verwerking van onderwijs op verschillen’ (1.16) en ‘Het 
aanleren van leerstrategieën’ (.95). 
De leerkrachtvaardigheden van de studenten uit de controlegroep (n=63) die leerden 
lesgeven zoals gebruikelijk was, vertoonden slechts een klein effect, gemeten in 
effectgroottes, op de schalen ‘Het geven van een duidelijke en gestructureerde instructie’ 
(.19) en ‘Het aanleren van leerstrategieën’ (.24). Op de andere vier schalen was de groei van 
de leerkrachtvaardigheden verwaarloosbaar. 

Leren lesgeven met een driedelige begeleidingsaanpak

De vierde stap van de begeleidingsaanpak, met de additionele werkcolleges, bleek behoorlijk 
omvangrijk en moeilijk toe te voegen aan het bestaande pabocurriculum. Hierdoor werd de 
vraag relevant of de kwaliteit van lesgeven van pabostudenten te verhogen zou zijn met 
een driedelige begeleidingsaanpak (hoofdstuk 5). De belangrijkste verandering in deze 
driedelige begeleidingsaanpak was het weglaten van de bijeenkomsten op de pabo met 
daarin het aanbod van wetenschappelijke theorie over effectieve leerkrachtvaardigheden 
en het afstemmen van deze theorie met de lespraktijk van de student in de stage. De 
vraag daarbij was welke groei de leerkrachtvaardigheden van de pabostudenten laten zien 
wanneer ze getraind worden met alleen de eerste drie delen van de begeleidingsaanpak.

De betrouwbaarheid en validiteit van de voor- en nametingen van de ICALT-schalen werden 
in dit tweede veldexperiment opnieuw getest. De betrouwbaarheid was op alle ICALT-
schalen hoog. De validiteit (significante correlatie tussen betrokkenheid van de leerlingen en 
ICALT-schaal) was middelgroot (> .30) op de schalen met complexe leerkrachtvaardigheden: 
‘Afstemmen van instructie en verwerking op verschillen’ en ‘Het aanleren van leerstrategieën’ 
en groot (> .50) op de overige vier schalen (tabel 5.3). Uit het implementatieonderzoek 
bleek dat ook in dit veldexperiment 100% van de ICALT-observaties en de toewijzingen 
van het passende lesformulier waren uitgevoerd. Alle stagedossiers met lesformulieren 
en verkregen feedback zijn gecontroleerd en goedgekeurd door de stagebeoordelaars, 
hetgeen aangeeft dat de begeleidingsaanpak voldoende was geïmplementeerd om de 
gevonden effecten aan de interventie toe te kunnen wijzen. Ook in dit veldexperiment 
zijn onafhankelijke observatoren getraind in het juiste gebruik van het ICALT-observatie-
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instrument. In het trainingsprogramma is een consensus in observeren bereikt van 83%, wat 
overeenkomt met .66 Cohen’s κ en duidt op ‘substantiële overeenstemming’ (Cohen, 1960).

De groei van de leerkrachtvaardigheden op de ICALT-gemiddelden tussen de voor- en de 
nameting is gemeten met een gepaarde t-test. De groei was significant op alle schalen (p < .05). 
De gevonden effect groottes (Cohen’s δ) waren klein op de schalen: ‘Creëren van een 
veilig en stimulerend leerklimaat’ (.33), ‘Efficiënte lesorganisatie’ (.38), ‘Geven van een 
duidelijke en gestructureerde instructie’ (.40) en ‘Afstemmen van instructie en verwerking 
op verschillen’ (.38). 
De gevonden effectgroottes waren middelgroot op de schalen: ‘Het intensiveren en 
activeren van de les’ (.55) en ‘Het aanleren van leerstrategieën’ (.51). Met de driedelige 
aanpak is ongeveer de helft van de effectgroottes gevonden in vergelijking met de vierdelige 
begeleidingsaanpak.

Leren lesgeven met de driedelige begeleidingsaanpak: een replicatiestudie

Het aanzienlijke verschil in gemeten groei tussen beide versies van de begeleidingsaanpak 
was aanleiding om te onderzoeken of de behaalde resultaten met de begeleidingsaanpak 
reproduceerbaar zouden zijn. Vanwege de reeds genoemde grote omvang van de vierdelige 
versie, is voor deze replicatiestudie de driedelige begeleidingsaanpak gebruikt, zoals 
beschreven in hoofdstuk 5. De vraag daarbij was of het mogelijk is om de eerder gevonden 
resultaten met de driedelige aanpak met een andere groep van studenten (n=171) op dezelfde 
pabo te repliceren. De betrouwbaarheid en validiteit (correlatie met de betrokkenheid van 
leerlingen) van de ICALT-schalen werden opnieuw getest in de voor- en nametingen van 
dit derde veldexperiment. Ook hier bleek de betrouwbaarheid van alle ICALT-schalen in de 
voor- en nametingen hoog. De correlatie was significant op alle schalen. De validiteit van 
de complexere schalen ‘Afstemmen van instructie en verwerking op verschillen’ en ‘Het 
aanleren van leerstrategieën’ bleek middelgroot (> .30) en groot (> .50) op de vier overige 
schalen (tabel 6.2). De implementatiestudie wees uit dat 100% van de ICALT-observaties 
en de toewijzingen van het passende lesformulier werden uitgevoerd. De pabodocenten 
hebben de stagedossiers met de lesformulieren en de feedback die gegeven was op de lessen 
van de studenten gecontroleerd en goedgekeurd. Hierdoor kon geconcludeerd worden dat 
de drie onderdelen van de begeleidingsaanpak voldoende waren geïmplementeerd om de 
gevonden effecten aan de interventie toe te kunnen wijzen. In de ICALT-observatietraining 
van dit veldexperiment is een consensus in observatie bereikt van 85%, wat overeenkomt 
met .70 Cohen’s κ en ook duidt op ‘substantiële overeenstemming’ (Cohen, 1960).

De groei van de leerkrachtvaardigheden, gemeten met een gepaarde t-test tussen de voor- 
en nameting is significant op alle ICALT-schalen (p < .001). De gemeten groei in effectgrootte 
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(Cohen’s δ) was klein (> .19 en <. 50) op de schaal ‘Het creëren van een veilig en stimulerend 
leerklimaat’ (.47). 
De gemeten groei in effectgroottes was middelgroot (> .49 en < .80) op de overige schalen: 
‘Efficiënte lesorganisatie’ (.51), ‘Het geven van een duidelijke en gestructureerde instructie’ 
(.59) en ‘Het intensiveren en activeren van de les’ (.66), ‘Afstemmen van instructie en 
verwerking op verschillen’ (.53) en ‘Het aanleren van leerstrategieën’ (.60) (Cohen, 1988). 
Het replicatieonderzoek met de driedelige begeleidingsaanpak laat grotendeels een 
vergelijkbare groei zien die in het vorige onderzoek met de driedelige aanpak is gemeten. 
De middelgrote en grote effecten die met de vierdelige begeleidingsaanpak werden bereikt, 
zijn ook hier niet gevonden.

Effectverschillen tussen de vier- en driedelige begeleidingsaanpak nader beschouwd

De bovenbeschreven veldexperimenten met de driedelige begeleidingsaanpak laten niet de 
grote groei in effectgrootte zien, die is gevonden met de vierdelige begeleidingsaanpak. Deze 
verschillen behoeven nadere beschouwing. Beide varianten van de begeleidingsaanpak zijn 
gebaseerd op elementen van effectieve professionele ontwikkeling van leraren die in de 
drie begeleidingsonderdelen; lesobservatie, het toewijzen en het gebruik van het passende 
lesformulier, en taakgerichte mentorfeedback, zijn opgenomen (zie hoofdstuk 1 tot en 
met 3). Voor beter begrip van het gevonden verschil in effectgrootte, ligt de focus daarom 
op het vierde onderdeel; het aanbieden van wetenschappelijke theorie over effectieve 
leerkrachtvaardigheden en het afstemmen van deze theorie op de lespraktijk van de student 
in de stage. 

Pabostudenten krijgen in de driedelige begeleidingsaanpak weliswaar aan de start van 
hun eerste academische jaar enige theorie aangeboden die ten grondslag ligt aan de 
lesformulieren. Echter, in de vierdelige versie krijgen pabostudenten verspreid over het 
academische jaar, wetenschappelijke theorie over effectieve leerkrachtvaardigheden 
aangeboden in alle opleidingsjaren. Op de pabo leren ze behalve theorie over effectieve 
leerkrachtvaardigheden ook over de impact die deze vaardigheden hebben op de leerwinst 
van kinderen. Daarnaast staat het aanbod van deze theorie in directe relatie tot hun feitelijke 
prestaties in de stage. In bijeenkomsten op de pabo verbinden ze deze wetenschappelijke 
theorie aan hun observatiedata en beschrijven ze onder begeleiding van de docent welke 
leerkrachtvaardigheden in voldoende mate beheerst worden en welke vaardigheden 
nog verder moeten worden geoefend, in een goed doordacht ontwikkelingsplan. Het 
is aannemelijk dat pabostudenten een sterkere focus op en een dieper inzicht in de aan 
te leren effectieve leerkrachtvaardigheden hebben gekregen door te leren over effectief 
lesgeven én door deze theorie vervolgens te relateren aan hun feitelijke prestaties in de 
stage.
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Tot slot is in het vierde begeleidingsonderdeel ook de intensievere samenwerking 
tussen de pabo en de stagescholen van belang. Mentoren krijgen direct zicht op de 
ontwikkelingsplannen van de pabostudenten en pabodocenten op de objectieve voortgang 
van studenten in de stage. Beide leeromgevingen lijken, vanuit een gedeelde trainingsfocus 
nog beter op elkaar te zijn afgestemd. Mogelijk heeft deze versterkte afstemming in de 
vierdelige begeleidingsaanpak bijgedragen aan een sterkere en explicietere verbinding 
tussen theorie en praktijk, waarvan het belang in eerder onderzoek is aangetoond (Van de 
Hurk, Houtveen, & Van de Grift 2017).

Samenvatting van de gevonden effecten

Van de vier afzonderlijke groepen, is de groei van de leerkrachtvaardigheden tussen voor- en 
nameting op de zes ICALT-schalen vergeleken met een gepaarde t-test (in tabel 1). 
De groei van de leerkrachtvaardigheden van de studenten in de controlegroep (n=63) die op 
de gebruikelijke wijze leerden lesgeven, vertoonde een klein effect op de schalen: ‘Het geven 
van een duidelijke en gestructureerde instructie’ (ES .19) en ‘Het aanleren van leerstrategieën’ 
(ES .24). Op de andere vier schalen lieten de leerkrachtvaardigheden een verwaarloosbare 
groei zien. De gemiddelde groei van hun leerkrachtvaardigheden, gemeten in effectgrootte, 
was .12. De groei van de leerkrachtvaardigheden van de studenten (n=135) die leerden 
lesgeven met de vierdelige begeleidingsaanpak waaronder: lesobservatie, de toewijzing van 
het passende lesformulier, taakgerichte mentorfeedback toegespitst op de ontwikkelingsfase 
van de student, in combinatie met het aanbod van wetenschappelijke theorie over effectieve 
leerkrachtvaardigheden en de afstemming van deze theorie op de lespraktijk, was op alle 
schalen groot (≥ .80). De gemiddelde groei van hun leerkrachtvaardigheden, gemeten in 
effectgrootte, was 1.00. De groei van de leerkrachtvaardigheden van de studenten (n=101) 
die getraind zijn met de driedelige begeleidingsaanpak, waaronder: lesobservatie, het 
toewijzen en het gebruik van het passende lesformulier en taakgerichte mentor feedback 
toegespitst op de ontwikkelingsfase van de student, liet een gemiddelde groei gemeten 
in effectgrootte zien van .43. De groei van de leerkrachtvaardigheden van de studenten 
(n=171) die in een replicatiestudie met de driedelige begeleidingsaanpak getraind zijn, liet 
een gemiddelde groei, gemeten in effectgrootte, zien van .56
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Algemene conclusies

De belangrijkste conclusie uit deze dissertatie is dat de groei van de leerkrachtvaardigheden 
van de groep pabostudenten die leerden lesgeven met een begeleidingsaanpak bestaande 
uit: (1) lesobservatie en de toewijzing van het passende fasegerichte lesformulier; (2) 
het daadwerkelijke gebruik van het passende fasegerichte lesformulier; (3) taakgerichte 
mentorfeedback toegespitst op de ontwikkelingsfase van de student, in combinatie met 
(4) het aanbieden van wetenschappelijke theorie over effectieve leerkrachtvaardigheden 
en deze theorie afstemmen op de lespraktijk van de student, middelgrote tot grote 
effectgroottes liet zien, vergeleken met pabostudenten die niet met deze aanpak leerden 
lesgeven. 
Daarnaast liet de groei van de leerkrachtvaardigheden van een groep pabostudenten 
die leerde lesgeven met een driedelige begeleidingsaanpak aanpak, bestaande uit: (1) 
lesobservatie met een gestandaardiseerd, betrouwbaar en valide observatie-instrument en 
de toewijzing van het passende fase gerichte lesformulier; (2) het gebruik van het passende 
fasegerichte lesformulier in de praktijk; (3) taakgerichte mentor feedback toegespitst op de 
ontwikkelingsfase van de student, maar zonder het aanbod van wetenschappelijke theorie 
over effectief lesgeven en de afstemming van deze theorie op de lespraktijk, gemeten in 
effectmaten, een kleine groei zien op vier ICALT-schalen en een middelgrote groei op twee 
schalen. Deze driedelige versie van de begeleidingsaanpak, liet in een replicatiestudie bij 
een andere groep studenten een vergelijkbare groei zien.
Verder zagen we bij pabostudenten uit de controlegroep voor wie leren lesgeven ‘business 
as usual’ was, slechts een kleine groei van hun leerkrachtvaardigheden, gemeten in 
effectgrootte, op de schalen: ‘Het geven van duidelijke en gestructureerde instructie’ (.19) 
en ‘Het aanleren van leerstrategieën’ (.24). 

Op basis van deze bevindingen kunnen we concluderen dat het inderdaad mogelijk is 
gebleken om de kwaliteit van de leerkrachvaardigheden van pabostudenten te verhogen met 
beide versies van de begeleidingsaanpak en de bijbehorende fasegerichte lesformulieren.

Wetenschappelijke bijdrage 

In deze dissertatie zijn verschillende wetenschappelijke bijdragen geleverd. 
Ten eerste lijkt er, ondanks een sterk appel op pabo’s om de kwaliteit van lesgeven van hun 
studenten te verbeteren, bij pabo’s weinig bekend te zijn over het niveau van de objectief 
te observeren leerkrachtvaardigheden van hun studenten. Dit onderzoek zou daarom 
beschouwd kunnen worden als een pioniersstudie en biedt inzicht in de objectieve kwaliteit 
van de leerkrachtvaardigheden.
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Ten tweede liet een eerste veldexperiment met een quasi-experimenteel design met 
voor- en nameting een middelgrote en grote groei van leerkrachtvaardigheden (gemeten 
in effectgrootte) zien bij de studenten in de experimentele groep, in vergelijking met de 
groei van de leerkrachtvaardigheden in de controlegroep. Een tweede veldexperiment met 
een driedelige versie van de begeleidingsaanpak liet de helft aan effectgroottes zien van 
wat met de vierdelige begeleidingsaanpak bereikt was. Het belangrijkste verschil tussen 
de twee versies van de begeleidingsaanpak is het weglaten van het vierde onderdeel 
waarin wetenschappelijke theorie over effectieve leerkrachtvaardigheden aangeboden 
wordt en afgestemd wordt met de lespraktijk van de student in de stage. Wanneer dit 
vierde begeleidingsonderdeel wordt weglaten, is de beschikbare wetenschappelijke kennis 
over effectieve leerkrachtvaardigheden niet effectief afgestemd op de praktijk van de 
pabostudenten. Hoewel vanwege het ontbreken van een controlegroep bij de twee laatste 
veldexperimenten voorzichtigheid geboden is bij het leggen van causale relaties, is het 
waarschijnlijk dat het weglaten van het laatste begeleidingsonderdeel van invloed is op het 
verlies in effectgrootte bij het leren lesgeven met de driedelige begeleidingsaanpak.

Ten derde dragen deze bevindingen ook bij aan de beschikbaarheid van wetenschappelijk 
bewijs voor het datagestuurde feedbackmodel. Zoals reeds beschreven, blijkt het model 
bij het professionaliseren van leraren in verschillende onderzoeken effectief. De in dit 
onderzoek beschreven versies van de begeleidingsaanpak verschillen in intensiteit van 
het gebruik van de componenten van het datagestuurde feedbackmodel. In beide versies 
wordt de afstemming tussen beide leeromgevingen van de student tot stand gebracht met 
het gestandaardiseerde, valide en betrouwbare observatie-instrument ICALT en worden 
data van lesobservatie gebruikt voor het geven van taakgerichte feedback op geoefende 
leerkrachtvaardigheden. Beide versies van de begeleidingsaanpak waarin gebruik gemaakt 
is van datagestuurde feedback bleken effectief te zijn in de training van pabostudenten. 
Echter, het in zijn geheel implementeren van het datagestuurde feedbackmodel in de 
begeleidingsaanpak, inclusief het gebruik van de vierde stap waarbij de theorie verder 
wordt afgestemd op de praktijk van de studenten, lijkt het meest effectief. 

Beperkingen van het onderzoek

Deze studie heeft enkele beperkingen. Ten eerste zijn de veldexperimenten uitgevoerd 
binnen de bestaande onderwijspraktijk. Dit vraagt bij de uitvoering om betrokkenheid van 
zowel de pabo als de stagescholen. Studenten krijgen in vaste ‘pabogroepen’ onderwijs. 
Omdat het op pabo’s niet wenselijk is om binnen één specifieke ‘pabogroep’ afwijkende 
leerinhouden aan te bieden, zijn er verschillende ‘pabogroepen’ aan deze studie toegewezen. 
Hierdoor was een ad random toewijzen van studenten over de groepen niet mogelijk. 
Daarnaast is stagetoewijzing op de pabo een complex proces waarbij studenten volgens 
gemaakte afspraken met de schoolbesturen verdeeld dienen te worden. Om bij het eerste 
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veldexperiment te kunnen garanderen dat de studenten uit de controlegroep geen enkel 
element van de interventie zouden krijgen, is besloten om deze groep buiten de pabo te 
plaatsen waar de interventie geïmplementeerd zou worden. De controlegroep is geplaatst 
bij vergelijkebare pabo’s die bovendien door de NVAO (Nederlands-Vlaamse Accreditatie 
Organisatie) met minimaal een voldoende geaccrediteerd zijn. 
Een tweede beperking is dat het gebruikte onderzoeksdesign bij het tweede en derde 
veldexperiment bestond uit een enkele groep met voor- en nameting. Vanwege het 
ontbreken van een controlegroep is het daardoor niet mogelijk om causale verbanden 
te leggen. Wel konden de resultaten worden vergeleken met de resultaten die gevonden 
waren bij het voorgaande quasi-experiment. 
De derde beperking vormen de relatief kleine samples die gebruikt zijn in de drie 
veldexperimenten. 

Suggesties voor aanvullend onderzoek 

Voor zover bij ons bekend, is er nauwelijks onderzoek beschikbaar naar het daadwerkelijk 
geobserveerde niveau van leerkrachtvaardigheden van pabostudenten tijdens hun initiële 
opleiding. Deze pioniersfase van het onderzoeksprogramma heeft een eerste inzicht gegeven 
in de mogelijkheden om de kwaliteit van het lesgeven van pabostudenten te verbeteren. 
De volgende stap in dit onderzoeksprogramma is het uitvoeren van gerandomiseerde 
gecontroleerde experimenten voor het verkrijgen van meer gedetailleerde kennis over de 
voortgang van de leerkrachtvaardigheden van pabostudenten, die leren lesgeven met deze 
begeleidingsaanpak. 

Wat betreft de repliceerbaarheid zijn de gevonden resultaten van de driestappen 
begeleidingsaanpak voldoende bevestigd in een replicatiestudie. Het is echter ook 
aan te bevelen om een replicatiestudie met de vierdelige begeleidingsaanpak uit te 
voeren. Bovendien zou een studie naar de ontwikkeling van leerkrachtvaardigheden van 
pabostudenten met een focus op de verschillende opleidingsjaren een bijdrage kunnen 
leveren aan kennis hoe de leerkrachtvaardigheden zich tijdens de opleiding ontwikkelen. 

Een longitudinale studie van de groei van leerkrachtvaardigheden van start tot certificering 
kan inzicht geven in hoe de ontwikkeling verloopt gedurende de opleiding. Daarbij kan 
ook gedacht worden aan onderzoek naar de ontwikkeling van leerkrachtvaardigheden van 
pabostudenten in de verschillende opleidingsprogramma’s. 

Vanwege het dringende lerarentekort en het zoveel mogelijk voorkomen van studentuitval 
worden pabo’s aangemoedigd om met flexibele opleidingsroutes aan te sluiten bij verschillen 
in leeftijd, vooropleiding en eventuele eerder verworven vaardigheden van studenten 
(Besluit experimenten flexibel hoger onderwijs, 2019). Om pabo’s te kunnen adviseren over 
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de vormgeving van dergelijke programma’s is het van belang om de mogelijke verschillen 
in de ontwikkeling van leerkrachtvaardigheden van studenten uit deze opleidingsroutes 
te onderzoeken. Dit is bij uitstek het geval voor een groeiende groep geselecteerde 
hoogopgeleide ‘collega’s in opleiding’, de zogenaamde ‘Zijinstroom’, die vanwege het 
huidige en dringende lerarentekort in Nederland tijdens hun training al een nominatie op 
een school hebben (Ministerie van OCW, 2016). Dit geldt ook voor een andere groeiende 
groep hoogopgeleide deeltijdstudenten, die studie en werk combineren en de mogelijkheid 
krijgen om hun opleiding te versnellen. Het is van groot belang om te kijken of het inderdaad 
mogelijk is om de kwaliteit van lesgeven van deze studenten te verbeteren in een zo kort 
mogelijke studie- en trainingstijd.

Implicaties voor de onderwijspraktijk

Uit dit onderzoek volgen enkele implicaties voor de onderwijspraktijk. Aangezien pabo’s en 
stagescholen in Nederland worden aangespoord tot ‘Samen opleiden’ om de kwaliteit van 
lesgeven van pabostudenten te verhogen (Ministerie van OCW, 2020), is het verbeteren 
van de begeleidingsaanpak bij het leren lesgeven zeer wenselijk. Zoals reeds beschreven, 
bestaat het gangbare begeleidingsinstrument bij het leren lesgeven in Nederland over het 
algemeen uit één lesvoorbereidingsformulier dat de professionele ontwikkeling van de 
student gedurende de opleiding onvoldoende lijkt te ondersteunen. Ook voor mentoren 
lijkt er weinig ondersteuning te zijn voor het objectief observeren van lessen van studenten. 
Dit bemoeilijkt het geven van taakgerichte feedback toegespitst op de ontwikkelingsfase 
van de student. 

De pabo’s en stagescholen zijn ondertussen op zoek naar manieren om in partnerschap 
hun beide leeromgevingen beter op elkaar af te stemmen en om daarbij hun studenten en 
de mentoren effectiever te kunnen ondersteunen. Onze beschrijving van het ontwerp van 
de begeleidingsaanpak, met de bijbehorende fasegerichte lesformulieren, kan Nederlandse 
pabo’s inspireren bij hun gezamenlijke inspanning om de kwaliteit van lesgeven van hun 
studenten te verbeteren.

In deze begeleidingsaanpak heeft de samenwerking tussen de pabo en de stagescholen de 
vorm van een professionele leergemeenschap (Stoll & Louis, 2007). In deze leergemeenschap 
hanteren beide opleidingspartners een gezamenlijk kader van wat als ‘goed onderwijs’ kan 
worden beschouwd en op basis waarvan alle docenten nauw samenwerken om de kwaliteit 
van het onderwijs van hun pabostudenten en hun eigen docenten te verbeteren (Levin & 
Fullan, 2008). 

Deze onderlinge afstemming in de professionele leergemeenschap is in ons onderzoek tot 
stand gekomen door gebruik te maken van het datagestuurde feedbackmodel (Houtveen, 
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2018a), waarbij observatie, feedback en effectief data gebruik centraal staan. Aan de hand 
van dit model wordt de ontwikkeling van de leerkrachtvaardigheden van de studenten zoals 
beschreven geobserveerd met een gestandaardiseerd, valide en betrouwbaar observatie-
instrument, waarin de kennisbasis van effectief leerkrachtgedrag geoperationaliseerd is. 
We hebben een projectteam opgezet dat allereerst een digitale infrastructuur creëerde, 
waarin de data van lesobservatie konden worden ingevoerd. Hiermee waren alle gegevens 
direct zichtbaar voor alle betrokken opleiders en de student. Het projectteam verzorgde 
tevens de communicatie tussen alle gebruikersgroepen, zodat de onderdelen van de 
begeleidingsaanpak konden worden uitgevoerd zoals bedoeld was. Stagecoördinatoren, 
die verantwoordelijk zijn voor de kwaliteit van het opleiden hun school, observeerden 
lessen van de studenten aan de start van de stage en voerden hun scores in het digitale 
systeem in. Op basis van deze scores wezen de stagecoördinatoren het passend lesformulier 
toe. Dat lesformulier vormde de basis voor de lesvoorbereiding van de student en de te 
oefenen leerkrachtvaardigheden die centraal stonden in de stage. Op deze manier werd 
ook de mentor ondersteund bij het geven van objectieve en taakgerichte feedback op de 
leerkrachtvaardigheden die de student op dat moment aan het oefenen was. 

Gezien de bevindingen van dit onderzoek is het raadzaam om alle vier de onderdelen van de 
begeleidingsaanpak te implementeren, inclusief het aanbieden van de wetenschappelijke 
theorie over effectieve leerkrachtvaardigheden en het afstemmen van deze theorie op de 
lespraktijk van de student. 
Dit impliceert dat het aanleren van leerkrachtvaardigheden inderdaad het best verder kan 
worden ondersteund door het aanbieden van beschikbare wetenschappelijke theorie over 
effectieve leerkrachtvaardigheden in alle opleidingsjaren van de pabo. In ons geval is deze 
verdere afstemming onder meer tot stand gekomen door de begeleiding van pabostudenten 
bij het schrijven van een ontwikkelplan. De studenten verwerkten de data van de 
lesobservatie door te beschrijven welke leerkrachtvaardigheden inmiddels beheerst werden 
en welke leerkrachtvaardigheden nog verder konden worden geoefend. Deze activiteiten 
zouden kunnen worden geïntegreerd in het reeds bestaande pabocurriculum, bijvoorbeeld 
in de theorievakken en in de zogenaamde counselingbijeenkomsten (zie periode van (zelf-)
reflectie in hoofdstuk 2).

De training van alle betrokken opleiders in de theoretische achtergrond van het 
observatie-, feedback- en lesvoorbereidingsinstrument en in het correct uitvoeren van de 
begeleidingsaanpak zelf, bleek een essentiële stap in het bereiken van overeenstemming 
bij het observeren en scoren van leerkrachtvaardigheden, in het maken van afspraken 
over hoe lessen moeten worden voorbereid en over hoe effectieve feedback gegeven 
moet worden. Deze trainingsprogramma’s in de professionele leergemeenschap droegen 
daarmee bij aan een ‘shared sense of purpose’ (Hord, 2004), waarbij alle opleiders in dit 
samenwerkingsproces van elkaar konden leerden (Louis, Kruse, & Bryk, 1995). 
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Om het eindresultaat kort te omschrijven, heeft deze dissertatie drie krachtige aspecten 
van de nieuwe begeleidingsaanpak beschreven. Ten eerste draagt deze aanpak bij aan 
de verbetering van de kwaliteit van lesgeven van pabostudenten. Ten tweede biedt de 
aanpak stevig verankerd in de structuur van een professionele leergemeenschap een 
goed leerklimaat voor de verdere professionalisering van alle betrokken opleiders. Ten 
derde geeft de aanpak inzicht in de objectief geobserveerde leerkrachtvaardigheden van 
pabostudenten en in de scoringskwaliteit van de stagecoördinatoren, die beide van belang 
zijn bij het verbeteren van de opleidingssituatie.
Op basis van deze positieve bevindingen hebben de bovenschoolse besturen en het 
management van de pabo ertoe besloten om de vierdelige begeleidingsaanpak volledig in 
het nieuwe curriculum op te nemen. Deze curriculumvernieuwing is op dit moment in volle 
gang. 
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